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Abstract

The huge increase in computational power has enabled the use of high-throughput computational
screening methods for many purposes. In combination with more detailed computational studies,
this provides a powerful tool in the search for new materials and molecules useful for e.g. photo-
voltaics. This is illustrated in this thesis, where a high-throughput Density Functional Theory study
of a total of 5145 porphyrin based dye molecules is presented. Initially, the structures of the dyes
are optimized and the frontier energy orbital energies calculated. Following this, the dyes are scored
for use in a dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) in terms of a loss-less level alignment quality. This
scoring only takes into account a simplified absorption spectrum of the dye in combination with the
alignment between the molecular levels, the semi-conductor conduction band edge and the redox
mediator. To improve on this, the effect of the free energy barrier associated with the dye regen-
eration reaction is included through extensive molecular dynamics simulations for a simple model
dye, followed by an extrapolation of the result to the 5145 porphyrins. This model succeeds in re-
discovering high efficiency dyes and suggests that the next generation of high efficiency porphyrin
dyes may utilize a titanium metal center. Furthermore, the large internal reorganization energies
calculated for the octahedral cobalt complexes, used as redox mediators, lead to the requirement of a
large driving force for the regeneration reaction. Hence, using redox mediators with a lower internal
reorganization energy would allow for a less constrained choice of dye, possibly boosting the efficiency.

The obtained data is furthermore used to search for suitable pairs of porphyrins for a novel type
of DSSC schemes, using two dyes in a molecular two-photon tandem approach. Here, a high cur-
rent is sacrificed for a larger voltage. As a smaller current is however often associated with a better
fill-factor, the proposed scheme may lead to an increase in the efficiency. Specific candidates for the
different schemes are identified and the resulting setups have theoretically obtainable open-circuit
voltages exceeding 1.5 V.

Creating a metal-molecule-metal junction allows tuning the conductance through the junction by
manipulating the molecular energy levels. In this thesis a computational approach to model the
conductance as a function of the applied bias voltage, shifting the molecular levels, for a redox ac-
tive molecule is presented and compared to experimental results. Here, it is shown that shifting the
molecular energy levels in and out of resonance with the Fermi level of the electrodes, allows for a
standard tuning of the conductance. In addition to this, reversibly changing the redox state, allows
for switching quantum interference on and off, shifting the conductance by an order of magnitude.
The simple computational model used is furthermore qualitatively found to be in very good agree-
ment with experiments.

A different way of tuning the conductance through a molecular junction, is by controlling the junction
geometry. This is achieved by designing a molecule with two sets of anchor groups, which bind to
gold with significantly different strengths. Hence, it is proposed that the geometry can be controlled
by chemical passivisation of one type of anchor group. Using a simple computational model, this
experimental hypothesis is verified and the change in conductance upon changing junction geometry
is reproduced.
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Resumé

Den drastiske stigning i tilgængelig computerkraft har medført, at beregninger i stor skala i mange
sammenhænge er blevet realiserbare. Især kombinationen af stor-skala beregninger med mere detal-
jerede beregningsmetoder, er et effektivt værktøj til at finde nye materialer og molekyler til f.eks.
solceller. Dette illustreres i denne afhandling, hvor et Density Functional Theory studie af 5145
porphyrin baserede farvestoffer præsenteres. Det første trin i projektet er at optimere strukturen
af alle farvestofferne, hvorefter energien af de vigtigste molekylære orbitaler beregnes. Efterfølgende
ranglistes farvestofferne efter deres anvendelighed i en dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) ved hjælp af
en såkaldt level alignment quality, der negligerer alle tabsmekanismer. Denne metode tager således
kun et simplificeret absorptionspektrum, samt overenstemmelsen mellem de molekylære orbitaler,
konduktionsbåndskanten af halvlederen og den redoxaktive elektrolyt, i betragtning. Måden hvorpå
farvestofferne ranglistes, forbedres herefter ved at indrage den frie energibarriere associeret med re-
generationsreaktionen. Dette gøres ved at udføre ekstensive molecular dynamics simulationer for et
modelsystem, og derefter overføre resultatet til de 5145 oprindelige kandidater. Ved hjælp af denne
metode genfindes velkendte højtydende farvestoffer, samt en række titanbaserede porphyriner, der bør
undersøges nærmere med henblik på anvendelse i DSSCs. Derudover identificerer metoden den høje in-
terne reorganiseringsenergi af de oktaedriske cobaltkomplekser, der udgør den redoxaktive elektrolyt,
som et problem der påtvinger farvestofferne et krav om en høj drivkraft for regenerationsreaktionen.
Muligheden for at bruge andre redoxaktive elektrolytter med en mindre intern reorganiseringsenergi,
bør derfor undersøges, da dette vil give et mere frit valg af farvestof og dermed muligheden for en
højere solcelleeffektivitet.

Den store mængde beregnet data er yderligere blevet brugt til at identificere porphyrinpar, som
vil være velegnede i en ny type DSSC opsætning, hvori der indgår to farvestofsmolekyler, der sam-
menlagt absorberer to fotoner i en molekylær udgave af en tandemsolcelle. I denne type opsætning
ofres strømstyrken på bekostning af en høj spænding, men en lav strømstyrke er ofte forbundet med
en højere fill-factor og dette kan således sammenlagt lede til en forøgelse af solcelleeffektiviteten. I
denne afhandling identificeres specifikke porphyrinpar til brug i de forskellige opsætninger, og den
maksimalt teoretisk opnåelige spænding beregnes til at overstige 1,5 V.

Ved at konstruere en metal-molekyle-metal kontakt, er det muligt at bruge de molekylære en-
erginiveauer til at manipulere konduktansen igennem kontakten. I denne afhandling præsenteres
en beregningsmodel, der anvendes til at modellere konduktansen som funktion af bias spændingen,
der flytter de molekylære energiniveauer op og ned, for en kontakt med et redoxaktivt molekyle.
Resultaterne sammenlignes herefter med eksperimentielle data. Det vises, at der sker en normal
ændring af konduktansen, når de molekylære energiniveauer flyttes ind eller ud af resonans med
metalelektrodernes Ferminiveau. Yderligere kan konduktansen ændres med en størrelsesorden, ved
reversibelt at skifte redoxtilstand af molekylet, hvorved dennes kvanteinterferens tændes og slukkes.
Derudover vises det, at den anvendte simple beregningsmodel er kvalitativt i overenstemmelse med
eksperiementielle data.

En anden måde hvorpå konduktansen af en molekylær kontakt kan modificeres, er ved at kontrollere
kontaktens geometri. Dette kan opnås ved at designe et molekyle med to sæt ankergrupper, der
binder til guld med meget forskellig styrke. Det postuleres dermed, at kontaktgeometrien kan kon-
tolleres ved kemisk at passivere den ene type ankergruppe. Dette postulat eftervises ved brug af
en simpel beregningsmodel, der yderligere reproducerer det konduktansskifte, der følger af at ændre
kontaktgeometrien.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"The clear and present danger of
climate change means we cannot
burn our way to prosperity. We
already rely too heavily on fossil
fuels. We need to find a new,
sustainable path to the future we
want. We need a clean industrial
revolution."

Ban Ki-moon
UN Secretary-General

"Clean Industrial Revolution"
Durban, South Africa

December 2011

In December 2011, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon called for a clean industrial revolution to
replace fossil fuels with sustainable energy,1 but so far this proposed revolution has not been over-
whelmingly successful. The absence of revolutionary steps should however not be mistaken as absence
of progress and the world has witnessed several breakthroughs in sustainable technologies in the past
decades. Focusing on the vast energy source presented by the sun alone, it is estimated that 600 TW
solar power is practically available at the Earth surface.2 In comparison, the global energy consump-
tion in the beginning of this millennium was 13 TW, with a projected need of additionally 12-30
TW by 2050.3;4 A straightforward analysis hence shows that solar cells, with around 10% efficiency,
should be more than sufficient to cover the global energy need for several years. An important factor
not included in the above argument, is however the economical aspect of exploiting the sunlight.
According to calculations by McFarland,5 in order to sustain the economical growth, the total cost
of a solar converter with an efficiency of 15% producing energy priced at $ 15 / GJ, should be lower
than $ 54 / m2 including manufacturing, installing and energy production upstart. The same study
states that in 2014, the cheapest solar conversion module was priced at $ 150 / m2, leaving e.g.
nuclear power as a more cost efficient alternative. However, as the price of silicon continues to drop,
higher solar conversion efficiency plays an increasingly important role in making competitive solar cell
designs. At present, the actual silicon solar cell accounts for less than 1/4 of the cost of a complete
solar panel installation and the cost of the support structure is becoming increasingly important.6
As higher efficiency reduces the required area, this in terms leads to a reduced cost of both the solar
cells and their support structure.

1.1 Dye sensitized solar cells

Since the emergence of the first efficient system in 1991,8 the dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) has
been considered a promising technology in terms of achieving a high efficiency at a low cost.2;9
The primary component of a standard DSSC is porous semi-conductor nano-particles, usually
TiO2, attached to a transparent electrode and covered by dye molecules. This is together with
a counter electrode, usually Pt, embedded by a solvent, often acetonitrile, containing a redox
mediator. The full mechanism of a DSSC is explained in Chapter 5, but the most essential point
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Left: Illustration of a porphyrin backbone indicating the meso and β sites. The central
M represents a metal center or alternatively two hydrogen atoms. Right: Visual representation of
the calculated HOMO and LUMO of the Donor-π-Acceptor M3T2P zinc porphyrin dye molecule.7

is that the sunlight is absorbed by the dyes, converting the photons into electrons used in the
electric circuit connecting the transparent electrode with the counter electrode. Hence, a vital
component is the dye molecule. Initially, ruthenium-based dyes dominated the DSSC community,
but the high cost of ruthenium lead to expensive devices.10 Thus, the focus shifted towards cheaper
alternatives and here using a porphyrin based dye was a natural choice, since porphyrins were
already used in various other contexts including light absorption in nature.11;12 This proved to be
an excellent choice, as porphyrins are very well suited for DSSCs due to their high absorption of vis-
ible light and high customizability,13–30 including the possibility to construct dimers and trimers.31;32

As illustrated in the left part of Figure 1.1, the porphyrin backbone can be functionalized at
both the meso and the β sites. Functionalizing porphyrins with electron donating side groups at
three of the meso sites and an electron accepting anchor group at the remaining meso site, yields
so-called donor-π-acceptor porphyrin dyes. These dyes are characterized by exhibiting excellent
charge separation upon excitation, as the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is localized
mostly on the side groups, while the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is localized
more on the anchor group.7;33;34 This is illustrated in the right part of Figure 1.1. The success
of donor-π-acceptor porphyrin dyes is underlined by the current record holding dye, with a DSSC
efficiency of 13%, which belongs to this class.35 Apart from functionalizing the porphyrin backbone,
it is also possible to modify the backbone itself. The record efficiency dye employs a zinc metal center
in the porphyrin backbone, but modifying the backbone by exchanging zinc as the metal center can
alter the electronic structure of the dye significantly.36;37 In addition, replacing hydrogens at the β
positions with fluorine in copper-phthalocyanine, a class of dyes closely related to porphyrins, has
been shown to produce a significant lowering of the frontier orbital energies.38 Furthermore, using a
Ti4+ metal center in the porphyrin allows for the use of axial ligands. As shown by Pickup et al. for
titanium phthalocyanines, this can have a large impact on the frontier orbitals.39

A separate issue in a DSSC is to choose the right redox mediator with suitable properties
such as redox potential and electron transfer kinetics.40–42 Lately, high efficiencies have been ob-
tained employing cobalt based octahedral complexes as redox mediators.27;43;44 Interactions between
Ru based dyes and Co based redox mediators however limit electron injection and enhance losses
through electron recombination, making this combination unfavourable.45 In general, bulky groups
on either the dye or the redox mediator providing steric hindrance for keeping the redox mediator
away from the TiO2 surface are needed for all transition metal complex based redox mediators to
prevent recombination.27;46;47 In connection with this, Pazoki et al. reported that the main efficiency
boost obtained by increasing the dye coverage of the semi-conductor is actually ascribed to the
better blocking of the redox mediator.48 On the other hand, increased dye coverage may promote
the unwanted recombination from the conduction band of the semi-conductor to the oxidized dye.49
Recently, a more advanced tandem like setup with both a cobalt based redox mediator and a purely
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the concepts used to construct and exploit a database of porphyrin dyes
for use in a dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC). A set of building blocks are initially chosen to construct
several thousand dyes which are then scored based on their calculated energetics. This scoring is
saved in the database and subsequently improved by inclusion of the free energy barrier associated
with the dye regeneration reaction. Finally, the energetics stored in the database are used to propose
possible candidates for a novel molecular tandem scheme, designed to boost the efficiency of a DSSC.

organic redox mediator, has been proposed to improve the open-circuit voltage.50 Here, the organic
redox mediator is primarily responsible for the regeneration of the oxidized dye and is then itself
swiftly regenerated by the cobalt based redox mediator, leading to a fast dye regeneration process.
Purely organic redox mediators have also been introduced as a cheap and non-toxic alternative to the
metal based redox mediators.51;52 A consequence of employing these is the possibility to exchange
the expensive Pt counter electrode with e.g. a nanoporous polymer electrode53 or cheaper transition
metal carbides,54 retaining, or even increasing, the power conversion efficiency.

The many aspects of DSSCs make them ideal for computational studies in which detailed in-
formation, not directly observable in experiments, can be obtained.55–64 In addition to the more
detailed studies, high-throughput computational screening can assist the development of DSSC by
e.g speeding up the discovery of new and better dyes. Thanks to the enormous growth in computer
power, high-throughput methods are rapidly becoming an essential tool for accelerated materials
discovery within a wide range of areas.65–76

The goal of the DSSC project described in this thesis is to optimize the porphyrin based
dyes, maximizing the efficiency through a combination of high-throughput computational screening
and more detailed studies. To this end, a set of porphyrin backbones, side groups and anchor
groups are chosen to systematically construct several thousand donor-π-acceptor dyes. Through a
high-throughput computational scheme, the optimized structures and various energetics for these
dyes are then stored in a database as sketched in Figure 1.2. This data can then subsequently be
used to score the dyes based on the alignment of the dye molecular orbitals with e.g. the TiO2

conduction band edge. This scoring is then added to the data in the database, ensuring that a
calculation only has to be performed once. The free energy barrier associated with the electron
transfer from the redox mediator to the oxidized dye, the so-called regeneration reaction, is an
important factor neglected in the initial scoring of these dyes. However, by using detailed and
computationally demanding methods, it is possible to calculate the height of this barrier for a single
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of a metal-molecule-metal junction. The blue balls illustrates the electrons
which are being transported from the left electrode to the right via the molecular orbital energy levels
indicated by red lines.

model dye. Using a classical expression, this barrier height can then be extrapolated to thousands
of dyes in the database and used to correct the scoring of these. In this way, by combining detailed
computational studies with a high-throughput screening, we obtain an improved model for scoring
dyes to be used in DSSCs. The database containing all the data is part of the Computational
Materials Repository and is available free of charge at http://cmr.fysik.dtu.dk.

In the final part of the DSSC project we illustrate how having a significant amount of data
furthermore allows us to rationally combine dyes with suitable orbital alignment to e.g. propose
novel molecular tandem structures, which may boost the efficiency beyond what is obtainable by
using a single dye.

1.2 Molecular electronics

The detailed knowledge of molecular energy levels is useful even beyond the context of a DSSC.
An example of this is the use of metal-molecule-metal contacts in single molecule electronics. This
type of contact is illustrated in Figure 1.3. Since the first idea of molecular electronics appeared
in 1974,77 the use of this type of molecular junctions have been explored for many purposes.78
Especially the influence of the molecular levels on the electric conductance through the junction has
attracted interest due to the possibility of creating a molecular transistor. As will be discussed in
Chapter 4, the conductance peaks when a molecular level is in resonance with the Fermi level of the
metals (assuming no bias voltage). Hence, the conductance can be controlled by a gate electrode
shifting the positions of the molecular levels relative to the Fermi level. Another way of controlling
the conductance is to chemically modify the molecule trapped in the junction e.g. by photoinduced
proton transfer.79

In the electron transport project included in this thesis, we investigate a system with a redox
active molecule and an applied gate voltage. In this way, the gate influences the conductance both by
shifting the molecular levels in and out of resonance and by changing the redox state of the molecule.
Additionally, a system where the geometry of the junction is controlled by the metal-molecule
binding energy of different functional groups is investigated. In both cases, the computationally
obtained electron transmission is compared to experimentally obtained results and the strength of
this combination is illustrated.
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Chapter 2

Electronic structure theory

The use of computational approaches to predict the behaviour of molecules and solids is an ever
growing field due to the potentially huge amount of time that can be saved compared to performing
physical experiments. Furthermore, computational studies may be used to model conditions un-
obtainable in a laboratory. Since molecules and solids consist of atomic nuclei and electrons, the
foundation of ab-initio computational studies is quantum mechanics and the corresponding language
of wavefunctions, densities and operators. In the following, a brief introduction to the general elec-
tronic structure problem and the numerical solution through Density Functional Theory (DFT) is
given, highlighting a few important topics. A more comprehensive overview of the electronic structure
problem and its numerical solutions, can be found in several textbooks.80–83 It should be noted that
atomic units and the Dirac notation (see Appendix A) will be used in the rest of this thesis unless
otherwise stated.

2.1 The electronic structure problem

The fundamental question in computational chemistry is to describe how electrons and nuclei behave.
For a stationary, non-relativistic system this question can in principle be answered by solving the
Schrödinger equation

ĤΨ = EΨ (2.1)

where the Hamiltonian in atomic units for a system of N electrons with spatial coordinates r =
{r1, ..., ri, ..., rN}, ri = (xi, yi, zi), and K nuclei with spatial coordinates R = {R1, ..., Ra, ..., RK},
Ra = (xa, ya, za), contains the following contributions

Ĥ = −1

2

N∑
i=1

∇2
i −

N∑
i=1

K∑
a=1

Za∣∣ri −Ra∣∣ +
∑
i<j

1

|ri − rj |
+
∑
a<b

ZaZb∣∣Ra −Rb∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĥe

−
K∑
a=1

1

2ma
∇2
a︸ ︷︷ ︸

T̂K

(2.2)

where nuclei a has the charge Za and mass ma. The first part of the above equation, denoted
Ĥe, is the electronic part of the Hamiltonian containing the electronic kinetic energy, the electron-
nuclear attraction, the electron-electron repulsion and the nuclear-nuclear repulsion. The last part,
denoted T̂K, is the nuclear kinetic energy which is separated out to give the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The ansatz of this approximation is to write the total wavefunction as a product of
an electronic wavefunction and a nuclear wavefunction

Ψ(r,R) ≈ Ψe(r; R)χ(R) (2.3)

Here, the nuclear wavefunction is only dependent of the nuclear coordinates, while the electronic
wavefunction is dependent of the electronic coordinates and parametric dependent of the nuclear co-
ordinates. Furthermore, the electronic wavefunction is an eigenfunction of the electronic Hamiltonian

ĤeΨe(r; R) = Ee(R)Ψe(r; R) (2.4)

Since the mass of an electron is much smaller than that of a nucleus (around three orders of mag-
nitude in difference of the mass of an electron and a proton), the electrons can be assumed to react

7
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instantaneously to any change in the nuclear coordinates, leading to the assumption

T̂KΨe(r; R)χ(R) ≈ Ψe(r; R)T̂Kχ(R) (2.5)

which inserted into the Schrödinger equation gives(
T̂K + Ee(R)

)
χ(R) = Eχ(R) (2.6)

Hence, the nuclei move in a potential defined by the electronic energy. This e.g. has the consequence
that the optimal geometry of a molecule can be determined by finding the nuclear configuration
that corresponds to the lowest electronic energy. Unless otherwise stated, the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation will be used in the remainder of this thesis and Ĥ and E will refer to the electronic
Hamiltonian and the electronic energy.

2.2 Density Functional Theory

Solutions to the electronic Schrödinger equation can be approximated by constructing wavefunctions
as e.g. Slater determinants of one-electron wavefunctions, which is the foundation of the so-called
wavefunction methods such as Hartree-Fock, Configuration Interaction and Coupled Cluster. Espe-
cially the latter is a very accurate but computational expensive method. A comprehensive overview
of wavefunction methods is provided in the textbook by Helgaker, Jørgensen and Olsen.83 As the
true electronic wavefunction is a function of 3N variables, it is an inherently memory heavy problem
to solve. Thus, it would be highly advantageous to instead describe the system using the electronic
density, n(r), which is a function of only 3 variables. Theoretically, this is possible by using Density
Functional Theory (DFT) due to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, which states that:84

• The external potential is uniquely determined by the ground state density to within an additive
constant.

• For any trial density, n′(r), it holds E0 ≤ E[n′(r)], where E0 is the ground state energy of the
system.

The first part of the theorem ensures that for a given nuclear configuration, magnetic field etc. the
density is unique and that this density fully describes the system. Mathematically, this can be
expressed as

E[n] = 〈Ψ[n]|Ĥ|Ψ[n]〉 = 〈Ψ[n]|T̂e + Ûee + V̂ext|Ψ[n]〉 = F [n] +

∫
vion(r)n(r)dr (2.7)

where we have split the electronic Hamiltonian into a kinetic part, T̂e, an electron-electron interaction
part, Ûee, and a part due to the external potential, V̂ext, which through vion(r), as mentioned, contains
the electron-nuclear attraction as well as any magnetic field etc. The second part of the theorem
ensures that, given F [n], the ground state density can be found by minimizing the energy. However,
there is no information on the shape of the universal F [n], which in practice has proven very hard to
approximate accurately.

2.3 Kohn-Sham theory

To simplify the task of finding the universal functional, Kohn and Sham suggested to introduce a
system with non-interacting electrons, but with the same electronic density as the real system.85 Due
to the non-interacting electrons, this reference system can be described using one-electron so-called
Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals

ĤRψi(r) = εiψi(r) (2.8)

where the non-interacting Hamiltonian is given as

ĤR = −1

2
∇2 + vR(r) (2.9)
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In the above, the reference potential, vR(r), ensures that the system has the same density as the real
system, such that

n(r) =

N∑
i=1

|ψi(r)|2 (2.10)

Due to the introduction of orbitals, the kinetic energy of the electrons in the reference system is
well-defined and the energy of the reference system can be written as

ER[n] = −1

2

N∑
i=1

〈ψi|∇2|ψi〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ts[n]

+

∫
vR(r)n(r)dr (2.11)

We can now use the kinetic energy of the reference system as a first approximation of the kinetic
energy of the real system and if we at the same time approximate the electron-electron interaction
with the simple Coulombic repulsion (or Hartree term), we get the following expression for the energy
of the real system

E[n] = Ts[n] +
1

2

∫ ∫
n(r)n(r′)

|r − r′|
drdr′ +

∫
vion(r)n(r)dr + Exc[n] (2.12)

where the exchange-correlation functional, Exc[n], is defined as the error in approximating the energy
with the reference kinetic energy and Hartree term

Exc[n] = Te[n]− Ts[n] + Uee[n]− 1

2

∫ ∫
n(r)n(r′)

|r − r′|
drdr′ (2.13)

Finally, from the expressions of the energy of the reference and real systems, it can be shown that
the reference potential defining the reference system is given by

vR(r) =

∫
n(r′)

|r − r′|
dr′︸ ︷︷ ︸

vH(r)

+vion(r) +
∂Exc[n]

∂n︸ ︷︷ ︸
vxc(r)

(2.14)

Hence, the reference potential is seen to be dependent on the density and the Kohn-Sham equations
must therefore be solved in a self-consistent way from an initial guess of n(r).

2.4 Exchange-correlation functionals

By introducing the Kohn-Sham reference system, the problem of finding a universal functional
has been reduced from estimating the full energy, via F [n], to only estimating a correction to the
energy in the exchange-correlation functional. Furthermore, this correction can be split into two
parts known from wavefunction theory, namely exchange and correlation. In the electron-electron
interaction part of the expression for the DFT energy of the true system (Equation 2.12), we have
only included the Hartree term which is a simple Coulombic repulsion between different parts of
the electronic density. However, since electrons are fermions, electrons with the same spin can not
occupy the same physical space. Hence, the contribution to the Coulombic repulsion attributed to
overlapping density contributions from electrons with the same spin should be subtracted from the
Hartree term through the exchange part of the correction. The Hartree term furthermore treats
the electron-electron repulsion as a local property, in which an electron feels the mean field created
by the remaining electrons. The true electron-electron interaction is however highly non-local,
depending on all electronic coordinates and the correction for this is the correlation part of the
exchange-correlation functional.

The simplest approach to model the exchange-correlation functional is to assume a uniform
electron gas and derive the correct behaviour of the exchange-correlation functional for this
system.85 This gives rise to the so-called Local Density Approximation (LDA), which is defined by

ELDA
xc [n] =

∫
n(r)εunif

xc [n]dr (2.15)
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where εunif
xc [n] is the single-electron exchange-correlation energy for a uniform electron gas, which has

been thoroughly parametrised. Since LDA is based on the uniform electron gas, the functional is
good at describing systems in which the electronic density varies very slowly. However, for molecules,
where the density varies significantly, it has proven necessary to correct for these variations by includ-
ing the density gradient, ∇n(r), defining the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) type of
exchange-correlation functionals. A specific GGA functional is the popular Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional.86 The exchange and correlation part of the PBE functional is defined as gradient
dependent corrections to the LDA functional

EPBE
x [n,∇n] =

∫
n(r)εunif

x [n]FX [∇n]dr (2.16)

EPBE
c [n, ζ,∇n] =

∫
n(r)

(
εunif
c [n, ζ] +H[n, ζ,∇n]

)
dr (2.17)

EPBE
xc [n, ζ,∇n] = EPBE

x [n,∇n] + EPBE
c [n, ζ,∇n] =

∫
n(r)εunif

x [n]FXC [n, ζ,∇n]dr (2.18)

where ζ(r) =
n↑(r)−n↓(r)

n(r) is the relative spin polarization and FXC is the parametrised enhancement
function. For PBE the parameters are chosen to fulfil certain theoretical requirements, but other
functionals use empirically determined parameters.

2.5 GPAW

The practical implementation of the Kohn-Sham scheme leads to several choices on how to numerically
calculate and represent the different functions and variables. The GPAW code87;88 used in this study
is a real-space implementation of the projector augmented-wave method. In brief, this means that
the wavefunctions, potentials etc. are evaluated and stored on a real-space grid, but with the addition
that the part of the real-space inside spheres of radius rca around each atom is treated differently. Here,
the "correct" wavefunctions, ψi, are replaced with smoother functions ψ̃i via a linear transformation

ψi = T̂ ψ̃i (2.19)

Outside the atomic spheres ψi = ψ̃i, leading to the expression

ψi = ψ̃i +

K∑
a=1

(
ψai − ψ̃ai

)
(2.20)

where the functions with the superscript a denotes the part of the function inside the atomic sphere.
As the "correct" wavefunctions oscillate significantly close to the atomic nuclei, requiring a very
fine grid to represent all fluctuations, the use of smoother wavefunctions allows for using a more
crude grid. On the other hand, this method relies significantly on the accuracy of the wavefunction
transformation which for GPAW is governed through a set of element specific setups. In GPAW,
only the valence electrons are treated explicitly, while the core electrons are fixed to a reference state
from the isolated atoms. As mentioned, the wavefunctions are in GPAW evaluated on a real-space
grid and the standard approach to obtain derivatives is by using the finite difference approach, which
takes the values of the nearest neighbouring grid points into account. In this way the complete basis
set limit can be systematically approached by decreasing the grid spacing. This method is however
generally computational expensive. An alternative method is to generate the wavefunctions from a
linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO), where the wavefunctions are given by89

ψ̃i =
∑
µ

cµiΦµ (2.21)

where the basis function, Φanlm, for atom a with the quantum numbers nlm is given as a product of
a radial function, Ra

nl, and a spherical harmonic, Ylm

Φanlm(r) = Ra
nl

(∣∣r −Ra∣∣)Ylm (θa, φa) (2.22)
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where θa and φa are spherical angles with origin in Ra. In LCAO mode, the wavefunction is still
evaluated on a grid, but the derivatives and overlap matrix elements can be calculated analytically,
significantly lowering the computational cost. The quality of the basis set can be improved by adding
more basis functions, including functions with higher l quantum number as polarization functions,
but the strictly systematic convergence towards the complete basis set limit is lost.

2.6 Energy levels

In many applications it is useful to investigate the individual electronic levels (or orbitals) of a
molecule. Especially the orbitals around the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are interesting from a chemical point of view as these
are usually involved in chemical binding, optical absorption etc. The construction of the Kohn-
Sham orbitals however has the consequence that the eigenvalue gap between HOMO and LUMO,
εKS

LUMO − εKS
HOMO, does not correspond to the energy difference between the cost of removing an

electron from the system (the ionization potential, IP ) and the energy gained by adding an electron
(the electron affinity, EA), which is denoted the fundamental gap. In fact, Baerends et al.90 argue
that the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue gap should rather represent the optical gap, which is the energy
cost of exciting an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO. As the excited electron in the LUMO
interacts with the positive hole left in the HOMO, the optical gap is generally much smaller than the
fundamental gap. To circumvent the issue of Kohn-Sham eigenvalues, the fundamental gap can be
obtained from total energy calculations through

Egap = ELUMO − EHOMO

= (E[−1]− E[0])− (E[0]− E[+1]) (2.23)
= IP − EA

where E[0] is the ground state total energy and, E[−1] and E[+1] are the total energy of the negatively
and positively charged ions of the molecule, respectively.





Chapter 3

Marcus theory

Electron transfer reactions constitute one of the most important classes of reactions and are essential
for life on Earth through e.g. photosynthesis and the human respiratory process. Furthermore,
electron transfer reactions are a key constituent in any device harvesting or storing energy. An
example of this is the reduction of the photo-excited and oxidized dye by the redox mediator in a dye
sensitized solar cell (DSSC). Here, both the dye and the redox mediator are embedded in a solvent
and the electron transfer induces changes in both reactants as well as the solvent, creating a free
energy barrier that must be energetically overcome. In the following, the Marcus theory governing
this free energy barrier and the rate of electron transfer reactions is introduced, followed by a brief
description on how to obtain the free energy barrier in practice using Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations in combination with the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM). The discussion
in this chapter is focused on the electron transfer between two molecules in a solvent. A more general
introduction to the theory can be found in the textbook by Kuznetsov and Ulstrup.91

3.1 Electron transfer reactions

To introduce the concept of Marcus theory it is illustrative to start from the well-known Arrhenius
equation governing the reaction rate of a general chemical reaction

k = A exp

(
−Ea
kBT

)
(3.1)

where A is a constant related to the frequency of incidents that increase the energy, or activates, the
reactants e.g. vibrations or collisions and Ea is the activation energy that must be overcome for a
reaction to occur. The constant A and the activation energy, Ea, can be determined experimentally
by measuring the reaction rate as a function of the temperature and computationally using e.g.
transition state theory (for a comprehensive overview see the textbook by Henriksen and Hansen92).
Consider now a general electron transfer reaction between a donor, D, and an acceptor, A, in a solvent

D− + A︸ ︷︷ ︸
i

→ D + A−︸ ︷︷ ︸
f

(3.2)

where we denote the initial state as i and the final state as f . For this type of reaction, Marcus sug-
gested that the constant A in the Arrhenius equation is related to the electronic coupling, κ, between
the donor and the acceptor, while the activation energy is due to the energy cost of reorganizing the
reactants and the solvent, expressed by the free energy electron transfer barrier ∆F ‡. Reformulating
Equation 3.1 we thus get the Marcus rate93–97

kMarcus = κ exp

(
−∆F ‡

kBT

)
(3.3)

For outer-sphere, diabatic electron transfers, in which the electronic coupling is weak, the change in
κ for similar donor-acceptor pairs can be assumed to be negligible. In this case, the difference in rate
will thus be dominated by the free energy electron transfer barrier. To obtain an expression for ∆F ‡,

13
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we start out by defining the energy of the initial state at a given nuclear configuration R including
the nuclei of both reactants and the solvent

Ei(R) = Ui + Vi(R) + εi(R) (3.4)

where Ui is the gas-phase energy of the reactants in the initial electronic state, εi(R) is the interaction
between the solvent and the electron to be transferred in Equation 3.2 and Vi(R) is the interaction
between the reactants and the solvent, excluding the electron to be transferred. Assuming that the
electron transfer does not involve any other chemical reaction, e.g. bond formation and breaking, we
have that Vi(R) = Vf (R), leading to

∆E(R) = Ef (R)− Ei(R) = Uf − Ui︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆U

+ εf (R)− εi(R)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ε(R)

(3.5)

The transition state between the initial and final state in Equation 3.2 can now be defined as the
nuclear configuration, R‡, where the potential energy difference between the two states is zero,
∆E(R‡) = 0, leading to

∆ε(R‡) = −∆U (3.6)

giving the physical interpretation of the transition state as the configuration in which the difference in
gas phase potential energy is exactly overcome by the difference in solvation energy of the transferring
electron.

3.2 The free energy function

In the above we have used the nuclear coordinates, R, as the reaction coordinate for the charge
transfer reaction in Equation 3.2. However, due to the very high dimensionality of R, it is more
beneficial to use a simpler reaction coordinate, x, defined as

x ≡ ∆E(R) (3.7)

Using this reaction coordinate we can write the restricted partition function for the initial state
as98–100

Fi(x) = − 1

β
ln

∫
δ [x−∆E(R)] exp [−βEi(R)] dR (3.8)

where β = 1
kBT

and the reaction coordinate is introduced through the δ-function. From the Boltzmann
distribution we can write the probability of observing a specific x for our initial state as

Pi(x) =

∫
δ [x−∆E(R)] exp [−βEi(R)] dR∫

exp [−βEi(R)] dR
(3.9)

which inserted into Equation 3.8 gives

Fi(x) = − 1

β
ln [Pi(x)]− 1

β
ln

∫
exp [−βEi(R)] dR︸ ︷︷ ︸

F∗i

(3.10)

where F ∗i is the free energy of the state. This constant is however usually neglected since we are more
interested in the relative free energy upon varying x to e.g. obtain the free energy electron transfer
barrier from Equation 3.3

∆F ‡ = Fi(x
‡)− Fi(xmin) (3.11)

where xmin is the minimum point of the free energy curve. In the same manner as above, the free
energy function for the final state can be found

Ff (x) = − 1

β
ln

∫
δ [x−∆E(R)] exp [−βEf (R)] dR

= − 1

β
ln

∫
δ [x−∆E(R)] exp [−βEi(R)] exp [−β∆E(R)] dR

= − 1

β
ln

∫
δ [x−∆E(R)] exp [−βEi(R)] dR + x

= Fi(x) + x (3.12)
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the outer and inner reorganization energy upon charging a molecule in a
solvent. The outer reorganization energy is due to the solvent reorganization (black arrows) and the
inner reorganization energy is due to structural changes in the molecule (red arrows).

The final result in Equation 3.12 has the consequence that only the free energy function for either
the initial or the final state has to be calculated to get the other. In the linear response regime
the probability in Equation 3.9 will be a Gaussian, giving the characteristic parabolic free energy
function98–100

Fi(x) =
1

4λ
(x− xmin)2 + F ∗i (3.13)

where the reorganization energy, λ, is defined as

λ = Fi(xf,min)− Fi(xi,min) (3.14)

where xf,min and xi,min are the minimum points of the free energy curve for the final and initial state
respectively. The reorganization energy is usually split into two parts

λ = λin + λout (3.15)

where λin is the inner reorganization energy, which is due to structural changes in the molecule, and
λout is the outer reorganization energy, which is due to the solvent reorganization. This separation
is illustrated in Figure 3.1 where the black arrows represents the orientation of the solvent molecules
and the red arrows represents the change in bond length in the molecule upon charging it. Having
parabolic functions for the free energy of both the initial and final state, the free energy electron
transfer barrier can be shown to be given as93–97

∆F ‡ =

(
λ+ ∆F 0

)2
4λ

(3.16)

where ∆F 0 = Ff (xf,min)−Fi(xi,min) is the free energy difference between the final and initial state.
Figure 3.2 gives an illustration of the free energy functions, the free energy barrier, ∆F ‡, the free
energy difference, ∆F 0, and the reorganization energy, λ. As stated in the previous section, for a
diabatic outer-sphere electron transfer reaction, the kinetics are dominated by the free energy barrier
and hence the reorganization energy. From the definition in Equation 3.14, it is seen that λ > 0.
Thus, the free energy barrier can be reduced by making the reaction more exergonic. However, due
to the square in the numerator in Equation 3.16, the barrier height will increase if ∆F 0 becomes too
negative. This counter-intuitive situation is known as the Marcus inverted region, which has been
experimentally realized for different electron transfer reactions.101–104

3.3 Sampling and analysis

The free energy function can in practice be calculated from Equation 3.10 by computationally ob-
taining the probability function, Pi(x). This function is a statistical average over many nuclear
configurations, R, which needs to be computationally sampled using e.g. Molecular Dynamics (MD).
The essence of MD simulations is to fulfil Newtons second law

Fa = ma
d2Ra
dt2

(3.17)
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the free energy function for the initial, Fi(x), and final, Ff (x),
electronic states, the free energy barrier, ∆F ‡, the free energy difference, ∆F 0, and the reorganization
energy, λ. The parabolas presented here are an idealized case assuming linear response. Figure
adapted from Ph.D. thesis by E. Ö. Jónsson.105

where Fa is the force on nucleus a, ma is the mass of the nucleus and d2Ra
dt2 is its acceleration. Thus,

knowing the force enables us to calculate the acceleration and hence the time dependent positions
of the nuclei in the system. For the charge transfer reactions investigated in this thesis, we will
be working at a constant number of particles, constant volume and constant temperature, which is
known as the NVT canonical ensemble. Here, the Langevin dynamics formalism is used to govern
the MD simulations105–107

ma
d2Ra
dt2

= Fa(R)− γma
dRa
dt

+ dW (t)
√

2kBTγma (3.18)

where Fa(R) are the forces obtained from an electronic structure calculation at nuclear coordinates R,
γ is a positive friction constant and dW (t) is a stochastic function representing the Brownian motion.
The temperature control enters through the relation between γ and dW (t). Using MD simulations, it
is possible to directly sample the initial and final states. However, the simulation will energetically
be focused around the equilibrium configurations of the two states, while the sampling around the
transition state will be sparse. Hence, it is necessary to explicitly introduce a bias, shifting the
sampling region towards the non-equilibrium configurations. This can be done by defining a coupling
constant, {χα : 0 ≤ χα ≤ 1}, bringing the system from the initial state to the final state via the
intermediate state α

Eα(R) = (1− χα)Ei(R) + χαEf (R) = Ei(R) + χα∆E(R) (3.19)

The MD samplings of the relevant phase-spaces are then based on a simple linear combination of the
forces

Fα(R) = (1− χα)Fi(R) + χαFf (R) (3.20)

where Fi(R) and Ff (R) are the force vectors for the initial and final states, respectively. A conse-
quence of forcing the system to sample the region around e.g. the transition state is artificially high
probabilities for observing these configurations, so-called biased probabilities, which are obtained as
normalized histograms

P bα(x) =
1

nα

nα∑
l=1

δ[x−∆E(Rl)] (3.21)

where nα is the number of sampled configurations of R using the coupling χα. To obtain the unbiased
probabilities necessary to construct the free energy curves, it is possible to use the weighted histogram
analysis method (WHAM), in which the unbiased probabilities are given by108–110

Puα (x) = P bα(x) exp (β[χα∆E(R)− fα]) (3.22)
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where fα is the free energy change induced by the bias term, χα∆E(R), from Equation 3.19
through105

exp (−βfα) = 〈exp (−β[χα∆E(R)])〉 =

∫
exp (−β[χα∆E(R)])Pi(x)dR (3.23)

If the total number of values used for the coupling parameter χα is Nα, the total probability curve
for the initial state can be written as

Pi(x) = C

Nα∑
α=1

ρα(x)Puα (x) (3.24)

where C is a normalization constant and ρα(x) is the weight of the coupling α for a specific value
of x. Using normalized weights,

∑Nα
α=1 ρα(x) = 1, it can be shown that the statistical error in the

sampling is minimized by using108;109

Pi(x) = C

Nα∑
α=1

nα exp (−β[χα∆E(R)− fα])∑Nα
α′=1 nα′ exp (−β[χα′∆E(R)− fα′ ])

Puα (x)

= C

Nα∑
α=1

nα∑Nα
α′=1 nα′ exp (−β[χα′∆E(R)− fα′ ])

P bα(x) (3.25)

To use the above expression for obtaining the probability curve, we only need an expression for the
free energy bias, fα. Rewriting Equation 3.23 using Equation 3.25 gives the following expression

exp (−βfα) = C

Nα∑
α=1

nα exp (−β[χα∆E(R)])∑Nα
α′=1 nα′ exp (−β[χα′∆E(R)− fα′ ])

P bα(x) (3.26)

which has to be solved self-consistently as the free energy bias enters on both sides of the equation.





Chapter 4

Electron transport

The continuous search for smaller electronic components is rapidly pushing the scale towards a regime
where single electrons and molecular energy levels dominate. In this regime, the wave like nature of
electrons leads to concepts like tunnelling and quantum interference, greatly influencing the properties
of single molecule junctions. In the following, the transmission of an electron through a square
potential is considered to provide an illustration of the difference between the electron and a classical
particle in terms of tunnelling. The scope is then expanded to consider the transmission through a
single molecule junction and how to obtain this from an electronic structure calculation including
how to correct for some well-known numerical issues through the DFT+Σ correction. Finally, the
concept of quantum interference (QI) in which the transmission is zero due to destructive interference
is introduced and a simple model to predict this phenomena is presented.

4.1 Electronic tunnelling

The concept of electronic tunnelling through a potential barrier is best illustrated by looking at the
simple one-dimensional square potential, which is defined by

V (x) =

 0 for x < 0 (zone I)
V0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ L (zone II)
0 for x > L (zone III)

(4.1)

where L is the width of the potential and V0 is the potential barrier height (see Figure 4.1). For a
classical particle in this potential to cross from zone I to zone III, it would need sufficient energy to
overcome the barrier so that the probability, expressed as the transmission function, would simply be
given by

Tclass(ε) =

{
1 for ε ≥ V0

0 for ε < V0
(4.2)

To evaluate the transmission function for an electron travelling from zone I to III, we on the other
hand need to solve the Schrödinger equation(

−1

2

d2

dx2
+ V (x)

)
ψ(x) = εψ(x) (4.3)

which can be shown to have the following solution

ψ(x) =


a1 exp

(
i
√

2εx
)

+ a2 exp
(
−i
√

2εx
)

(zone I)

b1 exp
(
i
√

2(ε− V0)x
)

+ b2 exp
(
−i
√

2(ε− V0)x
)

(zone II)

c1 exp
(
i
√

2εx
)

+ c2 exp
(
−i
√

2εx
)

(zone III)

(4.4)

Each of the above wavefunctions is seen to consist of a sum of two parts, where each part can be
interpreted as either the wavefunction for particles moving in positive x-direction or the wavefunction
for particles moving in negative x-direction. Assuming that all the particles are approaching the
barrier in the positive x-direction, that we are only interested in the ratio between the coefficients
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Zone I Zone II Zone III

Figure 4.1: Illustration of a square potential (gray box) with the classical transmission function
Tclass(ε) (red curve) and the electronic transmission function Telec(ε) (blue curve). The potential has
the dimensions of V0 = 1 eV and L = 2 a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius.

and that the wavefunction has to be continuous and differentiable in the points x = 0 and x = L, the
transmission function can be shown to be given by111

Telec(ε) =


4ε(V0−ε)

V 2
0 sinh2

(
L
√

2(V0−ε)
)

+4ε(V0−ε)
for ε < V0(

1 + L2V0

2

)−1

for ε = V0

4ε(ε−V0)

V 2
0 sin2

(
L
√

2(ε−V0)
)

+4ε(ε−V0)
for ε > V0

(4.5)

which is visualized in Figure 4.1. From Equation 4.5 it is seen that, as opposed to the classical
particle, the electron does have a finite probability of crossing a potential even when it does not
posses enough energy to overcome the potential barrier height. This probability however decreases
as the potential widens (increasing L).

4.2 Single molecule electron transport

A physical version of a square potential like problem is to imagine two metal leads connected through
a single molecule forming a so-called single molecule junction (see illustration in Figure 4.2 left).
Here, the molecular levels serve as channels for the electron to move from one metal tip to the other
and V0 can thus be thought of as the energy difference between the Fermi level of the leads (assuming
no bias voltage) and the nearest molecular level (see Figure 4.2 right). For a system with a molecule
with a single molecular level with the energy εa, it can be shown that the transmission function is
given as a Lorentzian function centred on εa, with a width determined by the coupling, Γ, between
the molecule and the metal leads112

T (ε) =
Γ2

(ε− εa)
2

+ Γ2
(4.6)

Here, we have assumed that the transport through the molecule is phase-coherent, meaning that the
electron does not experience any phase altering interactions such as e.g. interaction between the
electron and the vibrational degrees of motion of the molecule, and that the junction is symmetric. A
general single molecule junction can be split up into three parts as shown in Figure 4.2 left: A finite
scattering region containing the junction itself and two infinite leads, denoted right or left, representing
the metal contacts. Having this division, the general phase-coherent transmission function is given
as113

T (ε) = Tr [Gr
S(ε)ΓL(ε)Ga

S(ε)ΓR(ε)] (4.7)
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Figure 4.2: Left: Division of a molecular junction into lead and scattering regions. Right: Schematic
illustration of the energetics of a molecular junction indicating the Fermi level and the broadening,
Γ, of the molecular level due to hybridization with the electronic levels of the metal.

where G
r/a
S (ε) is the retarded/advanced Green’s function for the scattering region and ΓR/L(ε) is

coupling to the right/left lead defined from the self-energy

ΓR/L(ε) = i
(
Σr
R/L(ε)−Σa

R/L(ε)
)

(4.8)

The Green’s functions and self-energies are related to the electronic structure of the leads and the
molecule through the following relations112;113

Gr
S(ε) = [zSS −HS −Σr

L(ε)−Σr
R(ε)]

−1

Σr
R/L(ε) =

(
zSSR/SL −HSR/SL

)
g0,r
R/L(ε)

(
zS†SR/SL −H†SR/SL

)
(4.9)

g0,r
R/L(ε) =

(
zSR/L −HR/L

)−1

where Hij = 〈φi|Ĥ|φj〉 is the Hamiltonian matrix, Sij = 〈φi|φj〉 is the overlap and z = ε+ iη, where
η is a positive infinitesimal.∗ The overlap and Hamiltonian matrices are both split up into pure lead
and scattering parts and parts coupling the leads with the scattering region

H =

HL H†SL 0
HSL HS HSR

0 H†SR HR

 , S =

 SL S†SL 0
SSL SS SSR
0 S†SR SR

 (4.10)

where it may be noted that we assume a sufficiently large scattering region such that the coupling
between the leads can be neglected. Furthermore, only the HS and SS matrices are finite due to the
infinite leads. However, the leads are chosen such that they consist of repeated principal layers and in
this way we avoid inverting an infinite matrix in the above equation. Both H and S can be obtained
using DFT within the Kohn-Sham scheme (see Chapter 2).

4.3 DFT+Σ

A consequence of obtaining the transmission function from Kohn-Sham based DFT is the use of
Kohn-Sham eigenvalues for the molecular energy levels. As discussed in Chapter 2, these eigenvalues
give rise to a significantly smaller gap than the fundamental gap, Egap = IP −EA. To correct for this,
the HOMO and LUMO energy can be obtained from Equation 2.23 in which total energy calculations
are used. Due to the presence of the metal electrodes, the effect of the induced image charge in the
metal surfaces on the molecular levels must also be considered. Here, the classical image charge of a
point charge located at a distance z above a perfect metal surface is given by114

V =
−q2

4(z − z0)
(4.11)

∗Substituting z with z† = ε− iη in Equation 4.9 gives the advanced Green’s function Ga
S(ε).
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where q is the charge of the point charge and z0 is the effective image plane lying around 0.5 - 1.0
Å above the surface.114 Using the above expression, it follows from Equation 2.23 that the image
charge effect decreases the LUMO energy and increases the HOMO energy. The corrections to the
HOMO and LUMO Kohn-Sham eigenvalues can thus be summarized as

δεHOMO = E[0]− E[+1]− V − εKS
HOMO (4.12)

δεLUMO = E[−1]− E[0] + V − εKS
LUMO (4.13)

where E[0] is the ground state total energy and, E[−1] and E[+1] are the total energy of the negatively
and positively charged ions of the molecule, respectively. Applying the δεHOMO correction to the
eigenvalues of all occupied orbitals and the δεLUMO to all virtual orbitals gives the so-called DFT+Σ
correction to the transmission function. This is a computationally cheap correction that has shown
to give reasonable results.115–117

4.4 Quantum interference

A special case of electron transport is when the transmission function is exactly zero even suppressing
electronic tunnelling through the junction. This effect is due to destructive interference between
different electronic paths through the molecule in the junction and is known as quantum interference
(QI). In molecular electronics it is usually of interest to have as high an on/off ratio as possible
and thus the QI phenomena has received extensive attention as a way of completely turning off the
current. However, in order to predict for which molecules QI will occur it is essential to have a
theoretical model describing when the transmission function is zero. In the following, the graphical
model by Markussen et al.118 is briefly introduced. Starting from the expression for phase-coherent
transport in Equation 4.7 and assuming that only the molecular orbitals ψ1 and ψN couples to the
left and right lead, respectively, the transmission function reduces to118

T (ε) = γ(ε)2 |[Gr
S(ε)]1N |2 (4.14)

where γ(ε) = [ΓL(ε)]11 = [ΓR(ε)]NN assuming similar coupling to both leads. The QI phenomena is
due to the molecular states and we therefore evaluate the 1N matrix element of the Green’s function
using Cramer’s rule118

[Gr
S(ε)]1N =

det1N (ε−HS)

det [ε−HS −Σr
L(ε)−Σr

R(ε)]
(4.15)

where we assume an orthogonal basis set† and define det1N (ε−HS) as the determinant of the matrix
obtained by removing the first row and Nth column from ε − HS and multiplying with (−1)1+N .
Assuming zero Fermi energy, εF = 0, the condition for having zero transmission at the Fermi level,
T (εF ) = T (0) = 0, is given by

det1N (HS) = 0 (4.16)

The "true" Hamiltonian is very complicated and thus the above condition will rarely be exactly ful-
filled. For a conjugated molecule, in which the transport is dominantly governed by the π electrons in
the pz orbitals, we can however approximate the "true" Hamiltonian using a Hückel model. By setting
the the on-site energy for all pz orbitals to zero and only include the hopping between neighbouring
orbitals, t, we can obtain the following Hückel model Hamiltonian

H̃S =


0 t 0 . . . 0
t 0 t . . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . .

...
0 . . . t 0 t
0 . . . 0 t 0

 (4.17)

which is dominated by zeros that will leave only very few non-vanishing terms in the expression for
the determinant of this (N − 1)× (N − 1) matrix

det(H̃S) =
∑
σ

sgn(σ)

N−1∏
i=1

[H̃S ]iσ(i) (4.18)

†Assuming an orthogonal basis set and neglecting the infinitesimal η allow us to set zSS = ε.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the simple graphical model to predict quantum interference (QI). To avoid
QI it is necessary to have a path for the electron through the molecule in which every site has one
incoming and one outgoing path. This is the case for the ortho connection. Furthermore, sites not
included in the electron path must be able to be connected in closed loops which is the case for the
para connection. For the meta connection the path leaves out the site with the green dot and thus
this connection is expected to exhibit QI. Figure adapted from Markussen et al.118

Thus, unless it is possible to find a permutation in which only nearest neighbour hopping is occurring,
the system will exhibit QI. Graphically, this can be thought of as to require that a path for the
electron through the molecule can be drawn in which every site has one incoming and one outgoing
path. Furthermore, sites not included in the electron path must be able to be connected in closed
loops. These rules are illustrated for the benzene molecule in Figure 4.3. Here, it is seen that
only transport through the ortho and para positions is possible, whereas the meta position exhibits
QI. Even though this simple graphical model is only formally correct within the Hückel model, it
has proven to correctly predict QI in form of a transmission dip around the Fermi level for several
conjugated molecules.117;118





Part II

Results and discussion
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Chapter 5

Dye sensitized solar cells

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) has attracted significant interest as
it constitutes a cheap and flexible alternative to the Si-based technologies. This is in part due to the
apparently simple physical light harvesting mechanism of a DSSC, which is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Here, the incoming photons from the sun are absorbed by a molecular dye, which is anchored to a
semi-conductor nanoparticle (typically TiO2). The excited electrons on the dye are then transferred
to the conduction band of the semiconductor in an ultrafast charge separation process and extracted
to an external circuit. In the last step, the electron is transferred from the counter electrode back
to the dye by an electrolyte. As illustrated in the figure, a number of criterion must be fulfilled in
order to obtain a high DSSC efficiency. First, the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) should be smaller than the redox potential of the electrolyte while the first excited state
should lie above the conduction band edge of the semiconductor. Second, the absorption spectrum
of the dye should have a large overlap with the solar spectrum. In addition to these level alignment
criterion, the charge injection from the dye to the semiconductor, the regeneration of the oxidized
dye by the electrolyte, losses due to charge transport and recombination etc. further influences the
efficiency. The optimization of a DSSC is hence a complicated task with many parameters to tweak.

Figure 5.1: Schematic overview of the working mechanisms of a dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC).
The incoming photons from the sun are absorbed by a molecular dye which is anchored to a semi-
conductor nanoparticle (typically TiO2). The excited electrons on the dye are then transferred to the
conduction band of the semiconductor in an ultrafast charge separation process and extracted to an
external circuit. In the last step, the electron is transferred from the counter electrode back to the
dye by an electrolyte.

27
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Synthesizing and experimentally measuring e.g. the energy levels of just a single dye can fur-
thermore be a non-trivial and time consuming process which should only be performed for dyes that
have significant probability of giving a high solar cell efficiency. Using electronic structure theory on
the other hand offers a more simple and fast way of obtaining the relevant energy levels for up to
several thousand dyes and, in this manner, the cheap computational result could work as a guide for
which dyes it would beneficial to perform experimental studies.

In the following, a computational approach to optimize a few of the important parameters in
a DSSC is introduced. In Section 5.1 the results from Paper I and II are presented, targeting the
level alignment of the dye molecular levels with e.g. the conduction band of the semi-conductor. In
Section 5.2 the results from Paper III are presented, correcting the level alignment results with the
electron transfer barrier for the dye regeneration process. Last, in Section 5.3 the results from Paper
IV are presented, proposing new ways of combining dyes to create molecular tandem solar cells.

5.1 Optimizing porphyrin based dyes using large-scale computations

To fully exploit the advantages of high-throughput computational screening methods it is important
to have a data set that can be systematically extended. In this study we have chosen our data set
to consist of porphyrin dyes functionalized at the meso positions as this class of molecules is easily
customized and currently holds the efficiency record for DSSCs.35 The systematic handling of the
dyes is ensured by splitting them up into a backbone, an electron accepting anchor group and three
electron donating side groups. The backbone of the dye is the porphyrin moiety itself, where we
choose 5 different candidates as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Here, the ZnP backbone is chosen due to
its popularity in high efficiency dyes and the simple H2P backbone is chosen to investigate the effect
of not having a metal center. The three last backbones are chosen since modifying the backbone by
exchanging zinc as the metal center and use fluorine in the β positions, as discussed in Chapter 1,
has been shown to alter the electronic structure of the dye significantly.36–39 The five more or less
electron donating side groups and the three electron accepting anchor groups used to construct the
dyes in this study are shown in Figure 5.3. The TPA, MOTPA and TMP side groups as well as the
EthynPhA anchor group have been investigated experimentally by Liu et al.,19 the DMP, DTBP
and DTA side groups are modified versions of those investigated experimentally by Yella et al.27
and the 2CarboxyPropenA and 2CyanoPropenA anchor groups have been investigated theoretically
by Lee et al.57 Generally, the groups have been chosen to represent well-known building blocks that
should be experimentally available.

The dyes are assembled by functionalizing the backbones with an anchor group and three
side groups in the meso positions, giving 5145 dyes in total. Then, electronic structure calculations
are performed for all dyes using Density Functional Theory (DFT)85 with the PBE86 exchange-
correlation functional as implemented in the GPAW code.88 For all standard calculations we use
a basis set of numerical atomic orbitals89 (LCAO mode) with a double-ζ polarized basis set, a
grid-spacing of 0.18 Å and a unit cell with 5.0 Å vacuum added on both sides of the molecule in all
directions. The structures of all dyes are optimized using the BFGS method as implemented in the
Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE)119 until all forces are below 0.05 eV/Å. After the geometry
optimization, the location of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), EHOMO, and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), ELUMO, are calculated as the ionization potential, IP , and
electron affinity, EA, of the molecule (see Equation 2.23) to overcome the challenges discussed
in Section 2.6. It may be noted that the obtained EHOMO values are in good agreement with
results obtained from PBE calculations with the all-electron Gaussian09 programme suite120 and
accurate Coupled-Cluster results obtained using the Molpro programme suite.121 For the ELUMO,
the agreement is worse with differences up to ≈ 0.2 eV between PBE and both the Gaussian09
DFT and Coupled-Cluster values. We furthermore stress that the effect of hybridization and image
charge screening by the TiO2 surface as well as the effect of solvent on the orbital energies have not
been included in the calculations.59;114;122;123 However, for screening several thousands of dyes these
approximations are acceptable and we believe that we still obtain reliable trends.

The calculated EHOMO and ELUMO for all dyes created with the ZnP backbone are visualized
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ZnP H2P FZnP

TiOP TiO TiO2BAP TiR

Figure 5.2: The porphyrin backbones investigated in this work. The axial ligands used for TiOP and
TiO2BAP are shown next to the backbones. To construct the dyes, the backbones are functionalized
with an anchor group at the location A and three side groups at locations R1, R2 and R3 respectively.

H DMP TPA DTBP

TMP DTA MOTPA

EthynPhA 2CarboxyPropenA 2CyanoPropenA

Figure 5.3: Top rows: The side groups investigated in this work. Note that when the fluorinated
FZnP backbone is used, the H side group is replaced by the F group consisting of a fluorine atom.
Bottom row: The anchor groups investigated in this work.

in the left part of Figure 5.4. Here, it is readily observed that EHOMO can be varied significantly by
modifying the side groups while ELUMO is almost constant upon this modification. This is consistent
with the picture shown in the right part of Figure 5.4 where we retain the backbone and anchor group
but vary the side groups. Here, it is seen that the spatial shape of the HOMO changes dramatically
upon this modification, while the LUMO is left unchanged. On the other hand, changing the anchor
group greatly influences the LUMO while the HOMO energies are kept almost constant. Thus, we
have two independent handles to switch up and down the important EHOMO and ELUMO of the dyes.
Looking at the EHOMO and ELUMO values for the isolated backbones, side groups and anchor groups
given in Table 5.1 and using a simple perturbation theory based interpretation, where the interaction
is proportional to the inverse energy difference, we can give a simple explanation of this effect. From
the table it is clearly observed that there is a match between the HOMO energy of the isolated side
groups and the backbones, while the LUMO energies are far apart. Furthermore, it can be observed
that the difference in EHOMO between the ZnP backbone and e.g. the DTA side group is smaller
than the difference between the backbone and e.g. the DMP group. Hence, we expect a larger change
of the HOMO when we functionalize ZnP with DTA compared to DMP. This is consistent with the
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LUMO

HOMO

Figure 5.4: Left: Calculated EHOMO and ELUMO relative to vacuum ordered by the resulting Egap of
functionalized porphyrins with the ZnP backbone and the EthynPhA (red square), 2CarboxyPropenA
(pink circle) and 2CyanoPropenA (darkred triangle) anchor groups. Right: Visualization of the
HOMOs (bottom) and LUMOs (top) for zinc [H,H,H]-porphyrin (left), zinc [DMP, DMP, DMP]-
porphyrin (middle) and zinc [DTA, DTA, DTA]-porphyrin (right) respectively. All with the Ethyn-
PhA group as anchor group.

Table 5.1: EHOMO and ELUMO for the isolated backbones, side groups and anchor groups.

Backbone EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV) Group EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV)
ZnP -6.71 -1.10 DMP -7.65 2.08
H2P -6.72 -1.20 TPA -6.75 0.42
TiOP -6.88 -1.37 MOTPA -6.49 0.58
TiO2BAP -6.56 -1.80 TMP -7.04 2.23
FZnP -7.20 -1.85 DTA -6.70 0.99

DTBP -8.22 1.61
EthynPhA -8.56 -0.24
2CarboxyPropenA -9.24 -1.04
2CyanoPropenA -9.37 -1.03

finding that EHOMO for the zinc [DTA, DTA, DTA]-porphyrin with the EthynPhA anchor group is
-5.43 eV, while it for the zinc [DMP, DMP, DMP]-porphyrin with the EthynPhA anchor group is
-5.97 eV, which is closer to the value of the isolated backbone of -6.71 eV. The larger interaction
is also visible in the right part of Figure 5.4, where the HOMO for the DMP functionalized dye
is much more similar to the HOMO of the unfunctionalized dye than the HOMO of the DTA
functionalized dye, which is strongly influenced by, and localized on, the side groups. The same type
of argument holds for the anchor groups and their influence on the LUMO. In the left part of Figure
5.4 it is observed that the LUMO is lowered most by the 2CarboxyPropenA and 2CyanoPropenA
groups, consistent with the small difference in ELUMO between these and the isolated ZnP backbone.

Having established the effect of varying the side and anchor groups, we can turn to the dif-
ferences upon using different backbones. These results are visualized in Figure 5.5. Here, it is
immediately observed that the effect of going from ZnP to the metal-free H2P backbone is negligible.
From a pure energetic point of view this agrees well with the very similar frontier orbital energies
for both backbones (see Table 5.1). Visually, this can furthermore be explained from the fact that
the HOMO and LUMO orbital weights on the central Zn are very small as seen in the right part
of Figure 5.4. Thus, substituting the zinc center with hydrogens should not affect the shape of
the orbitals which is indeed observed in Figure 5.6, which shows the visual representation of the
frontier orbitals for dyes with the five different backbones. In the figure it is furthermore observed
that using the TiOP backbone, which features an axial ligand in the form of O 2 – , induces a small
modification of the frontiers orbitals as there is some orbital weight on the axial oxygen atom.
Energetically, this also causes a change in the EHOMO and ELUMO for the pure backbone. However,
as observed in the top left part of Figure 5.5, this has only negligible effect on the HOMO and
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HOMO

LUMO
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Figure 5.5: Calculated EHOMO and ELUMO relative to vacuum ordered by the resulting Egap of
functionalized porphyrins with the EthynPhA anchor group and the ZnP (red), H2P (orange), TiOP
(magenta), TiO2BAP (pink) and FZnP (yellow) backbones. The top left figure compares ZnP, H2P
and TiOP, the top right figure compares TiOP and TiO2BAP and the bottom figure compares ZnP
and FZnP.

LUMO energies of the dyes. A larger shift in HOMO and LUMO energies are however observed
when exchanging the simple axial oxygen in the TiOP backbone, with the larger CHOC6H3OO 2 –

ligand in the TiO2BAP backbone. Using the latter backbone is here observed to result in a constant
down-shift of the LUMO energies, generally lowering the resulting fundamental gap, Egap. The
range of Egap is furthermore lowered as the range of obtainable EHOMO energies is slightly lowered.
This is especially observed for dyes with the most negative EHOMO, which generally have a large
HOMO orbital weight on the porphyrin backbone. For these systems, the strong interaction with
the axial ligand (see Figure 5.6) leads to an up-shift of the HOMO energy. On the other hand, for
dyes with stronger electron donating side groups and HOMOs more localized on these, the effect of
the axial ligand is vanishing and these dyes will hence not exhibit any up-shift in HOMO orbital
energy. In this way, modifying the axial ligand is a third handle influencing both the HOMO and
LUMO energies, which energetically can be used to shift the range of obtainable fundamental gaps.

An even more dramatic modification of the porphyrin backbone is to introduce fluorine in-
stead of hydrogen at the β positions of the porphyrin backbone as illustrated by the FZnP backbone.
The high electronegativity of the fluorine atoms leads to a transfer of charge from the porphyrin
backbones towards the fluorine atoms, generating an electrostatic potential on the backbone. This
induced potential leads to a lowering of all LUMO energies as well as a lowering of the HOMO
energies for dyes with less donating side groups, as seen in the bottom part of Figure 5.5. The
common feature of these orbitals is that they are all located mainly on the backbone, thus feeling
the induced potential. As a consequence of this, the range of obtainable EHOMO values increase,
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HOMO LUMO HOMO LUMO

a)

b)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the spatial shape of the HOMO and LUMO of dyes using only the H side
group (left) or the MOTPA side group (right) and the EthynPhA anchor group together with the a)
ZnP, b) H2P, c) TiOP, d) TiO2BAP and e) FZnP backbones.

significantly increasing the range of Egap. The total range, when using all backbones, side groups
and anchor groups, of EHOMO is 2.3 eV, the range of ELUMO is 1.3 eV and the range of Egap is 2.4
eV. Thus, by using these handles it is possible to significantly tune the frontier orbital energies of
porphyrins.

In addition to the fundamental gap, the optical gap, E1, which includes the electron-hole in-
teraction, has been calculated. The calculation of E1 is done by forcing the molecule to the triplet
ground state by fixing the magnetic moment and thus promoting one of the two electrons in the
HOMO to the LUMO. We use the triplet excitation energy rather than the singlet excitation because
this is technically simpler to compute. Comparing the singlet and triplet excitation energies for
a few porphyrins dyes with the ZnP backbones shows that these are within 0.3 eV and that their
dependence on molecular structure is very similar. Thus, we believe that the calculated triplet
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Figure 5.7: Left: Calculated level alignment quality as function of the optical gap, E1, and the
energy difference between the conduction band of TiO2 and the HOMO level of the dyes, Ec−EH , for
candidates with the ZnP (red), H2P (orange), TiOP (magenta), TiO2BAP (pink) and FZnP (yellow)
backbones and the EthynPhA (square), 2CarboxyPropenA (circle) and 2CyanoPropenA (triangle)
anchor groups. The black dotted line indicates the lower limit of Ec − EH for dyes to be used with
the I−/I−3 electrolyte and the white dotted line indicates where Ec −EH = E1. Right: Zoom of the
above figure onto the region with the highest level alignment quality. The letters identifies the top
ten candidates and correspond to the letters in Table 5.2.

energies provides a reasonable alternative for large-scale screening. In general, we find that the
calculated E1 values correlates well with the calculated Egap values but with a significantly smaller
obtainable range (0.8 eV). This is as expected since the Coulombic attraction between electron and
hole depends strongly on the distance between the charges. Since the porphyrins with the largest
Egap have both HOMO and LUMO located on the porphyrin backbone, these porphyrins have
a higher electron-hole interaction than porphyrins with smaller Egap, thus decreasing the range of E1.

The efficiency of a DSSC is given by2

µ =
VocJscFF

Pin
(5.1)

where Pin is the power of the incident light, the open-circuit voltage, Voc, is the maximum voltage
available when no current is running and the short-circuit current, Jsc, is the maximum available
current obtainable upon short circuiting the system. The fill-factor, FF, is defined as

FF =
Pmax
VocJsc

(5.2)

where Pmax is the maximal experimentally obtainable power of a given DSSC device. Considering an
ideal DSSC with a unity fill-factor and a Jsc solemnly dependent on the number of photons absorbed
by the dye allows us to define a level alignment quality, η, which we use to score all 5145 investigated
dyes

η =
eVoc

∫∞
Ec−EH Θ(E − E1) · Isolar(E)dE∫∞

0
E · Isolar(E)dE

(5.3)

where

Θ(E − E1) =

{
1 for E − E1 ≥ 0
0 for E − E1 < 0

Here, Ec − EH is the distance from the HOMO level to the conduction band, E1 is the optical gap
of the dye, Θ(E − E1) is a step function representing the absorption of the dye molecules, Isolar(E)
is the photon flux of the ASTM G-173-03 (AM 1.5 G) solar spectrum and eVoc is the open-circuit
voltage multiplied with the charge of the electron. In the following we assume that Ec = −4.0 eV
and Voc = 1.0 V consistent with using TiO2 as the semi-conductor and I – /I –3 as the redox mediator.
We note that using a single value for Ec for all dyes is an assumption, since different dyes will
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Table 5.2: Top ten candidates measured by the level alignment quality under the assumption that
Ec = −4.0 eV and Voc = 1.0 V. The letters correspond to the letters in the right part of Figure 5.7

Dye Backbone A R1 R2 R3 EHOMO (eV) E1 (eV) η

A FZnP 2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA -5.04 0.97 0.46
B FZnP 2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA -5.05 0.96 0.45
C ZnP 2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA -5.06 1.05 0.45
D ZnP 2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA -5.06 1.04 0.45
E H2P 2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA -5.07 0.96 0.45
F H2P 2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA -5.08 0.94 0.45
G FZnP EthynPhA DTA MOTPA MOTPA -5.06 1.09 0.44
H TiOP 2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA -5.09 0.99 0.44
I TiOP 2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA -5.10 1.01 0.44
J FZnP EthynPhA MOTPA DTA MOTPA -5.11 1.11 0.44

affect the conduction band via interface-dipole interactions.124 Furthermore, using the Θ(E − E1)
step function to represent the dye absorption is based on the assumption that all solar photons
with an energy higher than E1 of the dye are absorbed by the dye molecules. We thus assume
that all investigated dyes regardless their size covers the nano-structured TiO2 to effectively form
several layers of dye in the device and that vibrational modes enhance the oscillator strength of any
symmetry-forbidden transitions in the dyes.125 It should be noted that the level alignment quality
only describes the alignment between the dye and semi-conductor and is thus only one component
in order to obtain a high efficiency in a DSSC.

The left part of Figure 5.7 gives a visual representation of the level alignment quality as a
function of E1 and Ec − EH with the calculated values for all 5145 dyes indicated. In the figure
a white dotted line indicating Ec − EH = E1 is added since excited electrons in molecules where
Ec − EH > E1, due to thermal relaxation, can get trapped below the conduction band of the
semi-conductor. However, since we in this study operate with a relatively high uncertainty we will
not exclude any candidates from our investigation based on this criteria and the lines thus only serves
as an indicator for the readers. The black dotted line furthermore indicates where EHOMO = −5.50
eV, which corresponds to the upper limit of EHOMO for dyes used in a DSSC with the I – /I –3 redox
pair. This strict limit stems from the need to have a 0.6 V potential difference between EHOMO and
the redox potential of the I – /I –3 redox pair in order to drive the charge transfer.2;126–128 A more
comprehensive discussion of the role of the redox mediator is given in the next section.

From Equation 5.3 it can be seen that the level alignment quality in general is a competition
between absorbing a greater part of the sunlight (small Ec − EH and E1) and obtaining a high
open-circuit voltage defined as the potential difference between the redox potential, Ered, of the
redox mediator and the conduction band edge, Ec. For the redox mediator to be able to regenerate
the oxidized dye, it is a constraint that EHOMO < Ered. Hence, a large open-circuit voltage requires
a more negative EHOMO, increasing Ec − EH . However, by choosing a specific redox mediator, in
this case the I – /I –3 redox couple and thus fixing Voc = 1.0 V, we have reduced the importance
of the open-circuit voltage to the constraint that Ec − EH > 1.0 eV. Thus, the level alignment
quality is dominated by the absorption, which is also observed in Figure 5.7 and Table 5.2 giving
the top ten candidates measured by the level alignment quality. Here, the common feature of the
top ten candidates is that they have a E1 value around 1.0 eV and a EHOMO value around -5.1
eV (corresponding to a Ec − EH around 1.1 eV). The similar values of E1 and Ec − EH can be
explained from having all the photoexcited electrons on the dye contributing to the photocurrent.
The optimal value of E1 ≈ 1.1 eV is furthermore in agreement with the optimal value predicted for
semi-conductor solar cells by Shockley and Queisser.129

From Figure 5.5 it is seen that in order to get EHOMO ≈ −5.0 eV it is necessary to have
very electron donating side groups, explaining the preference for the MOTPA group in Table 5.2.
The preference for the 2CarboxyPropenA and 2CyanoPropenA anchor groups can on the other
hand be explained by the requirement of lowering the optical gap as these groups are more electron
accepting and thus lowers ELUMO of the dyes, which is highly correlated with E1. Here, it should be
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Table 5.3: Using the YD2-o-C827 dye as a starting point, the level alignment quality is optimized by
varying 1 or 2 structural parameters

No. of opt. par. Backbone A R1 R2 R3 EHOMO (eV) E1 (eV) η

0 parameters ZnP EthynPhA DMP DTA DMP -5.77 1.48 0.20
1 parametera ZnP EthynPhA DMP DTA TPA -5.54 1.40 0.27
1 parameterb ZnP EthynPhA MOTPA DTA DMP -5.40 1.40 0.33
2 parametersa ZnP EthynPhA DMP DMP MOTPA -5.51 1.46 0.29
2 parametersb ZnP EthynPhA TPA DTA TPA -5.36 1.34 0.34
a The optimization is performed under the constraint that EHOMO ≤ −5.50 eV corresponding to the require-
ment of using the I – /I –3 redox pair.2;126–128

b The optimization is performed under the constraint that EHOMO ≤ −5.36 eV corresponding to the require-
ment of using the [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] redox pair.133

noted that the 2CyanoPropenA group has been reported to undergo photoisomerization, significantly
decreasing the stability of the dyes.130

The presence of four different backbones among the top ten dyes indicates that the choice of
backbone is less important in order to obtain a high level alignment quality. This can be explained
from the presence of highly electron donating side groups and highly electron accepting anchor
groups in the top ten dyes, which thus will have HOMOs and LUMOs that are more localized on the
side- and anchor groups, minimizing the the influence of the backbone structure. The relative free
choice of backbone introduces a high flexibility in designing dyes by e.g. allowing for more bulky
axial ligands to provide steric hindrance between the dyes limiting dye aggregation.15;16;22;131;132

The level alignment quality is, as mentioned, only one of the components that should be op-
timized for obtaining a high efficiency. However, having an already well-performing dye, finding
a closely related dye with increased level alignment quality could lead to increased efficiency.
Table 5.3 gives an example of how to use the constructed database for this purpose. Here, the
well-performing dye YD2-o-C8 dye27 is investigated varying 1 or 2 structural parameters under
the constraint that EHOMO ≤ −5.50 eV, corresponding to the requirement imposed by the I – /I –3
redox pair, and the constraint EHOMO ≤ −5.36 eV, corresponding to the requirement imposed by
the [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] redox pair,133 respectively. From the table it is seen that changing the
side groups has the largest impact on the level alignment quality for this particular dye. In fact,
by substituting a single side group, the level alignment quality is expected to increase significantly.
Since the structural change is negligible this could lead to a higher efficiency of an actual DSSC.

5.2 The role of the redox mediator

Until this point we have only included the redox mediator as a constant redox potential in the
calculation of the level alignment quality. The role of the redox mediator is however more complex
as exemplified by e.g. the black line in Figure 5.7, which indicates the high overpotential needed
when using the I – /I –3 redox couple as redox mediator. This is proposed to be due to the complicated
mechanism of the redox process which is believed to involve the I−·2 radical anion.134–136 Recently,
the focus has shifted towards cobalt based redox mediators as these are considered more promising in
terms of achieving higher DSSC efficiencies27;43 while the electron transfer is believed to be a simple
outer-sphere process. Using a cobalt based redox mediator, the DSSC dye regeneration process is
defined as the electron transfer from the cobalt complex to the oxidized dye

D+ + [Co(red)]2+ → D + [Co(red)]3+ (5.4)

where D/D+ is the neutral/oxidized dye and [Co(red)]2+/[Co(red)]3+ is the reduced/oxidized
cobalt based redox mediator. As discussed in Chapter 3, this type of electron transfer reaction is
associated with a barrier due to the reorganization of the solvent and the molecules. A schematic
overview of these energetics is given in the left part of Figure 5.8, where the driving force for
the regeneration reaction, ∆F 0, and the free energy barrier associated with the electron transfer,
∆F ‡, are both defined in Figure 3.2 and explained in more details in Chapter 3. In this study we
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Figure 5.8: Left: Scheme of the energetics associated with the regeneration reaction. Here, Ec is the
conduction band edge of TiO2, Eporph

ox is the oxidation potential of the porphyrin based dyes, Ered is
the redox potential of the cobalt based redox mediator, ∆F 0 is the driving force for the regeneration
reaction, ∆F ‡ is the barrier associated with the electron transfer and eVoc is the open-circuit voltage
multiplied with the electronic charge. Right: The redox mediators investigated in this work: The
[CoII/III(bpy)3] redox mediator (top) and the [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] redox mediator (bottom).

will focus on the two commonly used redox mediators: [CoII/III(bpy)3] and [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2]
(bpy-pz=6-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-2,2’-bipyridine).43;133 The structure of the two redox mediators are
shown in the right part of Figure 5.8.

To include the effect of the electron transfer reorganization barrier, we, inspired by the Ar-
rhenius expression, define a weighted level alignment quality as

ηreg(∆F 0, λ;T ) = C(∆F 0, λ;T ) · η (5.5)

where the open-circuit voltages used to compute η correspond to using the redox potentials of the
two redox mediators and the correction factor is defined by

C(∆F 0, λ;T ) =

{
exp

(
−∆F ‡(∆F 0,λ)

kBT

)
for ∆F 0 ≤ 0

0 for ∆F 0 > 0
(5.6)

Here, the correction factor is seen to depend on the free energy barrier, ∆F ‡, which in turn depends
on the reorganization energy, λ, and the driving force, ∆F 0, as given in Equation 3.16. Hence, in
order to calculate the weighted level alignment quality, we need the reorganization energy and ∆F 0

for the regeneration of all 5145 dyes by the two redox mediators. Due to limited computational
resources it is however necessary to only explicitly calculate the reorganization energy for the
simplest zinc porphyrin with hydrogen acting as both side groups and anchor group (denoted ZnP)
and then extrapolate this value to the functionalized porphyrins.

The explicit calculation of the reorganization energy follows the sampling procedure described
in Section 3.3 in which all quantum mechanical calculations again are performed using DFT with
the PBE86 exchange-correlation functional as implemented in the GPAW code.88 For all standard
calculations we have used a basis set of numerical atomic orbitals89 (LCAO mode) with a double-ζ
polarized basis set, a grid-spacing of 0.18 Å and a 20 Å x 20 Å x 15 Å unit cell with periodic
boundary conditions in all directions. To prepare for the Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations,
the cell was initially filled with acetonitrile to obtain a density of ρ = 786 mg mL−1 which was
thermalized to 300K with 2.0 fs time steps. This is accomplished with an in-house Langevin
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the procedure to create the simulation cell for [CoII/III(bpy)3]. A 20 Å x
20 Å x 15 Å unit cell with periodic boundary conditions is filled with acetonitrile and thermalized.
After this a hole is cut and in the last step the desired molecule is inserted.

integrator employing the RATTLE137 constraint scheme (algorithm based on the formulation by
Eijnden et al.138). The constraints introduced consist in the pacification of all C-H bonds which
allows us to take larger time steps and thus decrease the computational time required. Since
the role of the C-H bonds in the simulations are very limited, we believe that the pacification
is justified. After the thermalization, a block of solvent molecules were cut out of the unit cell
to make room for the dye or redox mediator molecule (see Figure 5.9 for an illustration of the
procedure). Effectively, this gives a concentration of 0.28 M. Since all boxes are similar in size
and only contain one solute molecule, the concentration ratio between all species is unity. The
solutes are however electrostatically decoupled from the neighbouring cell, resulting from the
periodic boundary conditions, through a background potential used in the Ewald method for
handling periodic systems. Thus, we are focusing on a single species, corresponding to the infinite
dilution limit. The box containing the solvated molecule was thermalized in the same manner
as the initial solvent box. To obtain data for the WHAM method, we created five copies of the
thermalized box with the solvated molecule and thermalized them using a linear combination of
initial - and final state forces with χα = 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 for each box respectively
(see Equation 3.20). After 1.0 ps of thermalization, we ran the simulation for additionally 5.0 ps
production time resulting in 2500 data points for every configuration. Combining the data points
for the WHAM procedure lead to in total 6.25 million data points for every linear force combination.

To extrapolate the explicitly calculated reorganization energy of the simplest porphyrin to the
5145 other dyes, we exploit that in terms of a continuum model representing the solvent surrounding
two solute species A and D, represented as charged spheres of radius rA and rD, respectively, the
outer reorganization energy in atomic units can be expressed as93

λout = (∆q2)

(
1

ε∞
− 1

εst

)(
1

2rA
+

1

2rD
− 1

RAD

)
(5.7)

where ε∞ and εst are the high frequency and static dielectric constants of the solvent and ∆q is the
total charge transferred. The last term on the right hand side is the screened Coulomb interaction
between the donor and acceptor where RAD is the distance between the two solute species. Assuming
that the charge transfer occurs when the two spheres come in contact, RAD is simply given by the
sum of the two solute species radii.

In connection with this we note that upon functionalizing porphyrins there is a significant
change in the size of the dye. To account for this change, we have used the Jmol programme suite139
to obtain a volume of all 5145 porphyrin dyes using the predefined Van der Waals surfaces of the
atoms. This volume is then transformed into a radius of a sphere using

r =

(
3V

4π

) 1
3

(5.8)

We note that converting the volumes of porphyrins into spheres is a major simplification as
porphyrins usually have a flat structure. The way the dye is connected to the surface has furthermore
been neglected, despite the influence this has on the actual radius and accessible surface area of
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Figure 5.10: Flowchart for the calculations of the weighted level alignment quality. The dashed
boxes indicate whether all dyes or only a single dye (and the redox mediators) are investigated in
that particular part of the calculation scheme. The coloured boxes indicate specific methods or
programmes.

the dye as well as the distance to the redox complex.140 However, since the radii only enter the
correction to an explicitly computed reorganization energy, we believe that we will obtain the correct
trends in the size dependency using these.

Having defined the radius of a porphyrin dye, we can use a modified version of Equation 5.7
in which we include a correction for using a finite cell with periodic boundary conditions to obtain
the correlation between our chosen convention for r and the explicitly calculated reorganization
energy for the simplest zinc porphyrin141–143

λout
PBC = (∆q)2c

(
1

2r
+

1

2Lc

[
ξEw +

4π

3

(
r

Lc

)2

− 16π2

45

(
r

Lc

)5
])

(5.9)

Here, λout
PBC is the uncorrected reorganization energy obtained from our MD simulation, Lc is the

linearised cell length, Lc = V 1/3, where V is the volume of the cell and ξEw is the Madelung constant,
defined as ξEw = V bg

Lc
. In the definition of the Madelung constant, V bg is the background potential

applied to counter the charge in our periodic cell. For the cell used in this study, the Madelung
constant is ξEw = −2.757. From the above equation we can estimate c =

(
1
ε∞ −

1
εst

)
. This fitting

was tested for both the ’flat’ zinc porphyrin species, as well as the octahedral Co(bpy)3 species,
giving c = 0.502 and 0.520, respectively. These values are in good agreement with the inverse of the
experimental dielectric constant of acetonitrile, c ≈ 0.53, and in the following c = 0.502 is used for
the extrapolation scheme of the zinc porphyrin based dyes.

Having corrected for the finite size of the cell with periodic boundary conditions, we can de-
fine the r dependent outer reorganization energy for the functionalized porphyrins as

λout
porph(r) = (∆q)2c

1

2r
(5.10)

To further account for the screened coulomb interaction between the acceptor and donor, we apply a
correction based on the 1

RAD
part of Equation 5.7. Assuming that the electron transfer occurs when

the acceptor and donor are right next to each other corresponds to setting RAD = r + rred, where r
is still the dye radius and rred is the radius of the redox mediator. Using this convention, we obtain
a correction to the outer reorganization given by

λout
R (r) = −(∆q)2c

1

r + rred
(5.11)
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Hence, we now have the size-dependent part of the reorganization energy and the corrections, and
we can thus obtain the total reorganization energy for the regeneration reaction as

λ(r) = λout
porph(r) + λin+out

redox + λin
porph + λout

R (r) (5.12)

where we assume that λin
porph is r independent due to the similarity in chemical structure of all

the porphyrin dyes. The r independent parts of the above equation are found explicitly from a
MD simulation of the diabatic regeneration reaction (Equation 5.4) with the smallest porphyrin in
which λin+out

redox have been corrected for the effect of using a finite cell with periodic boundary conditions.

To obtain the electron transfer barrier we, in addition to the reorganization energy, also need
the driving force, ∆F 0, for the regeneration reaction. This quantity is defined as

∆F 0 = Eporph
ox − Ered (5.13)

where Eporph
ox is the oxidation potential of the porphyrin dye and Ered is the redox potential of the

redox mediator. To obtain Eporph
ox from our calculations, we assume that the oxidation potential

scales linearly with the vacuum ionization potential, EHOMO, of the dyes with a constant shift due
to solvation energies, image charge effects etc. Fitting our calculations to the experimental oxidation
potentials of five porphyrin dyes on TiO2 measured by Liu et al.19 gives the relation

Eporph
ox = EHOMO − 0.11 eV (5.14)

Hence, we have now obtained both λ and ∆F 0 for all 5145 dyes with both redox mediators,
enabling us to calculate the free energy barrier (Equation 3.16) and ultimately the correction factor,
C(∆F 0, λ;T ), and the weighted level alignment quality (Equations 5.5 and 5.6) for all dyes. A
flowchart summarizing the steps described above is given in Figure 5.10.

To test the validity of our method, we have compared the obtained results with experimental
data. Here, the reorganization energy of λ = 0.84 eV reported by Osuka et al.144 for the elec-
tron transfer in porphyrin dyads in dimethylformamide compares very well with our calculated
reorganization energy of λ = 0.89 eV for the symmetric electron transfer between two porphyrins
(ZnP+ZnP+ → ZnP+ +ZnP), including Ewald and screened coulomb interaction corrections. When
using cobalt based redox mediators it should be noted that it is important to consider both the
high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) states of cobalt(II). However, since the energy difference between
these spin states is small,145 it may be hard to identify the correct spin ground state using DFT.
Therefore, we have investigated both HS and LS for the two redox mediators in question and in line
with previously reported results146 we find that the reorganization energy involving the HS is around
1.0 eV higher than for the LS case. Furthermore, since our calculated and corrected reorganization
energies for the regeneration reactions with the LS species resemble the experimental values obtained
for the regeneration of an organic dye using different cobalt based redox mediators reported by Feldt
et al.104;147 we believe that using the LS state for cobalt(II) provides the best representation. Hence,
we assume in the following that all cobalt species are LS. Additionally, we note that our obtained
reorganization energies are higher than those recently reported for the cobalt redox mediators using
continuum models for the solvent.146;148 This is however expected since, by explicitly including the
solvent, we also capture the solvent reorientation. Last, we note that we do not include the lowering
of the reorganization caused by the immobilization of the dyes introduced by the bonding to the
semi-conductor.

The calculated free energy barriers for the regeneration reaction of all 5145 dyes with the two
redox mediators are shown in Figure 5.11. The striking feature of the two plots is the quadratic
dependence of the free energy barrier on the driving force, which stems from Equation 3.16. Here,
the free energy barrier is defined as a parabola with a minimum point in ∆F 0 = −λ. Hence, as
the deviation from a single parabola in both plots is negligible, this indicates that the shift in
reorganization energy upon changing the backbone, side groups and anchor group of the dyes is
small compared to the total reorganization energy. This is in agreement with the relatively large
reorganization energies observed in the plots, where the minimum points of the two parabolas are
located at ∆F 0 = −1.2 eV for [CoII/III(bpy)3] and ∆F 0 = −1.3 eV for [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2]. The
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Figure 5.11: Barrier vs. driving force for [CoII/III(bpy)3] (left) and [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] (right).

Figure 5.12: Level alignment quality, η, (blue), regeneration correction, C(∆F 0, λ), (gray) and
weighted level alignment quality, ηreg = C(∆F 0, λ;T ) · η, (red) for [CoII/III(bpy)3] (left) and
[CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] (right) at 298.15 K. For [CoII/III(bpy)3] the weighted level alignment quali-
ties for the known high-efficiency dyes YD2 (green), YD2-o-C827 (gold) and SM31535 (magenta) are
indicated.

internal reorganization energies for [CoII/III(bpy)3] and [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] are 0.4 eV and 0.5 eV,
respectively, and are thus the major reason for the high λ values observed for the regeneration
reactions. This large internal reorganization energy can be explained by the relatively large change
in bond length upon changing oxidation state and is expected to be symptomatic for all octahedral
transition metal complexes.

The redox potentials of the [CoII/III(bpy)3] and [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] redox mediators are -5.06
eV43 and -5.36 eV,133 respectively. Hence, the driving force for the regeneration reaction using
[CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] is generally smaller compared to using [CoII/III(bpy)3]. This can be observed
in Figure 5.11 as the largest barriers for [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2] is obtained for dyes with only a small
driving force while the source of large barriers for [CoII/III(bpy)3] can be both too small and too
large driving force, the latter corresponding to the Marcus inverted region (−∆F 0 > λ).

Using these barriers to calculate the correction factor, C(∆F 0, λ) (Equation 5.6), and the
weighted level alignment quality, ηreg = C(∆F 0, λ;T ) · η, gives the results shown in Figure 5.12. In
the figure, the uncorrected level alignment, η, is also plotted and seen to increase with decreasing
driving force. This is explained from, as mentioned in the previous section, the level alignment
quality being a competition between open-circuit voltage and sunlight absorption. As the latter is
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Table 5.4: Top ten candidates measured by the weighted level alignment quality using [CoII/III(bpy)3]
at 298.15K and using the alternative correction factor C ′.

Backbone A R1 R2 R3 ∆F 0 (eV) ∆F ‡ (eV) η C′(∆F 0, λ;T ) ηreg
TiO2R DTBP DTBP MOTPA EthynPhA -0.67 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
TiO2R TMP TPA TPA EthynPhA -0.67 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
TiO2R TMP DTA TPA EthynPhA -0.67 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
TiO2R TPA TMP TPA 2CyanoPropenA -0.68 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
TiO2R DTBP MOTPA TMP 2CyanoPropenA -0.68 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
TiO DTBP MOTPA TMP 2CyanoPropenA -0.68 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
TiO2R DTA TMP DTA EthynPhA -0.68 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
TiO2R DTBP MOTPA TMP 2CarboxyPropenA -0.68 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
TiO2R DMP DMP MOTPA 2CyanoPropenA -0.68 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26
H2 TPA TPA TMP 2CarboxyPropenA -0.68 0.05 0.26 1.00 0.26

generally increased by increasing the energy of the HOMO, a high level alignment quality is obtained
when the HOMO energy, or rather the oxidation potential of the dye, is aligned with the redox
potential of the redox mediator minimizing the driving force for the regeneration reaction. However,
as a consequence of having a parabolic dependence of the free energy barrier on the driving force, the
correction factor as a function of ∆F 0 will be a Gaussian centred around ∆F 0 = −λ. Hence, only
dyes with a driving force around 1.1 - 1.3 eV are predicted to have a high weighted level alignment
quality in sharp contrast to the uncorrected level alignment quality. As the [CoII/III(bpy)3] redox
mediator has both a smaller λ and larger driving force of the regeneration reaction, we observe
significantly higher weighted level alignment qualities using this redox mediator compared to using
[CoII/III(bpy − pz)2]. Here, we note that the larger open-circuit voltage, obtainable using the latter
redox mediator, has been taken into account in the level alignment quality and thus the Voc is of
less importance compared to ∆F 0 and λ. For illustrative purposes, the calculated weighted level
alignment qualities of the known high efficiency dyes YD2, YD2-o-C827 and SM31535 with the
[CoII/III(bpy)3] redox mediator have been indicated in the left part of Figure 5.12. The weighted
level alignment quality of the first two dyes is seen to be relatively high, while the last dye, which in
fact has the highest overall DSSC efficiency reported (13.0%), is predicted to have a very low ηreg.

One reason for the failure of our model to re-discover the record holding dye can be due to
the very strict correction factor which puts a penalty on any electron transfer free energy barrier.
In reality, the regeneration reaction competes with, among others, the recombination reaction in
which the oxidized dye is reduced by an electron from the conduction band of the semi-conductor.
Hence, a free energy barrier for the regeneration reaction is acceptable as long as the resulting rate
for the regeneration reaction is still higher than the rate of the recombination reaction. Feldt et
al.147 has investigated the regeneration of the organic D35 dye with different cobalt redox mediators
and found that a system with λ = 0.8 eV and ∆F 0 = −0.39 eV for the regeneration reaction still
had the regeneration reaction dominating over the recombination reaction. Using Equation 3.16, the
free energy barrier of this system is ∆F ‡ = 0.05 eV. Extrapolating this to our systems, we can then
define a modified correction factor, C ′, that allows for free energy barriers of this magnitude

C ′ =

{
1 for ∆F ‡ ≤ 0.05 eV

exp
(
−∆F ‡(∆F 0,λ)+0.05 eV

kBT

)
for ∆F ‡ > 0.05 eV

(5.15)

where we still enforce that C ′ = 0 if ∆F 0 > 0. Using this definition for the [CoII/III(bpy)3] redox
mediator gives the correction factors and weighted level alignment qualities shown in Figure 5.13.
Here, the modified correction factor results in a wider driving force window for obtaining high
weighted level alignment quality values and the YD2 and YD2-o-C8 dyes are now located near the
very top. On the other hand, the record holding SM315 dye is still predicted to have a too low
regeneration driving force. Here, it is important to note that in addition to the uncertainty in the
DFT calculated driving force, the choice of allowing for free energy barriers smaller than 0.05 eV is a
choice based on only one experimental example. A slight increase of this threshold would widen the
preferred driving force window and could easily lead to the inclusion of the SM315 dye.

Table 5.4 gives the structure of the top ten dyes scored by the weighted level alignment with
the modified correction factor. The table is dominated by dyes with free energy barriers of exactly
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Figure 5.13: Level alignment quality, η, (blue), regeneration correction, C ′(∆F 0, λ), (gray) and
weighted level alignment quality, ηreg = C ′(∆F 0, λ;T ) · η, (red) for [CoII/III(bpy)3] at 298.15 K
using the alternative correction factor C ′. The weighted level alignment qualities for the known
high-efficiency dyes YD2 (green), YD2-o-C827 (gold) and SM31535 (magenta) are indicated.

0.05 eV, again illustrating the sensitivity of the presented model. However, compared to the top ten
dyes scored by the uncorrected level alignment quality (Table 5.2), the present top candidates are
characterized by more moderately donating side groups and the moderately accepting EthynPhA
anchor group. Furthermore, almost all dyes in the top ten list are based on the TiO2R backbone.
Hence, we believe that our results should encourage exploring titanium based alternatives in the
ongoing pursuit for porphyrin based dyes with high DSSC efficiencies. Furthermore, non-octahedral
redox mediators should also be investigated in an attempt to avoid the large internal reorganization
energy found for the cobalt complexes.

5.3 Constructing new molecular architectures

In the previous sections we have focused on optimizing the level alignment of a single dye. However,
this approach is limited by how efficient a single dye can absorb the full solar spectrum without
seriously limiting the open-circuit voltage. A possible solution to this problem is to incorporate a
second dye into the cell to construct a so-called tandem cell. Conventional tandem solar cells (organic
as well as inorganic) combine two or more types of materials that are separated by interfaces where
electrons and holes are exchanged. These interfaces are highly critical and inevitably contain defects
and other imperfections which act as scattering- and recombination centres for the charge carriers.
The problem of controlling the atomic structure of the interface can however be circumvented
by using molecular complexes where molecules are combined with atomic precision by synthetic
chemistry. In this type of cells, the two dyes are chosen such that one absorbs the blue part of the
solar spectrum and the second absorbs the red part. Here, it is however important to note that the
higher open-circuit voltage comes at the expense of lower current, since two photons are required
to generate one electron in the electric circuit. On the other hand, as lower currents are associated
with smaller losses and higher fill-factors, as observed in experiments under low light intensity,22;27
trading a high current for a high voltage could boost the efficiency of the cell.

Earlier attempts to improve the light absorption in DSSCs include the intermediate band so-
lar cell design149;150 and especially the molecular version of this,151 attempts to use supramolecular
porphyrin structures to enhance the efficiency,152–154 as well as combining the conventional n-type
DSSC with a p-type DSSC155 to construct a tandem pn-DSSC.156 However, despite high theoretical
obtainable efficiencies,157 pn-type tandem DSSCs have not been able to surpass the efficiency of
single DSSCs so far.158;159 Inspired by the above mentioned earlier attempts, we propose three
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Dye 2 Dye 1

Figure 5.14: Various proposed energy level schemes for solar cells based on two dye molecules con-
nected by a molecular linker. The occupancy is given for the ground state. A) Simplest concept with
both HOMOs doubly occupied. Both dye molecules need to be excited at the same time to generate a
hole in the upper HOMO that can take up an electron from the lower LUMO. B) The upper HOMO
is partially occupied to allow facile charge transfer between the two dye molecules. Such a situation
can be realized in metal-organic dye molecules with an odd number of electrons. This is the analogue
of an intermediate band solar cell.149–151 C) Using singlet (S) and triplet (T) excitations. The long
lifetime of the triplet allows a significant electron population to accumulate in the lower triplet level,
which can be excited into the upper triplet level. This scheme could also be realized with a single
dye molecule.

Table 5.5: Calculated singlet excitation energies and level alignment of the individual dyes used in
the tandem scheme

Species EHOMO (eV) EHOMO+E1 (eV) E1 (eV)
Dye 1 -5.9 -4.7 1.2
Dye 2 -5.3 -4.1 1.2

different molecular two-photon schemes shown in Figure 5.14 and in order to find possible candidates
for the different schemes, we again turn to our 5145 porphyrin dyes and the calculated frontier
orbital energies.

Starting with Scheme A in Figure 5.14, denoted the tandem scheme, we search for two dyes
with the following characteristics: One dye with a low lying HOMO (dye 1) and a second dye with
the LUMO aligned with the conduction band of TiO2 (dye 2). To optimize the efficiency of a tandem
cell it has been proposed to have one species with an optical gap of 1.0 eV and another with 1.9
eV.160 However, while this is true for semi-conductors which absorb most photons above the band
gap, for dyes with limited absorption it may be better to use two dyes with optical gaps of 1.1 eV
in agreement with the Shockley-Quessier limit.129 A search through our data for dyes with these
characteristics is illustrated in the left part of Figure 5.15 where EHOMO and EHOMO + E1 for all
5145 porphyrins are plotted against the lowest optical excitation energy, E1. The light blue and
light red points indicate dyes where EHOMO + E1 lies at a lower energy than the maximum value of
EHOMO making it a potential candidate for dye 1 in the tandem scheme and the gray shaded area
indicates the region of interest around E1 = 1.1 eV. Several candidates are identified, but taking into
account that the molecule should be possible to synthesize, the best candidate is the molecule shown
in the right part of Figure 5.15.

The calculated singlet excitation energies and level alignment of the individual dyes used in
the tandem scheme are given in Table 5.5. Here, the singlet excitation energies are calculated using
the all-electron Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) code with a double-ζ Slater-type basis set
with polarization functions.161 The linker between the two dyes are chosen to minimize hybridization
between the orbitals on the two dyes allowing for a mechanism for the tandem scheme as shown in
Figure 5.16. Here, the working principle is described in six simple steps: I→II: A photon excites
an electron from the HOMO of dye 2 to an excited level. II→III: The excited electron on dye 2 is
rapidly injected into the conduction band of the semi-conductor. III→IV: A second photon excites
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Figure 5.15: Left: EHOMO (red circles) and EHOMO +E1 (blue triangles) for all 5000+ porphyrins in
our database7;34 plotted against the lowest optical excitation energy, E1. The light blue and light red
points indicate dyes where EHOMO + E1 lies at a lower energy than the maximum value of EHOMO

making it a potential candidate for dye 1 in the tandem scheme and the gray shaded area indicates the
region of interest around E1 = 1.1 eV. Right: Chemical structure of the dyad used in the molecular
tandem schemes.

an electron from the HOMO of dye 1 to the LUMO of dye 1. IV→V: The excited electron on dye
1 tunnels to fill the hole on the HOMO of dye 2. V→VI: An electron from the redox-mediator
regenerates the dye by filling the hole on the HOMO of dye 1. VI→I: The electron in the conduction
band of the semi-conductor is used for performing electric work after which it is transferred back
to the electrolyte via the counter electrode as in standard DSSCs. This proposed mechanism
effectively transfers an electron from the backbone of dye 1 to the anchor group of dye 2 and hence
achieves excellent charge separation with the electron overlapping with the conduction band of the
semi-conductor and the hole located close to the electrolyte.

Using the values from Table 5.5, assuming that the electronic excitations are faster than the
structural relaxation of the individual dyes and taking TiO2 as the semi-conductor with the
conduction band located at -4.1 eV in combination with an electrolyte with a redox potential aligned
0.3 eV above the HOMO of dye 1, we can construct the detailed energetics indicated in Figure
5.16. From these, we observe that the mechanism, apart from the two photo-excitations, is downhill
with a theoretical open-circuit voltage of 1.5 V which is a significant improvement compared to
current DSSC devices. In practice, we are however limited by the low lying [CoII/III(bpy − pz)2]
redox pair which only has a redox potential of -5.36 eV vs. vacuum133 resulting in a theoretical
open-circuit voltage of 1.26 V (using Voc = Ec − Ered). Thus, it is crucial to use an elec-
trolyte with a lower redox potential which could be achieved by modifying the ligands of the popular
cobalt-based redox couple as shown by Feldt et al.147 or by designing completely new redox mediators.

A limiting factor for the tandem scheme is the two absorption steps (I→II and III→IV) and
especially the intramolecular electron transfer in step IV→V. However, calculations on the full
tandem dyad reveals large oscillator strength for the local excitations on both parts of the dyad and
a similar sized oscillator strength associated with the charge transfer from dye 2 to dye 1 in the
dyad.162 Thus, the charge transfer is possible at least in terms of energetics but the full kinetics have
yet to be evaluated.144;163
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Figure 5.16: One-particle state based sketch of the steps involved in the molecular tandem device
proposed here. For each state the energetics are indicated by the y-axis while the one-particle mech-
anism associated with the step is shown in the corresponding yellow box. Here, the filled circles
represent electrons and the empty circles represent holes. From right to left in each box the dotted
state is the redox mediator, the first set of solid lines represents the ground state and excited state
of dye 1, the second set of solid lines represents the ground and excited state of dye 2 and the last
dotted line represents the conduction band of the semi-conductor.

Table 5.6: Calculated singlet and triplet orbital energies for the dye used in the single dye intermediate
triplet state scheme

State Esinglet
state (eV) Etriplet

state (eV)
HOMO -6.2 -
LUMO -4.9 -5.0
LUMO+2 - -4.1

Scheme B in Figure 5.14 is the so-called intermediate band scheme which addresses the pos-
sible problems of step IV→V in the tandem scheme. Despite the high predicted oscillator strength
for this step, the time-scale on which the excited electron on dye 1 tunnels to the hole on dye 2 is still
unknown. Thus, this could constitute a bottleneck since there are very few photoexcited electrons
in the LUMO of dye 1, which have to find one of the very few photo-generated holes which are in
the HOMO of dye 2 at the same place and the same time. In the intermediate band scheme this is
proposed to be overcome by having the HOMO of dye 2 half-filled in the ground state as this would
leave the excited electron on dye 1 with a better change of finding a hole on dye 2. A possibility
for realizing this scheme could be to use a porphyrin with a transition metal center with an uneven
number of electrons such as Fe 3+ (d5-system) where the presence of an unpaired electron in an or-
bital similar to the HOMO of the iron(II) porphyrin has previously been found computationally.164;165

The last scheme (Scheme C) in Figure 5.14 is the intermediate triplet state scheme. This
scheme can be realized using a single dye which has a low lying HOMO, a LUMO located inside
the gap of the used semi-conductor and a higher excited state aligned with the semi-conductor
conduction band edge. In this way, the first photon should excite an electron from the HOMO to the
LUMO followed by a second photon further exciting the electron to the higher excited state. The
bottleneck here is the lifetime of the first excited state, which has to exist long enough for a second
photon to further excite the molecule. To overcome this, we can exploit inter-system-crossing (ISC)
to prepare the first excited state in a triplet state with a long lifetime. This mechanism is depicted
in Figure 5.17 where the six steps are: I→II: A photon excites an electron from the HOMO of the
dye to the first excited singlet state. II→III: The excited electron undergoes ISC to the first excited
triplet state. III→IV: A second photon excites the electron from the first excited triplet state to
a higher excited triplet state. IV→V: The excited electron is injected into the conduction band of
the semi-conductor. V→VI: An electron from the redox-mediator regenerates the dye by filling the
hole on the HOMO of the dye. VI→I: The electron in the conduction band of the semi-conductor is
used for performing electric work after which it is transferred back to the electrolyte via the counter
electrode as in standard DSSCs.
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Figure 5.17: One-particle state based sketch of the steps involved in the single dye intermediate
triplet state scheme. For each state the energetics are indicated by the y-axis while the one-particle
mechanism associated with the step is shown in the corresponding yellow box. Here, the filled circles
represent electrons, the empty circles represent holes. From right to left in each box the dotted state
is the redox mediator, the first set of solid lines represents the singlet ground state and the first singlet
excited state of the dye, the second set of solid lines represents the first and second triplet excited
state of the dye and the last dotted line represents the conduction band of the semi-conductor. The
step involving inter-system-crossing is marked by ISC.

Searching through the 5145 investigated porphyrin dyes yields a candidate with suitable en-
ergy levels as shown in Table 5.6. Here, the LUMO is located in the band gap of TiO2 and the
triplet is located at a slightly lower energy than the singlet state making it energetically favourable
to perform ISC. Furthermore, the triplet LUMO+2 is well aligned with the conduction band of TiO2
making this level perfect as the second excited state used in this scheme. Using the energy levels
presented in Table 5.6 results in the energetics shown in Figure 5.17. Here, a theoretical open-circuit
voltage of up to 1.8 V for this scheme is obtained even exceeding the obtainable Voc for the tandem
scheme. However, a crucial component for this approach to be realistic is having a dye with a high
ISC. Since the fluorescence lifetime of a zinc porphyrin molecule has been reported to be greater
than 1.0 ns, this indicates that there will be almost no ISC for dyes using the ZnP backbone.166
Hence, we may need to exchange the Zn metal center with a heavier metal to obtain a higher ISC
yield. Here, especially porphyrins with a Pd metal center have previously been shown to undergo
efficient ISC with a quantum yield close to unity.167

The structure of the proposed dye and visualizations of the frontier orbitals using both a Zn
and a Pd metal center are given in Figure 5.18. Here, it is observed that the orbitals are nearly
identical for the two metal centres and that the orbitals are very well suited for this type of scheme
as the HOMO is located mostly on the backbone and side group whereas the LUMO is located more
on the anchor group. As a consequence of this, the first excitation obtains a great charge separation
possibly limiting the recombination of hole and electron. Furthermore, due to the large overlap of
the second excited state (LUMO+2) of both porphyrins with the LUMO, a high oscillator strength
for the second transition is expected. Finally, the localization of the LUMO+2 on the anchor group
should result in a very fast injection of the excited electron into the conduction band. As for the
tandem scheme, the redox potentials of the commonly used redox mediators are located at too high
energies for this scheme to be efficient and thus new redox mediators are needed for optimizing this
scheme.

The above schemes and proposed candidates illustrates how data obtained from high-throughput
screenings can be used in a creative way going beyond the original project. Still experimental verifi-
cation, guided by the computational data, of any of the proposed schemes is essential, underlining
the desirable symbiosis between experimental and computational chemistry.
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Figure 5.18: Left: Scheme of the proposed dye for the single dye intermediate triplet state scheme.
Right: Visualization of the proposed active orbitals for the Pd version and the Zn version of the dye
used in the single dye intermediate triplet state setup.





Chapter 6

Single molecule electronics

Another fascinating aspect of the discrete energy levels present in molecules is the possibility to
manipulate the properties of molecular junctions. As an example of this, the current through a
molecular junction can be controlled by simply shifting up or down the molecular levels relative to the
Fermi levels of the leads using e.g. a gate electrode. In this way the molecular junction is effectively
transformed into a molecular transistor. However, in order to use this type of molecular transistor
in practice, it is necessary to obtain a very high gate controlled current on/off ratio. Unfortunately,
simply tuning the molecular energy levels in and out of resonance with the Fermi level of the
leads may not always give a sufficiently low off state current due to electron tunnelling. Hence, ad-
ditional chemical or physical mechanisms are usually needed to obtain the desired current on/off ratio.

In the following, two different approaches towards controlling the current and achieving a
large current on/off ratio are investigated. In Section 6.1 the results from Paper V are presented
outlining a way to use electrochemistry to turn quantum interference (QI) on and off while Section
6.2 focuses on the results from Paper VI in which the current is controlled by chemical controlled an-
choring of the molecule to the leads. Please note that in the following sections the word transmission
is used for the computationally calculated transmission function, T (ε), which at low temperature
and bias relates to the experimentally measured conductance, G, through the relation112

G = G0T (εF ) (6.1)

where G0 = 2e2

h is a constant, allowing for a direct comparison between experimental and computa-
tional values.

6.1 Electrochemically controlled transmission

Using the concept of Quantum Interference (QI) described in Section 4.4 provides a way to obtain a
very low conductance and hence an effective off state in a molecular transistor. Having to physically
exchange the molecule in the junction in order to turn the current on is however quite impractical
and it is thus desirable to have in situ ways of switching the QI phenomena on/off. A possible
approach to this is to use anthraquinone based molecules, where several conformers are predicted
to exhibit QI.118;168 Additionally, reducing the oxo groups in these anthraquinones breaks the cross
conjugation∗ from which the QI origins. Hence, the conductance through these molecules may be
controlled electrochemically.

In the following, this possible electrochemical control of the conductance is investigated by
synthesizing two different anthraquinone molecules and inserting them into molecular junctions.
The electron transport through these junctions is then investigated using both experimental and
computational methods. Illustrations of the oxidized and reduced versions of the two molecules are
given in the left part of Figure 6.1.

The right part of Figure 6.1 illustrates the electron transport path through the central part
∗Cross conjugation is when, in a set of three π-bonds, only two interact with each other through conjugation. This

is e.g. the situation at the carbon atoms with the oxo groups in the oxidized anthraquinone backbone.

49
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Oxidized Reduced Oxidized Reduced

AQ-1,5

AQ-1,4

Figure 6.1: Left: Oxidized and reduced versions of the AQ-1,5 (top) and AQ-1,4 (bottom) molecules
used in the molecular junctions. Right: Illustration of the electron transport paths through the
central part of the molecules. The graphical rules for Quantum interference (QI) discussed in Section
4.4 are indicated, showing that QI is only expected for the oxidized form of AQ-1,5.

Figure 6.2: 1D conductance histograms generated from 1100 individual curves without any data selec-
tion for left: oxidized (red) and reduced (blue) AQ-1,5 and right: oxidized (red) and reduced (blue)
AQ-1,4. The gray areas indicate the noise levels and the inset in the left panel illustrates the reversible
switching between oxidized and reduced AQ-1,5 and the measured most probable conductance.

of the molecules with focus on the graphical rules outlined in Section 4.4 and Figure 4.3.118 Using
these rules, it is only the oxidized version of AQ-1,5 that should exhibit QI and the conductance
through this molecule should thus be significant lower than the conductance through both the
reduced form of AQ-1,5 and both forms of AQ-1,4. The measured conductance histograms from
break junction experiments169 with both the reduced and oxidized forms of AQ-1,4 and AQ-1,5 are
given in Figure 6.2. Here, it is observed that the conductance for the oxidized form of AQ-1,5 is
indeed significantly lower than the conductance of the other investigated molecules. In fact, the
conductance is so low that the noise level made it very challenging to measure. The measured on/off
ratio for the AQ-1,5 is around 1.5 orders of magnitude which is a bit lower than desired. However,
as shown in the inset of the left part of Figure 6.2 the on/off switch is reversible upon continuous
switching the redox state by changing the gate voltage.

To further investigate the experimentally measured conductance shift of the two molecules
upon changing redox state, the transmission through the molecular junctions were calculated using
the formalism outlined in Chapter 4. Here, all the calculations were performed using Density
Functional Theory (DFT)85 with the PBE86 exchange-correlation functional and a basis set of
numerical atomic orbitals89 (LCAO mode) with a double-ζ polarized basis set as implemented in
the GPAW code.88 The gold electrodes are modelled by 4x6 gold slabs in the (111) direction and
the molecular structures are relaxed until the residual forces are below 0.01 eV/Å. To overcome the
problems in DFT to describe molecular energy levels (see Section 2.6) we have used the DFT+Σ
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Figure 6.3: Calculated transmission function for the two redox states of AQ-1,5 (left) and AQ-1,4
(right) including illustrations of the supercells used for the transport calculations. The energy scale
is relative to the Au Fermi level.

scheme described in Section 4.3 to correct the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues. An illustration of the
junctions and the calculated transmission functions are shown in Figure 6.3. Taking the transmission
at the Fermi level of gold, the experimental conductance ratio between the redox states of both
AQ-1,4 and AQ-1,5 are seen to be reproduced nicely by the calculations.

As the main point of the study is to investigate the conductance through the junctions as a
function of the gate potential (and subsequent electrochemistry), it is however advantageous to
convert the energy scale of the calculated transmission function to a potential scale allowing for
direct comparison between theory and experiments. To convert the energy scale to a potential
scale relative to the saturated calomel electrode (SCE), we use that ESCE = 4.68 V vs. vacuum170

and the work function of gold Φ(Au) = 5.25 eV. Thus the Fermi level is located at Efermi = −5.25
eV and, since having a more positive potential corresponds to having a more negative energy, this
corresponds to Efermi = 0.57 V vs.SCE. Converting the scale gives the calculated transmission
function shown in the bottom two panels in Figure 6.4. The two panels in the top part of the
figure show the measured conductance at different potentials around the redox potential indicated
by a vertical line. A sharp shift in conductance for both molecules is here observed when crossing
the redox potential hence switching the redox state. In this way a small change in gate potential
of around 0.1 V is sufficient to switch the conductance on or off which is very promising in
terms of a molecular transistor. However, the on/off ratio is still only of around 1.5 orders of
magnitude which should be increased for having an effective transistor. Comparing the experimental
conductance with the calculated results, a striking qualitative similarity is observed. Especially,
the rise in conductance for the reduced state of AQ-1,4 upon lowering the potential towards the
redox potential is well reproduced. This indicates that the location of the LUMO in the calculation
is in very good agreement with the experiments, validating the DFT+Σ method for this system.
Since the computational cost of this method is relatively low, the qualitative agreement between
experiments and computations encourage the use of computational methods to assist in the search
for redox active molecules to be used in this type of electrochemically controlled molecular transistors.

An important point is however still that the computations of the reduced state of AQ-1,4 at
-0.4 V vs. SCE predicts the crossing of the LUMO with resonant transmission close to unity.
While the experimental curve also shows a sharp increase in conductance at the same potential, the
conductance stays below 10−3G0. In this case, the lower conductance seen in the experiments could
be due to a break down of the phase-coherent transmission assumed in the calculations. Close to
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Figure 6.4: Experimental (top) and calculated (bottom) molecular conductance as a function of the
applied gating potential vs. SCE for AQ-1,5 (a, c) and AQ-1,4 (b, d). The vertical gray line indicates
the measured redox potential for the two molecules. The reduced state is favoured at potentials
lower than the redox potential and the oxidized state is favoured at potentials higher than the redox
potential. The transmission curves shown in the bottom two panels are the same as in Figure 6.3,
but are here plotted on the electrochemical potential scale relative to SCE. The black curves in the
upper two panels are experimentally obtained cyclic voltammograms spiking at potentials where the
redox state switches.

the resonance, the electron spends longer time on the molecule and this enhances the probability of
interacting with other molecular degrees of freedom, hence reducing the conductance.

The low on/off ratio for AQ-1,5 may be due to the reduced state only having a weak QI
character. This is indicated by the observed very smooth and flat decrease in the transmission
around the Fermi level (see Figure 6.3) where strong QI is usually rather characterized by a much
more steep decrease.118 As the graphical model used to predict QI is based on a very simple Hückel
model, it should be expected to break down for molecules where the transport can not be described
solemnly by the conjugated pz orbitals. However, using the graphical model is still a very good
first approach to finding new molecules with QI. This can then be combined with a simple DFT
calculation of the transmission to decide whether the molecule should be synthesized and tested
experimentally.

In connection with this, it may be noted that other anthraquinone based molecules with a
sharper QI feature have been identified and synthesized. Final experimental studies of the
conductance including the reversibility of the electrochemical switching for these molecules are
pending.

6.2 Switching the transmission through anchor group selectivity

Another way to control the conductance through a molecular junction is to manipulate the geometry
of the junction. This can e.g. be achieved through designing a molecule with two sets of anchor
groups and then chemically controlling which anchor groups are used for binding to the leads.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 6.5. Here, the molecule is initially prepared with both a set
of pyridyl anchor groups and a set of acetylide anchor groups. Pacifying the latter set of anchor
groups with triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) leaves only the pyridyl anchor groups available for binding
to the gold electrodes which gives rise to the M1-N junction. Removing the TIPS groups by
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Figure 6.5: The two junction configurations investigated in this study. In situ addition of tetrabuty-
lammonium fluoride (TBAF) removes the triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) protection group (green) exposing
the acetylide groups (red). Due to a higher binding energy of the acetylide group compared to the
pyridyl group (blue), this leads to a shift from the formation of M1-N junctions towards the formation
of M1-C junctions.

in situ addition of tetrabutylammonium fluoride (TBAF) exposes the acetylide anchor groups
allowing these to bind to gold. As the binding strength of the pyridyl and acetylide groups
on the Au electrodes are calculated to be 0.6 eV and 3.2 eV, respectively, the removal of the
TIPS protection group should lead to a shift from the formation of M1-N junctions towards the
formation of M1-C junctions. In order to confirm this, the molecular junctions formed before and
after addition of TBAF have been investigated experimentally and computationally. Here, the
computational methodology used is similar to the one used in the previous section with the excep-
tion of the above mentioned binding energies which have been calculated using a real space grid basis.

To verify the change from M1-N junctions to M1-C junctions, the Au tip to Au tip distance,
z, has been measured giving z = 2.2 nm before adding TBAF and z = 1.2 nm after. In comparison,
the calculated z values for the M1-N and M1-C junctions are 2.4 nm and 1.2 nm respectively. This
clearly indicates that the M1-N junctions are only formed before adding TBAF after which the M1-C
junctions dominate.

Having a way to control the junction geometries, the subsequent change in conductance is in-
vestigated using break junction experiments.169 The results from these experiments are summarized
in the left part of Figure 6.6 giving the 1D conductance histograms for M1-N junctions and M1-C
junctions. Here, a significant increase of around an order of magnitude in the conductance is observed
upon going from the M1-N to the M1-C junctions. This shift in conductance is in good agree-
ment with the calculated transmission for the two model systems given in the right part of Figure 6.6.

The significant change in conductance illustrates that this chemically controlled junction ge-
ometry is a viable alternative to e.g. electrochemical controlled conductance for switching the
conductance through a molecular junction on or off. However, the relatively small on/off ratio
of only a single order of magnitude should be increased for real life applications. Here, it is also
important to note that the geometry change has not yet been obtained reversible. Hence, it is so far
only possible to go from M1-N junctions to M1-C junctions and not back again. The search for more
similar molecules with a larger on/off ratio is however ongoing.171

The above presented study again underlines the symbiosis between experiments and computa-
tional analysis as the computed binding energies and z values essentially confirmed the proposed
mechanism for changing the junction geometry. Hence, by exploiting the strengths of both experi-
ments and computations it is possible to intensify the search for future molecular-sized electronic
components.
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Figure 6.6: Left: 1D conductance histograms for M1-N junctions (blue) and M1-C junctions (red).
The black curve is the conductance of a reference junction not considered here. Right: Calculated
transmission function for a M1-N type (gray) and M1-C type (red) junction including illustrations of
the supercells used for the computations.



Chapter 7

Concluding remarks

The previous chapters have shown how, often simple, computational approaches can be used to search
through a very large set of molecules and identify promising candidates for e.g. a dye sensitized
solar cell (DSSC). Combining these approaches with more detailed calculations and experimental
data furthermore increases the detail level of the knowledge gained. In the DSSC project this leads
to a weighted level alignment quality rediscovering well-known high efficiency dyes and proposing
more experimental studies of porphyrins with a titanium metal center, possibly in combination
with new redox mediators with a low internal reorganization energy. Furthermore, we found that
combining dyes into different tandem schemes may significantly improve the open-circuit voltage and
possibly boost the DSSC efficiency. In the molecular junction project, we verified the experimental
findings and constructed a simple model to predict the gate potential dependent transmission for a
redox active anthraquinone based molecule. For a molecule with two sets of anchor groups it was
furthermore possible to confirm the hypothesis that the different binding strength of the anchors
determines the junction geometry and hence the transmission.

In general, there are two possible goals for a computational study, which can be aimed at ei-
ther explaining an experimental observation or used as a tool for predicting certain properties of
a molecule, not yet experimentally characterized. Both these objectives are important in research,
but where the explanatory goal is inherently verifiable, the predictive power of a model is harder to
asses. It is of course still possible to apply the model to known systems, compare with experimental
data and then assume that the correlation holds for e.g. a similar class of molecules. The latter
corresponds to the approach used in this thesis in connection with the screening of functionalized
porphyrin dyes for DSSCs. As discussed in Chapter 5, the trends for the frontier orbitals of
functionalized porphyrins are probably well captured by a simple Density Functional Theory based
approach. However, there is still a long way to the prediction of an actual DSSC efficiency. On the
other hand, we have come a step closer to this goal by first defining the level alignment quality and
then correcting this for the regeneration reaction free energy barrier. Many physical aspects of an
actual device are however still not included and, given that they can all be identified, some of these
may be very computationally expensive and difficult to model accurately.

Forgetting all about the physical aspects of a device, it is in fact possible to turn the predic-
tive problem upside down and use different machine learning based fitting schemes to extrapolate
experimental data from actual devices. In this way, statistical routines decides on the often complex
variables used in the fitting and the physical characteristics of a high performance device can then
be extracted by analysing these variables. This approach can be combined with computationally
obtainable data as illustrated in a study by Ip et al.172 Here, they find a correlation between different
computational parameters and the experimental efficiency of DSSCs. Their conclusion is that two of
the most important variables in a DSSC are the oxidation potential and reorganization energy of the
dyes, which is very encouraging with respect to the predictive power of our weighted level alignment
quality. Hence, there should be a great perspective in improving on our model e.g. in terms of
accuracy of the reorganization energies and optical spectra used. Returning to the machine learning
approach, Ip et al. furthermore states that one of the most serious limitations of the fitting schemes
is the absence of published data for poorly performing devices. This puts a bias on the statisti-
cal data, leaving only the question of how to improve on an already well performing DSSC answerable.
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In conclusion, it is worth commenting on the future impact on society in general of the two
projects included in this thesis. For the molecular junction project, the construction of a commercial
molecular transistor is a great challenge that requires new and refined experimental ways of
constructing the molecular junction. However, the great interest in increasing e.g. computer power,
and the financial power behind this interest, should lead to realizable commercial devices. Hence,
more research into efficient ways of tuning the conductance should be prioritized. Concerning
DSSCs, the future is more unclear. Recently, the fierce pursuit for higher efficiency has shifted the
focus from cells with molecular dyes towards cells with, often toxic, perovskites.173 This is however
not a certain death sentence for the conventional molecular DSSC, as the future for this device is not
necessarily dependent on obtaining a record high efficiency. In fact, real-life modules only have an
efficiency of 8.2%, but there is still much interest in incorporating DSSCs into e.g. windows, leading
to a trade off in efficiency in exchange for transparency.174 Furthermore, the DSSC has never been
suitable for large scale electricity, but it is perfect for indoor use where it outperforms silicon based
technologies.10;175 Hence, the DSSC is a cheap solar harvesting technology which is perfect for e.g.
solar driven battery chargers or cheap light sources for use in developing countries. In this light, the
research into molecular dye based DSSCs should probably turn more towards lowering the cost and
toxicity of the devices rather than increasing the obtainable efficiency.
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Appendix A

Atomic units and Dirac notation

In this thesis atomic units have been used, which are defined as

e = 1 a.u. ≈ 1.6022 · 10−19 C (A.1)

me = 1 a.u. ≈ 9.1095 · 10−31 kg (A.2)

~ =
h

2π
= 1 a.u. ≈ 1.0546 · 10−34 J · s (A.3)

a0 =
4πε0~2

mee2
= 1 a.u. ≈ 5.2918 · 10−11 m (A.4)

4πε0 = 1 a.u. ≈ 1.1127 · 10−10 J−1C2m−1 (A.5)

To ease the notation of wavefunctions and their integrals, the Dirac notation has been used

ψi = |ψi〉 (A.6)

ψ∗i = 〈ψi| (A.7)∫
ψ∗i ψjdr = 〈ψi|ψj〉 (A.8)∫

ψ∗i Ω̂ψjdr = 〈ψi|Ω̂|ψj〉 (A.9)
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Computational screening of functionalized zinc
porphyrins for dye sensitized solar cells†

Kristian B. Ørnsø,*a Juan M. Garcia-Lastraab and Kristian S. Thygesena

An efficient dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) is one possible solution to meet the world’s rapidly

increasing energy demands and associated climate challenges. This requires inexpensive and stable dyes

with well-positioned frontier energy levels for maximal solar absorption, efficient charge separation,

and high output voltage. Here we demonstrate an extensive computational screening of zinc

porphyrins functionalized with electron donating side groups and electron accepting anchoring groups.

The trends in frontier energy levels versus side groups are analyzed and a no-loss DSSC level alignment

quality is estimated. Out of the initial 1029 molecules, we find around 50 candidates with level

alignment qualities within 5% of the optimal limit. We show that the level alignment of five zinc

porphyrin dyes which were recently used in DSSCs with high efficiencies can be further improved by

simple side group substitutions. All frontier energy levels, gaps and level alignment quality values are

stored in a database publicly available.

1 Introduction

The limited access to fossil fuels and the CO2 related climate
problems have made the search for efficient sustainable energy
sources one of the most important challenges of our time. Since
the emergence of the first efficient system in 1991,1 dye
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have been intensively researched
due to their potential as a cost-efficient and flexible alternative
to conventional solar cells.2 The working mechanisms of a
DSSC are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Incoming photons
from the sun are absorbed by a molecular dye, which is
anchored to a semi-conductor nanoparticle (typically TiO2).
The excited electrons on the dye are transferred to the conduction
band of the semiconductor in an ultrafast charge separation
process, and extracted to an external circuit. In the last step the
electron is transferred from the counter electrode back to the dye
by an electrolyte. The many steps involved in a DSSC cycle impose
several constraints on the properties of the dye molecule. In
addition to being stable under illumination and in contact
with the often corrosive electrolyte, the alignment of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied

molecular orbital (LUMO) with the redox potential of the
electrolyte and the conduction band of the semiconductor,
respectively, as well as a large overlap of the absorption
spectrum with the solar spectrum, are crucial properties. The
use of porphyrin based dyes has very recently been demonstrated
as a very successful path.3 In addition to the large absorption of
visible light, porphyrins are easily customized by introducing
side groups. A special scheme for functionalizing porphyrins is
the donor–p-acceptor structure in which the HOMO is mainly

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the working mechanisms of a dye sensitized solar
cell (DSSC).
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located on the donor side groups while the LUMO is mostly
located on the acceptor group. This construction entails a natural
separation of the electron and the hole thereby minimizing the
recombination rate. Furthermore, if the acceptor acts as an
anchoring group to the semi-conductor surface, the rate of electron
injection from the dye to the semi-conductor is increased. Using
this concept a record efficiency of 12.3% has recently been
reported for a zinc porphyrin based DSSC with a cobalt based
electrolyte.4 As an example of a porphyrin-based donor–p–acceptor
system, we show the HOMO and the LUMO of the M3T2P dye5

in Fig. 2. Here the separation of the HOMO and the LUMO is
clearly seen.

The tremendous increase of computational power over the
last couple of decades, in combination with methodological
improvements, has made it possible to guide the development
of new materials using first principles quantum mechanical
calculations. Previous examples include highly stable metal
alloys,6 semiconductor superlattices with tailored band gaps,7

battery cathode materials,8 inorganic scintillator materials9 as
well as molecules for organic photovoltaics10–13 and materials for
photo-catalytic water splitting.14,15 In this paper, we introduce the
use of large-scale computational tools to search for optimal donor–
p–acceptor porphyrin based dyes. We present the calculated fron-
tier energy levels, orbitals, and optical gaps for 1029 functionalized
zinc porphyrin dye candidates. Based on this we investigate trends
in the selective tuning of energy levels and orbital shapes and
estimate a (loss-less) DSSC level alignment quality of the candidate
molecules. As a concrete example we suggest how the level align-
ment of five experimentally investigated dyes can be improved.
All calculated data are available in the database Computational
Materials Repository at the web address http://cmr.fysik.dtu.dk/.

2 Methods

In this screening project we investigate zinc porphyrins func-
tionalized by different side groups and anchor groups. The zinc
porphyrin backbone is shown in Fig. 3, where the R1, R2 and R3
labels denote side group locations and A denotes the anchor
group location. A total of seven different side groups (see Fig. 4)
and three different anchor groups (see Fig. 5) have been chosen
for this study. The TPA, MOTPA and TMP side groups as well as

the EthynPhA anchor group have been investigated experimentally
by Liu et al.,5 the DMP, DTBP and DTA side groups are modified
versions of those investigated experimentally by Yella et al.4 and
the 2CarboxyPropenA and 2CyanoPropenA anchor groups have
been investigated theoretically by Lee et al.16 The groups have
generally been chosen to represent well-known building blocks
that should be experimentally available. An example of this is the
choice of the EthynPhA anchor group which is a commonly used
group. The last two anchoring groups have been chosen to offer a
comparison to the EthynPhA group. Furthermore, the donating
side groups have been chosen to include comparable groups
offering a wide spectra in size. All quantum mechanical calcula-
tions are performed using density functional theory (DFT)17 with
the PBE18,19 exchange–correlation functional as implemented in
the GPAW code.20 For all standard calculations we have used a
basis set of numerical atomic orbitals21 (LCAO mode) with a
double-z polarized basis set, a grid-spacing of 0.18 and a unit cell

Fig. 2 Visual representation of the calculated HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) of
the donor–p-acceptor M3T2P zinc porphyrin dye molecule.

Fig. 3 Labeling of positions in the zinc porphyrin backbone structure.

Fig. 4 The donor groups investigated in this work.

Fig. 5 The accepting anchor groups investigated in this work.
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with 5.0 Å vacuum added on both sides of the molecule in all
directions. All structures have been optimized using the BFGS
method as implemented in the Atomic Simulation Environment
(ASE)22 until all forces are below 0.05 eV Å�1. After the geometry
optimization the location of the HOMO, EHOMO and LUMO, ELUMO,
is calculated as the ionization potential IP and electron affinity EA of
the molecule. Thus the resulting gap, Egap, is given by:

Egap ¼ ELUMO � EHOMO

¼ ðE½�1� � E½0�Þ � ðE½0� � E½þ1�Þ

¼ IP � EA

(1)

where E[0] is the ground state total energy and E[�1] and E[+1] is
the total energy of the negatively and positively charged ions of the
molecule, respectively. This definition of Egap avoids the use of
Kohn–Sham eigenvalues which are well-known to be inaccurate
within PBE. The choice of level of theory reflects the large amount
of calculations necessary to perform this study. It can be noted
that the obtained EHOMO values are in good agreement with
results obtained from PBE calculations with the all-electron
Gaussian09 program suite23 and the high-end Coupled-Cluster
results obtained using the Molpro program suite.24 For the ELUMO

the agreement is worse with differences up to E0.2 eV between
PBE and both the Gaussian09 DFT and Coupled-Cluster values.
However, as will be discussed later, the LUMO energy will not be
used for the final level alignment quality calculations. For more
details see Tables S1 and S2 in the ESI.† To investigate the quality
of the GGA type PBE functional, a comparison between results
obtained using the hybrid B3LYP25–27 and results obtained using
PBE for a wide range of zinc porphyrins is given in the ESI† (see
Fig. S1–S3). Here a constant shift of up to 0.5 eV is observed for
EHOMO and Egap. However, since the shift is constant, the trends
for both levels of theory are the same and thus we expect that
using PBE will be sufficient. In addition to the fundamental gap,
the optical gaps, E1, which include the electron–hole interactions,
are calculated. This is done by forcing the molecule to the triplet
groundstate by fixing the magnetic moment, and thus promoting
one of the two electrons in the HOMO to the LUMO. We denote
this method triplet DSCF. Note that this is not the same as the
normal singlet DSCF method implemented in GPAW.28 The latter
provides a more realistic description of the optical transition
(which does not involve spin flip), but is less robust and can be
difficult to converge for some of the molecules investigated. The
excitation energies calculated by the singlet DSCF method are
observed to be up to 0.3 eV (see Table S3 in the ESI†) higher than

those predicted by the triplet DSCF method. However, the robust-
ness problems of the singlet DSCF force us to use the triplet DSCF
method.

A comparison between the calculated EHOMO, Egap and E1

energies and corresponding experimental values obtained by
Liu et al.5 is given in Table 1. The experimental data have been
obtained for dyes on a TiO2 film in acetonitrile and the values
have been converted to a vacuum scale using a value for the
Normal Hydrogen Electrode (NHE) of �4.5 eV versus vacuum.29–31

For the T2P, MT2P and M3T2P species an excellent agreement
between calculations and experimental values are observed, while
the agreement is slightly worse for the T3P and MT3P species. We
stress that the effect of hybridization and image charge screen-
ing32 by the TiO2 surface as well as the effect of solvent on the
HOMO energies have not been included in the calculations. The
trends for the calculated optical gaps, E1, are in good agreement
with the measured values, however, with the tendency that the
calculated values are approximately 0.3–0.4 eV too low. Part of this
discrepancy can be explained by the approximately 0.2 eV under-
estimation coming from the use of the triplet rather than singlet
excitation (see ESI†). Furthermore, the experimental E1 values are
obtained from the absorption edge of the adsorbed dyes and can
thus in addition to the simple HOMO - LUMO transition also
include higher energy transitions. In fact, the main features in the
absorption spectrum of porphyrins are known to involve higher
lying transitions.33 Based on these observations, we conclude that
our method can be used to predict general tendencies for changes
in EHOMO, ELUMO and E1 upon functionalizing zinc porphyrins at a
semi-quantitative level.

In order to identify the optimal electronic spectrum of the
dyes relative to the semiconductor conduction band edge, we
have defined a level alignment quality of a DSSC:

Z ¼
Voc

Ð 1
Ec�EH

YðE � E1Þ � IsolarðEÞdEÐ 1
0
E � IsolarðEÞdE

(2)

where:

YðE � E1Þ ¼
1 for E � E1 � 0

0 for E � E1 o 0

(

Here Ec � EH is the distance from the HOMO level to the
conduction band, E1 is the optical gap of the dye, Y(E � E1) is a
step function representing the absorption of the dye molecules,
Isolar(E) is the photon flux of the ASTM G-173-03 (AM 1.5 G) solar
spectrum (see Fig. S4 in ESI†), and Voc is the open-circuit

Table 1 Comparison between calculated EHOMO, Egap and E1 and experimental EHOMO and E1 obtained by Liu et al.5 for a set of zinc porphyrins with the EthynPhA
anchor group. The experimental data are obtained for dyes on a TiO2 film in acetonitrile

Namea R1 R2 R3 EHOMO (eV) exp. EHOMO
b (eV) Egap (eV) E1 (eV) exp. E1 (eV)

T2P TPA H TPA �5.63 �5.60 3.88 1.54 1.84
T3P TPA TPA TPA �5.38 �5.59 3.57 1.41 1.79
MT2P MOTPA H MOTPA �5.29 �5.26 3.62 1.49 1.83
MT3P MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.01 �5.25 3.30 1.35 1.78
M3T2P TPA TMP TPA �5.47 �5.49 3.73 1.46 1.82

a Name used by Liu et al.5 b Experimental potentials modified to be relative to vacuum using the potential of NHE vs. vacuum of �4.5 eV.29–31
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voltage. The level alignment quality is normalized by the solar
effect:

Ð1
0
E � IsolarðEÞdE ¼ 1000 W m�2. A visual representation

of Ec� EH and E1 is given in Fig. 6. The use of the Y(E� E1) step
function to represent the dye absorption is based on the
assumption that all solar photons with an energy higher than
E1 of the dye are absorbed by the dye molecules. This is a
reasonable assumption for strongly absorbing porphyrin based
dyes3 in the usual DSSC setup where the effective area of dyes
on the nanostructured semiconductor surface corresponds to
several monolayers. Variations in the absorption spectrum of
the different porphyrins may still influence the realistically
obtainable level alignment quality. However, calculation of
these features is not possible for a large screening project due
to the high computational cost. We note that the level align-
ment quality is comparable to a DSSC efficiency where all losses
have been neglected. In reality, however, many other critical
factors have an influence on the overall efficiency of a DSSC and
it should be stressed that we do not claim to include these in
the present study. Our emphasis is only on the possibility of
systematically improving the level alignment.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Trends in energy levels

The calculated values of EHOMO and ELUMO plotted against Egap

are shown in Fig. 7. It is observed that the variation in Egap, for a
fixed anchor group, to a large extent is caused by a shift in the
HOMO energy for the differently functionalized porphyrins.
The LUMO is determined by the anchor group. In Table 2 we
list the molecules showing the largest and smallest values of
the three quantities EHOMO, ELUMO and Egap, respectively. It can
be seen that the maximum difference in ELUMO is B1.0 eV while
the maximum difference in EHOMO is B1.7 eV. This leads to the
possibility of tuning Egap by up to B2.1 eV and demonstrates the
great flexibility in energy level design offered by functionalized
porphyrins.

The zinc porphyrins with the MOTPA, DTA and TPA side
groups exhibit particularly small energy gaps. A simple expla-
nation for this trend can be obtained by comparing EHOMO of
the pure zinc porphyrin with EHOMO of the protonated side
groups given in Table 3. According to first order perturbation
theory, the interaction between the HOMO of the pure zinc
porphyrin and the side group HOMO should be proportional to
the inverse of the energy difference and thus the smallest
energy differences should result in the largest interactions.
From the table it follows that it is indeed the HOMOs of the
MOTPA, DTA and TPA side groups that are closest in energy to

Fig. 6 Diagram visualizing the Ec � EH and E1 energies relative to the HOMO of
the dye. In the model the Voc has been defined for either a perfectly aligned
redox potential (model 1) where Voc = Ec � EH or for a fixed redox potential
(model 2) with Voc = 1 V.

Fig. 7 Calculated corresponding EHOMO and ELUMO relative to vacuum ordered
by the resulting Egap of functionalized zinc porphyrins with the EthynPhA (blue
star), 2CarboxyPropenA (green �) and 2CyanoPropenA (red cross) anchor
groups. The black circles indicate the porphyrins with only hydrogen side groups.

Table 2 EHOMO, ELUMO and Egap for selected zinc porphyrins

A R1 R2 R3
EHOMO
(eV)

ELUMO
(eV)

Egap
(eV)

EthynPhA H H H �6.53 �1.57 4.96a

2CyanoPropenA MOTPA DTA MOTPA �5.17 �2.33 2.85b

EthynPhA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �4.99a �1.69 3.30
2CyanoPropenA H H H �6.74b �2.21 4.54
EthynPhA TMP TMP TMP �5.54 �1.46a 4.08
2CyanoPropenA DTA DTA DTA �5.58 �2.47b 3.11

a Largest value of all candidates. b Smallest value of all candidates.

Table 3 EHOMO and ELUMO for the pure zinc porphyrin backbone and the
protonated side and anchor groups

Group EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV)

DMP �7.65 2.08
TPA �6.75 0.42
MOTPA �6.49 0.58
TMP �7.04 2.23
DTA �6.70 0.99
DTBP �8.22 1.61

EthynPhA �8.56 �0.24
2CarboxyPropenA �9.24 �1.04
2CyanoPropenA �9.37 �1.03

Backbone ZnP �6.79 �1.35
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the HOMO of the pure zinc porphyrin, and thus our findings
are in agreement with the expectations from perturbation
theory. This suggests that future selection of side groups to
be investigated could be guided by EHOMO for the protonated
side group.

Since the energy differences between the LUMOs of the side
groups and the LUMO in the pure zinc porphyrin are signifi-
cantly larger than the energy differences for the HOMOs (see
Table 3) we can furthermore understand why ELUMO is shifted
less than EHOMO upon functionalization of the porphyrins with
the donating side groups. Visual inspection of the frontier
orbitals of the pure porphyrin and two representative functio-
nalized porphyrins is given in Fig. S5 in the ESI.† From these
plots it follows that the change in the spatial shape of the
HOMO/LUMO orbitals follows the trend observed for the energy
shifts. Specifically, the HOMO of the DMP functionalized porphyrin
is very similar to that of the pure zinc porphyrin, while the HOMO
of the DTA functionalized porphyrin is pulled towards the side
group. The differences in the LUMO orbitals for the three zinc
porphyrins are also found to be minor compared to the differences
in the HOMOs, which is again consistent with previously discussed
results.

Exactly the same trends found for the donating side groups
apply to the accepting anchor groups. Table 3 shows that the
LUMO of the protonated 2CarboxyPropenA and 2CyanoPropenA
anchor groups matches the LUMO of the zinc porphyrin much
better than the LUMO of the protonated EthynPhA. This is
consistent with the observation that functionalization of the
zinc porphyrin by the two former anchor groups has the largest
effect on the LUMO (by around �0.5 eV).

It is important to note that Egap corresponds to the differ-
ences between the HOMO and the LUMO, i.e. the fundamental
energy gap. In optical absorption, the attraction between the
electron and the hole left behind (the electron–hole interaction)
will allow for absorption of photons with energy less than Egap.
In Fig. S6 in the ESI,† we show that Egap is essentially linearly
correlated with the optical gap, E1. The range of variation of E1,
however, is decreased from 2.1 eV observed for Egap to approximately
0.6 eV. This is as expected since the Coulombic attraction between
the electron and the hole depends strongly on the distance between
the charges. Since the porphyrins with the largest Egap have both the
HOMO and the LUMO located on the porphyrin backbone, these
porphyrins have a higher electron–hole interaction than porphyrins
with smaller Egap thus decreasing the range of E1.

3.2 Level alignment quality

To calculate the level alignment quality as defined in eqn 2, we
use two different models for the open circuit voltage, see Fig. 6.
The first model assumes a perfect alignment of the dye HOMO
with the redox level of the electrolyte and thus sets Voc = Ec � EH.
This assumption is mostly used to illustrate the clean effect of
the choice of dyes since a realistic cell will have a specific
electrolyte and thus a fixed theoretical Voc. However, the assump-
tion of a perfect alignment may soon be very relevant to the
emergence of high-efficiency DSSCs incorporating a variety of
cobalt- and sulfur-based electrolytes.4,34–36 Fig. 8 gives the level

alignment quality as a function of Ec � EH and E1 under this
assumption. The Ec � EH value is determined as the energy
difference between the HOMO and the conduction band posi-
tion of TiO2, which is set to �4.0 eV relative to vacuum.5 Using a
single value for the conduction band position of TiO2 is an
assumption since the titania films used in DSSCs are typically
amorphous films made from sintered nanoparticles of TiO2 and
can therefore be expected to display a band structure that
deviates significantly from that of a crystalline semiconductor.
Furthermore it can be noted that the charge injection rates differ
depending on which crystallographic surface of TiO2 is
exposed.37 However, having constructed the database the level
alignment quality of the candidate dyes can always be re-ranked
by using different input parameters, e.g. one might use an acid
surface treatment to shift the quasi-Fermi level of the titania
film.38 However, using the value of �4.0 eV for the conduction
band position, the predicted values for the investigated zinc
porphyrins with the EthynPhA anchor group (purple triangle) are
in general seen to be close to the maximum level alignment
quality. Especially the candidates with an intermediate modifi-
cation of the HOMO and thus intermediate E1 and Ec � EH, are
within a predicted high-quality zone. To obtain a higher level
alignment quality it is however desired to have a shift to lower E1

values while retaining a fixed HOMO position. This can be
achieved by tuning only the LUMO level, which is done by
changing the anchor group. The desired shift is exactly observed
for the zinc porphyrins with the 2CarboxyPropenA (red squares)
and 2CyanoPropenA (yellow circles) anchor groups. Several of
these candidates have values lying almost perfectly in the predicted
highest level alignment quality zone with the best candidates
having optical gaps (E1) in the range 1.0–1.1 eV and HOMO levels
positioned around 1.2 eV below Ec.

Another more experimentally realistic definition of Voc can
be obtained by assuming the use of the I�/I3

� redox pair, which
remains the most common choice of DSSC electrolyte. Under
such conditions Voc will not be dictated by Ec � EH but rather by
the dye independent Ec � Ered where Ered is the redox potential

Fig. 8 Z as a function of Ec � EH and E1 with Voc = Ec � EH (model 1). The points
in the plot indicate the location of the investigated zinc porphyrins with the
EthynPhA (purple triangle), 2CarboxyPropenA (red square) and 2CyanoPropenA
(yellow circle) anchor groups using triplet DSCF values for E1 and assuming TiO2

as the semi-conductor with a conduction band located at �4.0 eV relative to
vacuum. The white dotted line indicates the location where Ec � EH = E1.
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of the electrolyte. A modified version of Fig. 8 where a constant
Voc = 1 V (model 2 in Fig. 6) has been used is presented in Fig. 9.
One of the largest differences between Fig. 8 and 9 is the
lowering of the optimal Ec � EH due to the removal of the
linear relationship between the HOMO position and Z. This
effect is also the reason for the general reduction in the level
alignment quality. As a consequence, the zinc porphyrins with
the EthynPhA anchor group now all lie outside the highest level
alignment quality zone. However, the porphyrins with the other
two anchor groups and low Ec � EH and E1 values are still
predicted to be promising candidates. In general, the observed
decrease in level alignment quality of model 2 compared to
model 1 shows the importance of investigating new electrolytes
with redox levels tailored to the dye molecules. In Fig. 8 and 9, a
white dotted line indicating Ec � EH = E1 is added since excited
electrons in molecules where Ec � EH > E1, due to thermal
relaxation, can get trapped below the conduction band of the
semi-conductor. However, since we in this study operate with a
relatively high uncertainty we will not exclude any candidates
from our investigation based on this criteria and the lines thus
only serve as an indicator for the readers. Table 4 shows Z for

the ten best zinc porphyrin candidates with Voc = Ec � EH

(model 1). In the table a preference for porphyrins with the
lowest possible values for E1 is a striking feature. This can be
explained by the fact that E1 sets the lower limit of absorption
and a lowering of this value thus leads to an increase in the
range where the solar photons are converted to DSSC electrons.
To further maximize the level alignment quality, an alignment
of the E1 and the Ec � EH energies is also favorable, since only
excitation of the dye to a level above the conduction band of the
semiconductor will give rise to the creation of a DSSC electron
(see Fig. 6). However, a competition between this alignment
and the linear dependence of the open-circuit voltage leads to a
preference for a slightly higher Ec � EH energy for the model 1
case (Voc = Ec � EH). It can be noted that the value Zdyn = 0.49
obtained at Voc = E1 = 1.1 eV agrees well with the ultimate
efficiency without recombination, u = 0.44 at E1 = 1.1 eV,
reported by Shockley and Queisser.39 In the referred study they
used black-body radiation for the solar spectrum in contrast to
our use of the AM 1.5 G solar spectrum, which causes the small
discrepancy. The recombination for a specific dye candidate is
highly dependent on the overlap between the LUMO and the
HOMO and an evaluation of this effect is beyond the scope of
this paper.

Using the common I�/I3
� electrolyte, a theoretical Voc = Ec� Ered

of around 0.9 V is obtainable.5 However, since the dye regeneration
by this electrolyte is only efficient with a potential difference
between the redox-potential of the electrolyte and the HOMO of
the dye of more than 0.6 V,2,40–42 a value of Ec � EH Z 1.5 eV is
required for an efficient regeneration of the dye candidates. A list of
the ten best candidates with this restriction is given in Table 5.
Here the preference for low values of E1 and matching of E1 and
Ec � EH is again observed, but the predicted level alignment
qualities (with Voc = 1 V) are significantly lower compared to the
case with no restriction on the Ec � EH energy, which clearly
illustrates the short-comings of the iodide based electrolyte. On the
other hand, a more diverse set of dyes employing all three anchor
groups is predicted to possess high level alignment quality under
these conditions. This leaves room for considering more practically
oriented issues when choosing an anchor group. In Table 6 we
present calculated Ec � EH, E1 and Z values for five experimentally
investigated dyes.4,5 In general these dyes possess relatively high
Z values, but none of them lie within our calculated top ten

Fig. 9 Z as a function of Ec � EH and E1 with a constant value of Voc = 1.0 V
(model 2). The points in the plot indicate the location of the investigated zinc
porphyrins with the EthynPhA (purple triangle), 2CarboxyPropenA (red square)
and 2CyanoPropenA (yellow circle) anchor groups using triplet DSCF values for E1

and assuming TiO2 as the semi-conductor with a conduction band located
at �4.0 eV relative to vacuum. The black dotted line indicates the lower limit
of Ec � EH for dyes to be used with the I�/I3

� electrolyte (see text) and the white
dotted line indicates the location where Ec � EH = E1.

Table 4 The ten best zinc porphyrin candidates measured on Z using a dynamic Voc = Ec � EH (model 1)

A R1 R2 R3 (Ec � EH) (eV) E1 (eV) Zcon
a Zdyn

b

2CarboxyPropenA DTA MOTPA MOTPA 1.16 1.05 0.42 0.49
2CyanoPropenA TPA MOTPA MOTPA 1.17 1.03 0.42 0.49
2CyanoPropenA DTA MOTPA MOTPA 1.17 1.03 0.42 0.49
2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA TPA MOTPA 1.17 1.09 0.41 0.49
2CarboxyPropenA TPA MOTPA MOTPA 1.20 1.09 0.40 0.48
2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA 1.06 1.05 0.45 0.48
2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA 1.06 1.04 0.45 0.48
2CyanoPropenA TMP MOTPA MOTPA 1.24 1.06 0.38 0.47
2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA TMP MOTPA 1.24 1.15 0.38 0.47
2CarboxyPropenA TMP MOTPA MOTPA 1.24 1.06 0.38 0.47

a Voc = 1 V. b Voc = Ec � EH.
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candidates (model 1 in Table 4), which is mainly due to the high
E1 values predicted for these dyes. All dyes have the EthynPhA
anchor group and an easy way to lower the E1 values would be
substituting this anchor group with the 2CarboxyPropenA or the
2CyanoPropenA anchor groups. Doing this for e.g. the MT3P dye,
increases Zdyn from 0.34 to 0.48. Considering model 2 with the
iodide induced restriction of Ec � EH Z 1.5 eV only the T2P and
YD2-o-C8 dyes are relevant. To improve the level alignment
quality of the rest of the candidates, a replacement of some of
the side groups with e.g. the DTBP or H side groups may shift
down the HOMO in energy thus increasing Ec � EH. Substituting
the center TMP group in M3T2P with the DTBP group e.g.
increases Ec � EH from 1.46 eV to 1.61 eV. Thus some relatively
simple substitutions of side and anchor groups can lead to a
better level alignment for these five dyes.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a computational screening study of functio-
nalized zinc porphyrins for use in dye sensitized solar cells. The
screening procedure is based on DFT calculations providing an
optimal balance between accuracy and computational cost.
Specifically, the frontier energy levels and orbitals, together
with the first optical excitation were calculated for 1029 zinc
porphyrins with different electron donating sidegroups and
electron accepting anchor groups. It was shown that this
donor–p-acceptor architecture allows for selective tuning of
the highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied (LUMO)
molecular orbitals by up to 2.1 eV, by varying the functional
groups. The performance of the dyes was benchmarked by
evaluating a loss-less DSSC level alignment quality with two
different energy level alignment scenarios: (i) perfect matching
of the electrolyte redox potential and the dye HOMO level, and

(ii) a fixed redox potential and an overpotential of 0.6 eV
corresponding to the conditions for the standard iodide electrolyte.
We have furthermore investigated five experimentally used dyes and
found that simple substitution of one side or one anchor group may
improve the level alignment of these dyes. All investigated molecules
and their calculated frontier energy levels are available in the
database Computational Materials Repository at the web address
http://cmr.fysik.dtu.dk/.

The fact that the estimated level alignment qualities are
rather high with the best candidates lying very close to the
maximum limit, indicates that losses, such as recombination
losses and overpotentials associated with the redox charge
transfer reactions, would be important to include as part of
the screening in the future. On the other hand, with the present
approach one can identify a small family of dye candidates with
specific energy levels and orbital properties which could then
be further assessed with respect to losses, stability, synthetic- or
device-related considerations. In the future it may be interesting
to investigate porphyrins with other side groups and metal
centers as well as different p-spacers between the backbone
and the anchor group and we plan to expand the database to
include several of these. Furthermore the inclusion of two or
more porphyrin backbones may also be included in the search
for better dyes.
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Name A R1 R2 R3 (Ec � EH) (eV) E1 (eV) Zcon
a Zdyn

b

T2Pc EthynPhA TPA H TPA 1.51 1.47 0.29 0.43
T3Pc EthynPhA TPA TPA TPA 1.45 1.46 0.30 0.44
MT3Pc EthynPhA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA 0.99 1.35 0.35 0.34
M3T2Pc EthynPhA TPA TMP TPA 1.46 1.45 0.31 0.45
YD2-o-C8d EthynPhA DMP DTA DMP 1.77 1.48 0.20 0.36

a Voc = 1 V. b Voc = Ec � EH. c Dyes reported by Liu et al.5 d Modified version of the dye reported by Yella et al.4

Table 5 The ten best zinc porphyrin candidates with Ec � EH Z 1.5 eV measured on Z

A R1 R2 R3 (Ec � EH) (eV) E1 (eV) Zcon
a Zdyn

b

EthynPhA H MOTPA TMP 1.50 1.45 0.29 0.43
EthynPhA H TMP MOTPA 1.51 1.49 0.29 0.43
2CarboxyPropenA TPA TPA DTA 1.51 1.12 0.29 0.43
2CyanoPropenA TPA MOTPA H 1.50 1.17 0.29 0.43
EthynPhA DMP DMP MOTPA 1.51 1.46 0.29 0.43
2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA DTA H 1.51 1.09 0.29 0.43
EthynPhA TMP DTA TPA 1.51 1.41 0.29 0.43
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EthynPhA TPA DMP DTA 1.51 1.44 0.29 0.43
2CyanoPropenA DTA DTA TPA 1.51 1.12 0.29 0.43

a Voc = 1 V. b Voc = Ec � EH.
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Optimizing porphyrins for dye sensitized solar
cells using large-scale ab initio calculations†

Kristian B. Ørnsø,*a Christian S. Pedersen,a Juan M. Garcia-Lastraab and
Kristian S. Thygesena

In the search for sustainable energy sources, dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) represent an attractive

solution due to their low cost, relatively high efficiencies, and flexible design. Porphyrin-based dyes are

characterized by strong absorption in the visible part of the spectrum and easy customization allowing

their electronic properties to be controlled by structural variations. Here we present a computational

screening study of more than 5000 porphyrin-based dyes obtained by modifying the porphyrin

backbone (metal center and axial ligands), substituting hydrogen by fluorine, and adding different side

and anchoring groups. Based on the calculated frontier orbital energies and optical gaps we quantify

the energy level alignment with the TiO2 conduction band and different redox mediators. An analysis of

the energy level–structure relationship reveals a significant structural diversity among the dyes with the

highest level alignment quality, demonstrating the large degree of flexibility in porphyrin dye design. As a

specific example of dye optimization, we show that the level alignment of the high efficiency record dye

YD2-o-C8 [Yella et al., Science, 2011, 334, 629–634] can be significantly improved by modest structural

variations. All the presented data have been stored in a publicly available database.

1 Introduction

As the negative environmental consequences of fossil energy
production and use are growing, the search for new efficient
technologies enabling harvesting and conversion of solar
photons into electrical or chemical energy is becoming increa-
singly important. Since the emergence of the first efficient
system in 1991,1 dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs)2 have been
considered promising and cost-efficient candidates for photo-
voltaic energy conversion. Compared to conventional solar cell
systems, some of the unique properties of DSSCs are their
simple fabrication and low material cost, flexibility, both in
terms of mechanical properties and architectural design, and
high efficiency under low illumination conditions.3

A (standard) DSSC is a photoelectrochemical system which
converts photons from the sun into electrical work in a three-
step process. First, the photons are absorbed by a molecular dye

which is anchored to a semi-conductor nanoparticle (typically
TiO2). Next, the excited electrons on the dye are transferred to
the conduction band of the semiconductor and extracted to an
external circuit. In the last step the electron is transferred from
the counter electrode and back to the dye using an electrolyte.
For a dye to yield a high efficiency in this type of setup there are
three essential requirements which should be fullfilled: (i) the
energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
should be smaller than the redox potential of the electrolyte.
(ii) The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) should lie
above the conduction band edge of the semiconductor. (iii) The
absorption spectrum of the dye should have a large overlap with
the solar spectrum. In addition to these level alignment criteria,
the efficiency of the DSSC depends on a number of other
processes including the charge injection from the dye to the
semiconductor, the regeneration of the oxidized dye by the
electrolyte, losses due to charge transport and recombination
etc. In the present study we shall focus on the criteria (i)–(iii).

The high absorption of visible light in combination with the
many possibilities of functionalizing porphyrins makes these
dyes excellent candidates for use in DSSCs.4–15 In particular, the
so-called donor–p–acceptor scheme in which the HOMO of the
functionalized porphyrin dye is located on the donor side groups
while the LUMO is mostly located on the accepting anchor group
has led to DSSCs with very high efficiencies including a record
efficiency of 12.3%.16 To improve the efficiency of DSSCs further
it is natural to resort to computational methods that allow for
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fast exploration of the vast space of molecular structures. Thanks
to the enormous growth in computer power, high-throughput
computational screening is rapidly becoming an essential tool
for accelerated materials discovery and has recently been applied
in a wide range of areas.17–27

We have previously reported a computational screening study
of zinc porphyrin based dyes,28 in which we investigated the
effect of changing side and anchor groups. However, modifying
the backbone by exchanging zinc as the metal center can alter the
electronic structure of the dye significantly.29,30 In addition,
replacing hydrogen with fluorine in copper-phthalocyanine has
been shown to produce a significant lowering of the frontier
orbital energies.31 Furthermore, using a Ti4+metal center in the
porphyrin allows for the use of axial ligands. As shown by Pickup
et al. for titanium phthalocyanines this can have a large impact
on the frontier orbitals.32 Inspired by these results, we have
performed extensive electronic structure calculations to system-
atically explore the effect of fluorination of the zinc porphyrins as
well as the effect of changing the metal center of the porphyrin
dyes including titanium with the two axial ligands investigated by
Pickup et al.32 We explore the systematic trends in frontier orbital
energies, optical gaps and level alignment quality essential for
the DSSC performance for a total of 5145 different porphyrin
based dyes with a high structural diversity. All calculated data
are available in the public database Computational Materials
Repository at the web address http://cmr.fysik.dtu.dk/.

2 Methods

In this paper we have calculated the frontier orbital energies, lowest
optical excitation energies and level alignment quality for porphy-
rins with different metal centers and functionalized by different side
groups and anchor groups. The investigated metal centers are Zn
and Ti which are also compared to using the metal-free porphyrin.
The use of a Ti4+ metal center leads to the requirement of having an
axial anionic ligand bound directly to the metal center in order
to obtain a neutral porphyrin molecule. In this study we have

chosen to use the simple O2� ligand and the more complicated
OCHC6H3OO2� ligand as axial ligands. This leads to the five
different porphyrin backbones shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, for
all backbones, the R1, R2 and R3 labels denote side group locations
and A denotes the anchor group location. A total of seven different
side groups (see Fig. 2) and three different anchor groups (see Fig. 3)
have been chosen for this study.8,10,16,28 Note that when the
fluorinated FZnP backbone is used, the H side group is replaced
by the F group consisting of a fluorine atom. Apart from accepting
electrons, the anchor groups should also be able to bind to the
semi-conductor surface, which is achieved by using anchor groups
with carboxylic acid groups. All quantum mechanical calculations
are performed using density functional theory (DFT)33 with the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)34 exchange–correlation functional
as implemented in the GPAW code.35 For all standard calculations
we have used a basis set of numerical atomic orbitals36 (LCAO
mode) with a double-z polarized basis set, a grid-spacing of 0.18 Å
and a unit cell with a 5.0 Å vacuum added on both sides of the
molecule in all directions. All structures have been optimized using
the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) method as imple-
mented in the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE)37 until all
forces are below 0.05 eV Å�1. After the geometry optimization the
locations of the HOMO, EHOMO, and LUMO, ELUMO are calculated as
the ionization potential IP and electron affinity EA of the molecule.
Thus the the resulting gap, Egap, is given by:

Egap = ELUMO � EHOMO

= (E[�1] � E[0]) � (E[0] � E[+1])

= IP � EA (1)

Fig. 1 The porphyrin backbones investigated in this work. The axial
ligands used for TiOP and TiO2BAP are shown next to the backbones.

Fig. 2 The donor groups investigated in this work. Note that when the
fluorinated FZnP backbone is used, the H side group is replaced by the F
group consisting of a fluorine atom.

Fig. 3 The accepting anchor groups investigated in this work.
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where E[0] is the ground state total energy and E[�1] and E[+1] is
the total energy of the negatively and positively charged ions of
the molecule in the ground state geometry, respectively. This
definition of Egap avoids the use of Kohn–Sham eigenvalues
which are well-known to be inaccurate within PBE. In addition to
the fundamental gap, the optical gap, E1, which includes the
electron–hole interaction, has been calculated. The calculation
of E1 is done by forcing the molecule to the triplet groundstate by
fixing the magnetic moment, and thus promoting one of the two
electrons in the HOMO to the LUMO. We use the triplet excita-
tion energy rather than the singlet excitation because this is
technically simpler to compute. We have previously shown for a
number of Zn-porhyrins that the singlet and triplet excitations
are within 0.3 eV and that their dependence on the molecular
structure is very similar.28 In the same study we furthermore
showed that computed EHOMO and E1 values compared well to
experimental values.8,28 However, we underline that it is the
presented trends rather than the absolute values which are the
main focus of this paper. We also stress that the effect of
hybridization and image charge screening by the TiO2 surface
as well as the effect of the solvent on the HOMO energies have
not been included in the calculations.38–41 However, we do not
believe that this will have a significant impact on the qualitative
trends. In order to identify the optimal electronic spectrum
of the dyes relative to the semiconductor conduction band edge,
we have previously defined a loss-less level alignment quality
of a DSSC:28

Z ¼
eVoc

Ð1
Ec�EH

YðE � E1Þ � IsolarðEÞdEÐ1
0
E � IsolarðEÞdE

(2)

where

YðE � E1Þ ¼
1 for E � E1 � 0

0 for E � E1 o 0

(

Here Ec–EH is the distance from the HOMO level to the
conduction band, E1 is the optical gap of the dye, Y(E � E1) is a
step function representing the absorption of the dye molecules,
Isolar(E) is the photon flux of the ASTM G-173-03 (AM 1.5 G) solar
spectrum, and eVoc is the open-circuit voltage multiplied with
the charge of the electron. In the following we assume that
Ec = �4.0 eV and Voc = 1.0 V consistent with using TiO2 as the
semi-conductor and I�/I3

� as the redox mediator. We note that
using a single value of Ec for all dyes is an assumption, since
different dyes will affect the conduction band via interface–
dipole interactions.42 Furthermore, using the Y(E � E1) step
function to represent the dye absorption is based on the
assumption that all solar photons with an energy higher than
E1 of the dye are absorbed by the dye molecules. We thus
assume that all investigated dyes regardless of their size cover
the nano-structured TiO2 to effectively form several layers of the
dye in the device and that vibrational modes enhance the
oscillator strength of any symmetry-forbidden transitions in
the dyes.43 The level alignment quality only describes the
alignment between the dye and the semi-conductor and is thus
only one component in order to obtain a high efficiency in a

DSSC. In reality many other critical factors influence the overall
efficiency of a DSSC and it should be stressed that we do not
claim to include these in the present study.

3 Results and discussion

Histograms of the computed EHOMO and ELUMO as well as the
level alignment quality are shown in Fig. 4 and 5, respectively.
(The molecules with the largest and smallest EHOMO, ELUMO,
Egap and E1 are listed in Table S1 in the ESI.†) The entire data
set spans a range of 2.3 eV for EHOMO, 1.3 eV for ELUMO, 2.4 eV
for Egap, and 0.8 eV for E1. Furthermore, a great part of the
presented dyes are expected to have highly optimal level align-
ment with respect to the TiO2 conduction band and the I�/I3

�

redox mediator as can be seen in Fig. 5. Here, thousands of
candidates with a high structural diversity exceed the predicted
level alignment quality of the record holding YD2-o-C816 dye

Fig. 4 2D histogram of obtained pairs of EHOMO and ELUMO for all 5145
investigated dyes.

Fig. 5 Level alignment quality histogram for all 5145 investigated dyes. As
a reference, the calculated level alignment quality of the record holding
YD2-o-C816 dye is 0.2.
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(Z = 0.2). These results demonstrate the large degree of flexibility
of the electronic properties of functionalized porphyrins and
show that many different design strategies could be followed to
control the level alignment. In the following the effects of the
different modifications on the frontier orbital energies, lowest
optical excitation, and level alignment quality are described in
more detail and an overview of the best candidates is provided.

3.1 Porphyrin backbones

The effect of exchanging the central metal atom can be
investigated by comparing porphyrin dyes with the ZnP, H2P
and TiOP backbones (see Fig. 1). Fig. 6 shows the frontier
orbital energies of the three different porphyrin backbones
using the EthynPhA anchoring group and varying the side
groups. It can be seen that replacing ZnP by TiOP results in
a small red shift of both the HOMO and the LUMO. However, it
is also clear that the three backbones exhibit the same trends
depending on the side groups. In particular, the side groups
affect the HOMO levels in a similar way whereas the LUMO is
almost not affected (see Table S2 in ESI†). From Fig. S1 in the
ESI† it is further observed that varying the anchor group shifts
the LUMO without affecting the HOMO. For the ZnP backbone
these trends were explained by first order perturbation
theory28 and more specifically by the match between EHOMO

and ELUMO of the bare backbone with EHOMO of the side groups
and ELUMO of the anchor groups, respectively. For comparison,
EHOMO and ELUMO of the different bare backbone structures are
given in Table 1.‡ From the table it is noted that EHOMO and
ELUMO of the bare backbones vary only up to 0.3 eV between
ZnP, H2P and TiOP. This suggests that the orbital energy match
between the backbone and the side and anchor groups is
retained for all three backbones thus explaining the similar
trends as shown in Fig. 6.

For two specific dyes, Fig. S2 and S3 in the ESI† give a visual
impression of the effect on the HOMO wave functions upon
changing the metal center. In the figures it can be seen that

substituting the Zn core atom for H2 only makes little differ-
ence in terms of the spatial distribution of the HOMO as the
metal core atoms carry no weight of the molecular orbital. On
the other hand, an interesting effect appears when substituting
with the TiO center. In this case the O atom, as opposed to the
metal centres, does carry part of the HOMO. This may explain
the lower EHOMO of the TiOP backbone relative to ZnP and H2P
as shown in Table 1, and indicates that the frontier orbitals of
the titanium porphyrins may be altered by modifying the axial
ligand as will be discussed in greater details later.

Fig. 7 gives a histogram for the level alignment quality of all
molecules using either of the three backbones. Clearly, it is
possible to obtain very high level alignment qualities for several
dyes using any of the three backbones. However, for the three
backbones, the best level alignment quality is generally
obtained for different side and anchor groups. This is visua-
lized in Fig. S4 in the ESI† where the level alignment quality for
all combinations of dyes with the three backbones as a function
of the optical gap, E1, and the energy difference between
the conduction band of TiO2 and the HOMO level of the dyes,
Ec � EH, are visualized. Here, it is observed that for all back-
bones, in order to yield a high level alignment quality, it
is necessary to use highly donating side groups giving a low
Ec � EH value. To further optimize the level alignment quality it
is necessary to have a low E1 value, which is mainly influenced

Fig. 6 Calculated EHOMO and ELUMO relative to vacuum ordered by the
resulting Egap of functionalized porphyrins with the EthynPhA anchor
group and the ZnP (red), H2P (orange) and TiOP (magenta) backbones.

Table 1 EHOMO and ELUMO for the bare ZnP, H2P, TiOP, TiO2BAP and FZnP
backbones

Backbone EHOMO ELUMO

ZnP �6.71 �1.10
H2P �6.72 �1.20
TiOP �6.88 �1.37
TiO2BAP �6.56 �1.80
FZnP �7.20 �1.85

Fig. 7 Level alignment quality histogram for functionalized porphyrins
with the ZnP (red), H2P (orange) and TiOP (magenta) backbones.

‡ Note that EHOMO and ELUMO of ZnP differ slightly from the previously published
values as those values were calculated using a different basis set.
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by the LUMO position. The latter is controlled by the anchor
group and it is generally observed that using the 2Carboxy-
PropenA or 2CyanoPropenA anchor groups yields more dyes
with a high level alignment quality. This observation is espe-
cially concerned with dyes with the ZnP backbone for which the
use of the popular EthynPhA anchor group significantly lowers
the number of dyes with a high level alignment quality. Thus, it
may be beneficial for these dyes to replace the zinc atom to
obtain a better level alignment quality.

3.2 Axial ligands

By employing a Ti4+ metal center we introduce the possibility of
using axial ligands directly bound to the titanium metal center.
As discussed, using a double bonded oxygen to form the TiOP
backbone shifts the weight of the HOMO towards the axial
ligand. Thus, we now investigate the effect of replacing the
oxygen with the O2BA ligand. Fig. 8 shows a plot of the frontier
orbital energies of the TiOP and TiO2BAP porphyrin backbones
using the EthynPhA anchoring group and varying the side
groups (see Fig. S5 in the ESI† for results with all anchor
groups). It is observed that the general trends discussed
previously are retained and that the fundamental gaps of the
dyes with the TiO2BAP backbone are lower due to generally
lower ELUMO values. Furthermore, a significant decrease in the
range of Egap is observed for TiO2BAP compared to TiOP. This is
seen to be due to the lower range of EHOMO values indicating a
smaller interaction between the side groups and the backbone.
This effect may in turn be explained by looking at the spatial
shape of the HOMOs for similar dyes with different backbones
shown in Fig. S6 and S7 in the ESI.† Here, it is observed that for
the TiO2BAP backbone the HOMO is mostly located at the O2BA
axial ligand and thus the interaction between the side groups
and the backbone is reduced. Apart from modifying the energy
of the frontier orbitals of the dye, the relatively large weight
of the HOMO on the axial ligand can further influence the

regeneration of the dye, since this involves interaction between
the redox mediator and the HOMO.

Fig. 9 shows a histogram of the level alignment quality using
either of the two backbones. It can be seen that the TiOP
backbone yields slightly more candidates with high level align-
ment quality, but in general it is possible to obtain a high level
alignment quality using either of the axial ligands introducing
more flexibility in designing dyes. The optimal choice of side
and anchor groups needed to obtain a high level alignment
quality is very similar for the two backbones. This is visualized
in Fig. S8 in the ESI,† which shows the calculated level align-
ment quality for all dye combinations with the two backbones
as a function of E1 and Ec � EH. For both backbones the highest
level alignment quality values are found for dyes with highly
donating side groups in combination with either 2Carboxy-
PropenA or 2CyanoPropenA anchor groups. The main difference
between the two backbones concerning the level alignment
quality is found when using the EthynPhA anchor group. Here,
using the TiO2BAP backbone yields a greater number of dyes
with a high level alignment quality.

3.3 Substitution of hydrogen with fluorine

A third method for tweaking the electronic structure of the
porphyrin dyes is to replace the hydrogen atoms in the porphyrin
backbone with fluorine atoms. Here, the electron transfer from
the backbone to the fluorine atoms is expected to generate an
electrostatic potential that shifts down the energy of the orbitals
localized on the backbone.31,44 This effect is shown in Fig. 10
which shows the frontier orbital energies of the ZnP and FZnP
porphyrin backbones using the EthynPhA anchor group and
varying the side groups (see Fig. S9 in the ESI† for results with
all anchor groups). Apart from exhibiting the same trends as
discussed for all other backbones, the fluorinated dyes have
significantly lower ELUMO values. As the LUMO is mostly localized
on the backbone (and the anchor group) this decrease can be
ascribed to the electrostatic potential generated by the fluorine
atoms. For the EHOMO values the picture is more complicated as

Fig. 8 Calculated EHOMO and ELUMO relative to vacuum ordered by the
resulting Egap of functionalized porphyrins with the EthynPhA anchor
group and the TiOP (magenta) and TiO2BAP (pink) backbones.

Fig. 9 Level alignment quality histogram for functionalized porphyrins
with the TiOP (magenta) and TiO2BAP (pink) backbones.
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only dyes with a large fundamental gap have HOMOs which are
localized on the backbone whereas dyes with more donating side
groups have HOMOs which are localized more on the side
groups.28 Thus, it can be expected that the EHOMO values for
fluorinated dyes with large Egap will be more affected than those
with a small Egap. This is indeed shown in Fig. 10. From Fig. S10
and S11 in the ESI,† which show the HOMO and LUMO wave
functions for both fluorinated and non-fluorinated dyes, it is
observed that the change in shape of the orbitals upon fluorina-
tion is negligible and thus the altered electrostatic potential must
be the main effect of the fluorination.

Fig. 11 shows a histogram for the level alignment quality of
all dyes with either hydrogen or fluorine in the porphyrin
backbone. From the figure it is clear that the FZnP backbone
yields slightly more candidates with high level alignment
quality, but also dramatically increases the number of candi-
dates with very low level alignment quality. Fluorination thus have a significant impact on specific dyes and the resulting

level alignment quality. This can be further understood from
Fig. S12 in the ESI† in which the level alignment quality is given
as a function of E1 and Ec � EH. Here, highly donating side
groups as discussed for all backbones lead to the highest level
alignment quality. However, in contrast to dyes with the ZnP
backbone, the number of dyes with a high level alignment
quality employing the FZnP backbones is similar for all anchor
groups leading to more structural flexibility.

3.4 Optimizing level alignment

Fig. 12 (top) shows the calculated level alignment quality for all
5145 dye candidates presented in this study as a function of E1

and the energy difference between the conduction band of TiO2

and the HOMO level of the dyes, Ec � EH. The black dotted line
indicates where EHOMO = �5.50 eV which corresponds to the
upper limit of EHOMO for dyes used in a DSSC with the I�/I3

�

redox pair. This strict limit stems from the need to have a 0.6 V
potential difference between EHOMO and the redox potential of
the I�/I3

� redox pair in order to drive the charge transfer.2,45–47

Fig. 10 Calculated EHOMO and ELUMO relative to vacuum ordered by the
resulting Egap of functionalized porphyrins with the EthynPhA anchor
group and the ZnP (red) and FZnP (yellow) backbones.

Fig. 11 Level alignment quality histogram for functionalized porphyrins
with the ZnP (red) and FZnP (yellow) backbones.

Fig. 12 Top: calculated level alignment quality as a function of the optical
gap, E1, and the energy difference between the conduction band of TiO2

and the HOMO level of the dyes, Ec � EH, for candidates with the ZnP (red),
H2P (orange), TiOP (magenta), TiO2BAP (pink) and FZnP (yellow) back-
bones and the EthynPhA (square), 2CarboxyPropenA (circle) and 2Cyano-
PropenA (triangle) anchor groups. The black dotted line indicates the lower
limit of Ec � EH for dyes to be used with the I�/I3

� electrolyte and the white
dotted line indicates where Ec� EH = E1. Bottom: zoom of the above figure
onto the region with the highest level alignment quality. The letters identify
the top ten candidates and correspond to the letters given in Table 2.
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The white dotted line indicates where Ec � EH = E1. Above this
line, photoexcited electrons on the dye could in principle be
trapped below the conduction band if the thermal relaxation in
the molecule is fast compared to the charge injection time.

The bottom part of Fig. 12 shows a zoom of the region with
the highest level alignment quality and identifies the ten dyes
with the highest Z values. The structure of these candidates can
be found in Table 2. The common feature of the top ten
candidates is that they have an E1 value of around 1.0 eV and
an EHOMO value of around �5.1 eV (corresponding to an Ec � EH

value of around 1.1 eV). For similar values of E1 and Ec � EH all
the photoexcited electrons on the dye contribute to the photo-
current. The optimal value of 1.1 eV is in agreement with the
optimal value predicted for semi-conductor solar cells by
Shockley and Queisser.49 Out of the top ten candidates only
two contain the common ZnP backbone. Thus, by changing the
backbone we have found eight new candidates for the top ten
relative to our recent screening of zinc porphyrins.28 However,
none of the top ten candidates have EHOMO values below�5.50 eV,
which is the requirement for using the I�/I3

� redox pair. Thus, a
different redox mediator must be used for these dyes. Fig. S13 in
the ESI† shows the TD-DFT predicted UV-VIS spectra of the
top five dyes. These results verify that with a sufficient amount
of dye layers present in the device due to the meso-porous TiO2

nano-particles, all dyes will have a step-function absorption
spectrum above the absorption edge since the absorption here
is non-zero for all dyes. The absorption edge is however poorly
predicted by TD-DFT due to the charge-transfer character of
donor–p–acceptor porphyrin dyes.

Using our computational database it is possible to optimize
the level alignment quality of a given dye by varying one or

more structural parameters (side groups, anchor groups and
backbones). In Table 3 we have optimized the level alignment
quality of the high efficiency record holding YD2-o-C8 dye16 by
varying 1 or 2 structural parameters under the constraint EHOMO

r �5.50 eV corresponding to the requirement imposed by the
I�/I3

� redox pair and the constraint EHOMO r �5.36 eV corre-
sponding to the requirement imposed by the [CoII/III(bpy-pz)2]
redox pair,48 respectively. From the table it can be seen that
changing the side groups has the largest impact on the level
alignment quality for this particular dye. In fact, by substituting
a single side group, the level alignment quality is expected to
increase significantly. Since the structural change is negligible
this could lead to a higher efficiency of an actual DSSC.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a computational screening study of 5145
functionalized porphyrin dyes composed of a set of five differ-
ent backbones, seven different donating side groups and three
different accepting anchor groups. Replacing the commonly
used zinc metal center with H2 was found to alter the electronic
structure of the dyes only slightly. On the other hand, introdu-
cing the Ti4+ metal center enables the use of axial ligands. For
dyes containing only weakly donating side groups, these
ligands can have a large influence on both the frontier energy
levels and the shape of the HOMO. The latter effect could be
important for the dye regeneration process. Both of the inves-
tigated axial ligands produced many dyes with a high level
alignment quality and thus the use of a Ti4+ center with axial
ligands introduces more flexibility in the design of porphyrin

Table 2 Top ten candidates measured by the level alignment quality under the assumption that Ec = �4.0 eV and Voc = 1.0 V. The letters correspond to
the letters in the bottom part of Fig. 12

Dye Backbone A R1 R2 R3 EHOMO (eV) E1 (eV) Z

A FZnP 2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.04 0.97 0.46
B FZnP 2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.05 0.96 0.45
C ZnP 2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.06 1.05 0.45
D ZnP 2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.06 1.04 0.45
E H2P 2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.07 0.96 0.45
F H2P 2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.08 0.94 0.45
G FZnP EthynPhA DTA MOTPA MOTPA �5.06 1.09 0.44
H TiOP 2CyanoPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.09 0.99 0.44
I TiOP 2CarboxyPropenA MOTPA MOTPA MOTPA �5.10 1.01 0.44
J FZnP EthynPhA MOTPA DTA MOTPA �5.11 1.11 0.44

Table 3 Using the YD2-o-C816 dye as a starting point the level alignment quality is optimized by varying 1 or 2 structural parameters

No. of optimized parameters Backbone A R1 R2 R3 EHOMO (eV) E1 (eV) Z

0 parameters ZnP EthynPhA DMP DTA DMP �5.77 1.48 0.20
1 parametera ZnP EthynPhA DMP DTA TPA �5.54 1.40 0.27
1 parameterb ZnP EthynPhA MOTPA DTA DMP �5.40 1.40 0.33
2 parametersa ZnP EthynPhA DMP DMP MOTPA �5.51 1.46 0.29
2 parametersb ZnP EthynPhA TPA DTA TPA �5.36 1.34 0.34

a The optimization is performed under the constraint that EHOMO r �5.50 eV corresponding to the requirement of using the I�/I3
� redox pair.2,45–47

b The optimization is performed under the constraint that EHOMO r �5.36 eV corresponding to the requirement of using the [CoII/III(bpy-pz)2] redox
pair.48
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based dyes. By fluorinating the standard zinc porphyrin based
dyes we found a dramatic impact on the LUMO energy and, for
dyes without very donating side groups, also on the HOMO
energy. This suggests fluorination as an effective method to
control the electronic structure of the porphyrins. For all types
of structural modifications we generally found a large number of
dye candidates with a high level alignment quality, exceeding
those of well known high efficiency dyes. These results suggest
that there is plenty of room for improving dye sensitized solar
cells by optimization of the porphyrin dyes. Despite the observed
qualitative trends, we do not observe any simple additive quan-
titative relation between the structure and energy levels. We are
currently investigating whether this relation between orbital
energies and structural changes can be predicted using a model
based on perturbation theory. In parallel with this we also plan
to include the alignment with the redox mediator in the defini-
tion of the level alignment quality in a future study.
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ABSTRACT: The shift from iodide-based redox mediators in dye-sensitized solar
cells toward octahedral cobalt complexes has led to a significant increase in the
efficiency. However, due to the nature of this type of complexes the driving force
required for the regeneration of the dye is very high, and this limits the achievable
efficiency. Here we show that the large driving force is a direct consequence of the
large reorganization energy of the dye regeneration reaction. The reorganization
energies for charge transfer between a simple zinc porphyrin dye and two popular
cobalt-based redox mediators is calculated using ab initio molecular dynamics with
explicit solvent. These results are then combined with a Marcus-based extrapolation
scheme to obtain the reorganization energies of more than 5000 porphyrin-based
dyes. We propose a scheme for scoring the performance of the porphyrin dyes, which is able to identify already known high-
performance dyes in addition to a number of even better candidates. Our analysis shows that the large internal reorganization
energy of the Co-based redox mediators is an obstacle for achieving higher efficiencies.

■ INTRODUCTION
As the search for sustainable energy sources is intensified, focus
is put on exploiting the vast energy in sunlight. For this
purpose, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC)1 have since the
emergence of the first efficient system in 19912 been considered
promising candidates. In particular, the low material cost,
flexibility, and high efficiency under low illumination
conditions3 of DSSCs make these stand out from the
conventional semiconductor-based solar cells. In a standard
DSSC the photons are absorbed by a molecule with a high
absorption in the visible part of the solar spectrum. This creates
a photoexicted electron in the dye which is transferred to the
conduction band of a semiconductor nanoparticle (usually
TiO2) on which the dye is anchored. Following this, the
electron is extracted to an external circuit and reintroduced into
the cell via a counter electrode (usually Pt). In the last two
steps, the electron is transferred from the counter electrode to a
redox mediator and then from the redox mediator back to the
dye completing the circuit. To improve the efficiency of DSSCs,
much focus has been put on choosing the correct dye. Here,
several factors are important including the correct level
alignment of the dye orbitals with the semiconductor
conduction band and the redox potential of the redox mediator,
a large overlap between the dye absorption spectrum and the
solar spectrum, the charge injection from the dye to the
semiconductor, the regeneration of the oxidized dye by the
redox mediator, losses due to charge transport and recombi-
nation, etc. More recently, functionalized porphyrins have
gained interest as dyes in DSSCs due to their high absorption
of visible light and high customizability.4−13 The highest

efficiencies obtained for DSSCs of 12.3%14 and 13.0%15 have
both been obtained using porphyrin-based dyes. We previously
reported a computational screening study of porphyrin-based
dyes,16,17 in which we investigated the effect of changing side
and anchor groups for a range of different porphyrin
backbones. In these studies we scored the dyes by computing
a level alignment quality based only on the level alignment
between the dye orbitals and the conduction band of TiO2,
while the redox potential of the redox mediator was treated as a
simple variable. However, the reorganization energy associated
with the electron transfer from the redox mediator to the
oxidized dye is also an essential component to obtain a high
DSSC efficiency. To include this effect in the level alignment
quality, we here present a computational study in which we
apply Marcus theory18−22to evaluate the solvent reorganization
barrier for the regeneration reactions of functionalized
porphyrins by two cobalt-based redox mediators. The cobalt-
based redox mediators are chosen here since they are presently
considered the most promising redox molecules14,23 and the
electron transfer is believed to be a simple outer-sphere process.
A schematic overview of the energetics associated with the

regeneration reaction is given in Figure 1 (left). The
regeneration process itself is defined as the electron transfer
from a cobalt-based redox mediator to the oxidized dye

+ → ++ + +D [Co(red)] D [Co(red)]2 3
(1)
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where D/D+ is the neutral/oxidized dye and [Co(red)]2+/
[Co(red)]3+ is the reduced/oxidized cobalt-based redox
mediator. In Marcus theory the charge transfer rate between
two species is expressed in terms of a pre-exponential factor
(taking into account the donor−acceptor electronic state
overlap factor) and an exponential term which accounts for
the thermodynamic free energy that must be overcome to
facilitate electron transfer. The latter term includes the redox
potentials as well as the nuclear and electronic response of the
solvent and solute to the transferred electron.
In this study we focus only on the exponential term in the

Marcus rate expression from which we explicitly calculate the
barrier for the smallest porphyrin dye. We then introduce a
Marcus-based extrapolation scheme to estimate the barrier for
more than 5000 porphyrin dyes present in our database.16,17 In
this way we combine large-scale computational screening with a
more in-depth study of the simplest zinc porphyrin (ZnP) to
improve the scoring of the dyes by introducing a correction
term to the level alignment quality and at the same time
identify parameters acting as obstacles for improving the
efficiency of DSSCs.

■ METHODS
We used density functional theory (DFT)-based molecular
dynamics (MD) calculations in combination with Marcus
theory to calculate the solvent barrier associated with the
regeneration (see eq 1) of unsubstituted zinc porphyrin by two
different cobalt-based redox mediators. These calculations are
extrapolated using a continuum model for the reorganization
energy for more than 5000 functionalized porphyrins to
provide an estimate of the overpotential related to the
regeneration process. The two cobalt redox mediators
investigated are the commonly used [CoII/III(bpy)3] and
[CoII/III(bpy-pz)2] (bpy-pz = 6-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-2,2′-bipyr-
idine).23,24 The chemical structures of the two redox mediators
and the functionalized porphyrin dyes are shown in Figure 2. In
the figure for the porphyrin the R1, R2, and R3 labels denote
side group locations, A denotes the anchor group location, and

M denotes the metal center. The different metal centers, side,
and anchor groups used in this study are described in detail in
recent publications16,17 and shown in Figures S2−S4,
Supporting Information. In the following we briefly introduce
the methods used in this study.

Free Energy Function. In order to address the free energy
barrier we use the free energy function, defined by the
restricted partition function of the vertical (potential) energy
gap between the initial and the final state25

∫β
δ

β

= − − Δ

= − + *

β−F x R x E R e

P x F

( )
1

ln d ( ( ))

1
ln[ ( )]

N N E R
i

( )

i i

N
i

(2)

where the gap ΔE(RN) is given by

Δ = −E R E R E R( ) ( ) ( )N N N
i f (3)

and i and f refer to the initial and final electronic states (i.e., left-
and right-hand side of eq 1)

= +

= +

+ +

+

E E

E E

[D [Co(red)] ]

[D [Co(red)] ]

i
2

f
3

Figure 1. (Left) Scheme of the energetics associated with the regeneration reaction. Here, Ec is the conduction band edge of TiO2, Eox
porph is the

oxidation potential of the porphyrin-based dyes, Ered is the redox potential of the cobalt-based redox mediator, ΔF0 is the driving force for the
regeneration reaction, ΔF‡ is the barrier associated with the electron transfer, and eVoc is the open-circuit voltage multiplied with the electronic
charge. (Right) Schematic illustration of the free energy function for the initial, Fi(x), and final, Ff(x), electronic states. The reaction coordinate, x =
ΔE(RN) (see eq 3), is the vertical energy gap between the two electronic configurations corresponding to the left- and right-hand sides of eq 1. The
gap collectively represents all fluctuations of the nuclear degrees of freedom of both the solute and the solvent environment, RN. Running MD based
solely on the initial and final electronic states gives information for their respective equilibrium values (the region around the minimum of the two
curves). To achieve sampling in the intermediate region where the free energy barrier is defined our MD is based on the coupling parameter scheme
(eq 6). Knowing one function the free energy change, barrier, and reorganization energy relative to the initial state can readily be solved for ΔF0 =
Ff(xf,min) − Fi(xi,min), ΔF‡ = Fi(x

‡) − Fi(xi,min) and λ = Fi(xf,min) − Fi(xi,min), respectively. Here, x
‡ and xj,min denote the reaction coordinate value at

the crossing and minimum of the free energy functions. The parabolas presented here are an idealized case, which is realized under certain
conditions, namely, linear response (see eq 14 and the section on Marcus Theory).

Figure 2. Molecules investigated in this work. (Left) Functionalized
porphyrin dye with side groups (R1−R3) and acceptor group (A).
(Middle) [CoII/III(bpy)3] redox mediator. (Right) [CoII/III(bpy-pz)2]
redox mediator.
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Pi(x) denotes the probability distribution of the reaction
coordinate, x = ΔE(RN), for the initial state

∫
∫

δ
=

− Δ β

β

−

−
P x

R x E R e

R e
( )

d ( ( ))

d

N N E R

N E Ri

( )

( )

N

N

i

i
(4)

Finally, Fi* denotes the (absolute) free energy of the initial
state. This quantity is not well defined; however, the
expressions above completely define relative differences of the
free energy function of the initial and final state. For example,
rearranging eq 3 to Ei(R

N) − ΔE(RN) = Ef(R
N) and inserting

into the analogous expression for Ff(x) one can show that Ff(x)
= Fi(x) − x (see Derivation 1, Supporting Information). In
particular, the reorganization energy and free energy barrier can
be determined from just one of the free energy curves (see
Figure 1).
Sampling and Optimization. An accurate treatment of

the integral expressions above requires knowledge of both
equilibrium and nonequilibrium configurations, relevant for
both the initial and the final electronic states. To achieve a
proper sampling in the crossing region one defines intermediate
states, α, as

χ χ

χ

= − +

= − Δ

α α α

α

E R E R E R

E R E R

( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

N N N

N N

i f

i (5)

which connects the two states in a straightforward manner. The
MD sampling of the relevant phase spaces are then based on a
simple linear combination of the forces

χ χ= − +α α αR R RF F F( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )N N N
i f (6)

where Fi and Ff are the force vectors for the initial and final
states, respectively. The coupling parameter {χα:0 ≤χα ≤1} is
sampled at equally spaced intervals between 0 and 1, which
obviously brings the system from the initial electronic charge
state to the final electronic charge state. This ensures sampling
of RN in and out of equilibrium for either state, giving
information for the free energy functions in the intermediate
region, which is important for an accurate estimate of the free
energy barrier, ΔF‡ (see Figure 1). Note that the MD sampling
employed here is further enhanced by constraining high-
frequency degrees of freedom (hydrogen bonds) to allow for
larger time steps when solving for the equations of motion. RN,
in all expression, denotes the active degrees of freedom present
in the simulations which means that the Boltzmann factor, β =
(1/(kBT)), is scaled accordingly.
Employing the coupling parameter method as outlined above

produces biased probabilities, Pα
b(ΔE(RN)), which need to be

corrected for the bias χ− αΔE(R
N), and subsequently combined

to give the total probability curve for the initial state. To this
end we use the weighted histogram analysis method
(WHAM)26−28 following the formulation of Souaille and
Roux.26

In WHAM the unbiased probability is given by

Δ = Δα
β χ

α
− Δ −α αP E R e P E R( ( )) ( ( ))u N E R f b N[ ( ) ]N

(7)

where fα corresponds to the free energy change in the system
due to the bias −χαΔE(RN) and is determined in a self-
consistent fashion. The sampling is performed for Nα values of
α, so the total probability curve for the initial state is written as

∑Δ = Δ Δ
α

α α
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where C is a normalization constant and pα(ΔE(RN)) are the
weights of the sampling windows for a given value of the
vertical potential energy gap ΔE(RN) . Now, requiring the
weights to be normalized and minimize the statistical error in
the sampling results in26,27
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where nα is the number of samples in the window α. The
unknown free energy change due to the bias can be solved in a
self-consistent manner using
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The expression above is solved using all available data points
and is the most time-consuming step in the WHAM procedure,
both because of the shear number of data points as well as strict
convergence criteria. Furthermore, subtracting the value
corresponding to the initial state, f i, from all fα ensures that
eq 9 is normalized (C). As a last step we also introduce the
normalized histograms into eq 9 to give a manageable number
of data points for the construction and fitting of the free energy
function (eq 2).
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Marcus Theory. In Marcus theory it is customary to split
the total reorganization energy into internal and outer
contributions

λ λ λ= +in out (12)

The internal reorganization energy can be approximated as the
energy difference of the solute species in the initial electronic
state evaluated at the relaxed structures corresponding to the
initial and final electronic states in vacuum. The outer
reorganization energy is associated with the solvent structural
response to the change in electronic charge on the solute
species. This term was recognized by Marcus as the key factor
in determining the rate of outer-sphere electron charge transfer
reactions.18−22

In terms of a continuum model representing the solvent
surrounding two solute species A and D represented as charged
spheres of radius rA and rD, respectively, the outer
reorganization energy in atomic units can be expressed as18

λ = Δ
ϵ

−
ϵ

+ −∞⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟q

r r R
( )

1 1 1
2

1
2

1
t

out 2
s

A D AD (13)

where ϵ∞ and ϵst are the high-frequency and static dielectric
constants of the solvent and Δq the total charge transferred.
The last term on the right-hand side is the screened Coulomb
interaction between the donor and the acceptor, where RAD is
the distance between the two solute species. Assuming that the
charge transfer occurs when the two spheres come in contact
RAD is simply given by the sum of two solute species radii.
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In the linear response regime the sampled vertical energy
gaps in the Nα windows display Gaussian statistics, with a
relative shift of the mean value directly proportional to the
coupling value α.25,29 Under these conditions the free energy
function reduces to a parabola25,30

λ
= − + *F x x x F( )

1
4

( )i min,i
2

i (14)

where xmin,i denotes the reaction coordinate associated with the
equilibrium configurations of the initial state.
We do not explicitly calculate the reorganization energy of

the reaction in eq 1 but split the reaction into two parts

+ → +

+
→ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

D D D D

[Co(red)] [Co(red)]
[Co(red)] [Co(red)]

2 3

3 2

which in turn provides us with symmetric free energy curves
after solving for the probability curves following the procedure
in the preceding section (see Figures S5−S7, Supporting
Information). The fully simulated free energy functions are
fitted with a parabolic expression (it is easy to show that for this
case Ff(x) = Fi(x) − x, see Derivation 2, Supporting
Information). This in turn gives us the reorganization energy
for the individual species which are then combined to give the
reorganization energy for the total reaction in eq 1 (see the next
section and eq 19).
Extrapolated Barrier Calculations. Due to limited

computational resources it has been necessary to only explicitly
calculate the reorganization energy for the simplest zinc
porphyrin and extrapolate this value to the functionalized
porphyrins. Functionalizing porphyrins significantly changes
the size of the dye, and to account for this change we used the
Jmol program suite31 to obtain a volume of all 5000+ porphyrin
dyes using the predefined van der Waals surfaces of the atoms.
This volume is then transformed into a radius of a sphere using

π
= ⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠r

V3
4

1/3

(15)

Having this radius we can use a modified version of eq 13 in
which we include a correction for using a finite cell with
periodic boundary conditions to obtain the correlation between
our chosen convention for r and the explicitly calculated
reorganization energy for the simplest zinc porphyrin (see
Table S1, Supporting Information)32−34
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where λPBC
out is the uncorrected reorganization energy obtained

from our MD simulation, Lc is the linearized cell length, Lc =
V1/3, where V is the volume of the cell, and ξEw is the Madelung
constant, which for our cell is ξEw = −2.757. From the above
equation we can estimate c = (1/ϵ∞) − (1/ϵst) . This fitting was
tested for both the “flat” zinc porphyrin species as well as the
octahedral Co(bpy)3 species, giving c = 0.502 and 0.520,
respectively. These values are in good agreement with the
inverse of the experimental dielectric constant of acetonitrile, c

≈ 0.53. Our smaller values reflect an overestimated dielectric
response, which PBE is known to do, e.g., for water. For the
extrapolation scheme of the zinc porphyrin-based dyes c =
0.502 was used throughout.
Having corrected for the finite cell with periodic boundary

conditions, we can define the r-dependent outer reorganization
energy for the functionalized porphyrins as

λ = Δr q c
r

( ) ( )
1
2porph

out 2
(17)

We again note that converting the volumes of porphyrins into
spheres is a simplification. Apart from the usually flat structure
of porphyrins, the way the dye is connected to the surface
further influences the actual radius and accessible surface area
of the dye as well as the distance to the redox complex.35

However, since this approximation only enters the correction to
an explicitly computed reorganization energy, we believe that
we will obtain the correct trends in the size dependency.
To account for the screened coulomb interaction between

the acceptor and the donor we apply a correction based on the
1/RAD part of eq 13. Assuming that the electron transfer occurs
when the acceptor and donor are right next to each other
corresponds to setting RAD = r + rred, where r is still the dye
radius and rred is the radius of the redox mediator. Using this we
obtain a correction to the outer reorganization given by

λ = − Δ
+

r q c
r r

( ) ( )
1

R
out 2

red (18)

Having the size-dependent part of the reorganization energy
and the corrections, we can obtain the total reorganization
energy for the regeneration reaction as

λ λ λ λ λ= + + ++r r r( ) ( ) ( )porph
out

redox
in out

porph
in

R
out

(19)

where we assume that λporph
in is r independent due to the

similarity in chemical structure. The r-independent parts of the
above equation are found explicitly from a MD simulation of
the diabatic regeneration reaction (eq 1) with the smallest
porphyrin in which λredox

in+out have been corrected for the effect of
using a finite cell with periodic boundary conditions.
To obtain the electron transfer barrier we need in addition to

the reorganization energy also the driving force, ΔF0, for the
regeneration reaction. This quantity is defined as

Δ = −F E E0
ox
porph

red (20)

where Eox
porph is the oxidation potential of the porphyrin dye and

Ered is the redox potential of the redox mediator. To obtain
Eox
porph from our calculations we assume that the oxidation

potential scales linearly with the vacuum ionization potential
calculated from total energy differences, EHOMO = E0[N] −
E0[N−1], of the dyes with a constant shift due to solvation
energies, image charge effects, etc. Fitting our calculations to
the experimental oxidation potentials of 5 porphyrin dyes on
TiO2 measured by Liu et al.7 we obtain the relation

= −E E 0.11 eVox
porph

HOMO (21)

We now have ΔF0 and λ(r) for all 5000+ porphyrin dyes, and
we can then calculate the barrier height using the Marcus
expression (solving for the crossing between initial and final
state free energy curves using eq 14)

λ λ
λ

Δ Δ = + Δ‡F F
F

( , )
( )

4
0

0 2

(22)
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Weighted Level Alignment Quality. We previously
defined the level alignment quality as16,17

∫

∫
η =

Θ − ·

·
−

∞

∞

eV E E I E E

E I E E

( ) ( )d

( )d
E Eoc 1 solar

0 solar

c H

(23)

where

Θ − =
− ≥

− <⎪

⎪⎧⎨
⎩E E

E

E E
( )

1 for 0

0 for 01
1

1

Here Ec − EH is the distance from the HOMO level to the
conduction band, E1 is the optical gap of the dye, Θ(E−E1) is a
step function representing the absorption of the dye molecules,
Isolar(E) is the photon flux of the ASTM G-173-03 (AM 1.5 G)
solar spectrum, and eVoc is the open-circuit voltage multiplied
with the charge of the electron. In the following we assume that
Ec = −4.0 eV, consistent with using TiO2 as the semiconductor
and Voc = Ec − Ered. This definition of the level alignment
quality neglects all loss mechanisms and only takes the level
alignment between semiconductor and the dye molecule into
account. An in-depth discussion of the level alignment quality is
given in previous publications.16,17

Having obtained the regeneration barriers for different dyes
and redox mediators it is possible to include this information in
a correction factor to correct the level alignment quality.
Inspired by the Arrhenius expression we write

η λ λ ηΔ = Δ ·F T C F T( , ; ) ( , ; )reg
0 0

(24)
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We note that the correction function is highly dependent on
the used temperature, and this may be important for solar cells,
where the working temperature may be very high under intense
sunlight. A flowchart illustrating the steps in calculating the
weighted level alignment quality is shown in Figure S8,
Supporting Information.
Computational Details. All quantum mechanical calcu-

lations were performed using density functional theory
(DFT)36 with the PBE37 exchange-correlation functional as
implemented in the GPAW code.38 For all standard calculations
we used a basis set of numerical atomic orbitals39 (LCAO
mode) with a double-ζ polarized basis set, a grid spacing of 0.18

Å, and a 20 Å × 20 Å × 15 Å unit cell with periodic boundary
conditions in all directions. To prepare for the molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, the cell was initially filled with
acetonitrile to obtain a density of ρ = 786 mg mL−1, which was
thermalized to 300 K with 2.0 fs time steps. This is
accomplished with an in-house Langevin integrator employing
the RATTLE40 constraint scheme (algorithm based on the
formulation by Eijnden et al.41). The constraints introduced
consist in the pacification of all C−H bonds, which allows us to
take larger time steps and thus decrease the computational time
required. Since the role of the C−H bonds in the simulations
are very limited we believe that the pacification is justified. After
the thermalization, a block of solvent molecules was cut out of
the unit cell to make room for the dye or redox mediator
molecule (see Figure 3 for an illustration of the procedure).
Effectively, this gives a conentration of 0.28 M. Since all boxes
are similar in size and only contain one solute molecule, the
concentration ratio between all species is unity. The solutes are
however electrostatically decoupled from the neighboring cell
(resulting from the periodic boundary conditions) through the
Ewald method. Thus, we are focusing on a single species,
corresponding to the infinite dilution limit. The resulting box,
containing the solvated molecule, was then thermalized in the
same manner as the initial solvent box. To obtain data for the
WHAM method (see discussion above) we created five copies
of the thermalized box with the solvated molecule and
thermalized them using a linear combination of initial and
final state forces with χα = 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 for
each box. After 1.0 ps of thermalization we ran the simulation
for an additional 5.0 ps production time, resulting in 2500 data
points for every configuration. Combining the data point for
the WHAM procedure lead to in total 6.25 million data points
for every linear force combination.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The values for all explicitly calculated reorganization energies
are given in Tables S2 and S3, Supporting Information, and the
constructed Marcus parabolas for the regeneration of the
simplest zinc porphyrin dye by LS[CoII/III(bpy)3] are given in
Figure 4. Correcting the calculated λPBC for the symmetric
electron transfer between two porphyrins (ZnP + ZnP+ →
ZnP+ + ZnP) for the periodic boundary conditions and the
screened coulomb interaction (eq 18) we obtain λ = 0.89 eV.
This value is in good agreement with the λ = 0.84 eV reported
by Osuka et al.42 for a comparable electron transfer in
porphyrin dyads in DMF. Considering the cobalt-based redox
mediators, we note that the energy difference between the high-
spin (HS) and the low-spin (LS) states of cobalt(II) species is

Figure 3. Illustration of the procedure to create the simulation cell for [CoII/III(bpy)3]. A 20 Å × 20 Å × 15 Å unit cell with periodic boundary
conditions is filled with acetonitrile and thermalized. After this a hole is cut, and in the last step the desired molecule is inserted.
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small.43 Thus, it may be hard to identify the correct ground spin
state using DFT, and we therefore investigated both HS and LS
for the two redox mediators in question. In line with previously
reported results44 we here find that the reorganization energy
involving the HS is around 1 eV higher than for the LS case. As
our calculated and corrected reorganization energies for the
regeneration reactions with the LS species resemble the
experimental values obtained for the regeneration of an organic
dye using different cobalt-based redox mediators reported by
Feldt et al.45,46 we find it likely that these reorganization values
give the best representation. We therefore in the following
assume that all cobalt species are LS. We further note that our
obtained reorganization energies are higher than those recently
reported for the cobalt redox mediators using continuum
models for the solvent.44,47 This is expected since we capture
the solvent reorientation by including an explicit solvent.
Furthermore, we do not include the lowering of the
reorganization caused by the immobilization of the dyes
introduced by the bonding to the semiconductor. In the
following we present the calculated barrier heights associated
with the regeneration reaction and the resulting correction
function and weighted level alignment quality for all 5000+
porphyrin dyes. It should be noted that in order to obtain high
efficiency in a DSSC using cobalt-based redox mediators, it is
necessary to have dyes with bulky side groups (e.g., long alkane

chains) to prevent electron recombination from TiO2 to the
cobalt species.14,23 The dyes investigated in this study are
however all relatively small due to computational consid-
erations. Using versions with longer alkane chains should not
alter the electronic structure of the dyes significantly, and thus,
this will only lead to a lowering of the reorganization energy.

Regeneration Barrier Heights. Figure 5 shows the
calculated electron transfer barrier (eq 22) as a function of
ΔF0 for all 5000+ porphyrin dyes with both redox mediators. In
both figures a clear quadratic dependence on the driving force
is observed with minima around ΔF0 = −1.2 eV for
[CoII/III(bpy)3] and ΔF0 = −1.3 eV for [CoII/III(bpy-pz)2].
According to eq 22 the minimum in barrier height is obtained
for ΔF0 = −λ, which suggests very high reorganization energies
for the regeneration reactions with both redox mediators. In
connection with this we note that the deviation from a single
parabola for both redox mediators in Figure 5 is negligible. This
indicates that the variation in reorganization energy upon
functionalizing of the porphyrins is small compared to the total
reorganization energy for the regeneration process. Further-
more, the difference in redox potential between the redox
mediators (see Table S4, Supporting Information) is clearly
observed in the figures as the largest barriers for [CoII/III(bpy-
pz)2] are obtained for dyes with only a small driving force,
while the source of the large barriers for [CoII/III(bpy)3] can be
both a too small and a too large driving force, the latter
corresponding to the Marcus inverted region (−ΔF0 > λ).

Weighted Level Alignment Quality. The level alignment
quality, η (eq 23), correction factor, C(ΔF0, λ; T) (eq 25), and
weighted level alignment quality, ηreg = C(ΔF0, λ; T)·η, plotted
against the driving force, ΔF0, is shown in Figure 6 for both
redox mediators. Here, it is observed that the level alignment
quality increases significantly with decreasing driving force. This
can be explained by noting that a lowering of the regeneration
driving force is equivalent to decreasing the energy difference Ec
− EH in eq 23. At small driving forces the level alignment
quality starts to vary more, which can be ascribed to differences
in the first excited state, E1, for the different dyes. Due to the
parabolic shape of the Marcus barriers our proposed correction
factors are gaussians centered around −λ for the regeneration
reactions. Thus, multiplying the level alignment qualities and
the correction factors results in weighted level alignment
qualities peaking around ΔF0 = −λ. The significant dependence
on λ and ΔF0 strongly influences the obtainable weighted level
alignment quality for the two different redox mediators. As the
[CoII/III(bpy)3] redox mediator has both a smaller λ and a lower

Figure 4. Constructed Marcus parabolas for the regeneration of the
simplest zinc porphyrin dye by LS[CoII/III(bpy)3]. The blue curve is
Fi(x), and the red curve is Ff(x). ΔF0 (obtained from eq 21) is −1.76
eV, and the PBC and screened Coulomb interaction-corrected
calculated λ is 1.30 eV. Since −ΔF0 > λ the reaction is predicted to
be in the Marcus inverted region.

Figure 5. Barrier vs driving force for [CoII/III(bpy)3] (left) and [CoII/III(bpy-pz)2] (right).
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redox potential (higher energy) increasing the driving force of
the regeneration reaction we observe significantly higher
weighted level alignment qualities using this redox mediator
compared to using [CoII/III(bpy-pz)2]. Here we note that the
larger open-circuit voltage obtainable using the latter redox
mediator has been taken into account in the level alignment
quality, and thus, the Voc is of less importance compared to ΔF0
and λ.
The top 10 dyes scored on the weighted level alignment

quality at room temperature for both redox mediators are given
in Tables S5 and S6, Supporting Information. The tables are
dominated by dyes having practically no barrier for the
regeneration reaction and thus having correction factors very
close to unity. This again indicates that the reorganization
energy needed for the regeneration reaction overshadows the
increase in the level alignment quality obtained by lowering the
driving force. In the left part of Figure 6 the calculated weighted
level alignment qualities of the known high-efficiency dyes YD2
and YD2-o-C814 with the [CoII/III(bpy)3] redox mediator are
indicated. The reported efficiencies for these dyes are 8.4% and
11.9%, respectively,14 but according to the weighted level
alignment quality presented in the figure, the driving force, is
slightly too low for these dyes. However, the dyes are still found
within our predicted good region of dyes. On the other hand,
the record holding SM31515 dye (reported efficiency of 13.0%)
is seen to have even lower weighted level alignment quality due
to a very low driving force. As the working temperature of a
DSSC can be higher than room temperature due to the
exposure to sunlight, we calculated the weighted level
alignment for all dyes with both redox mediators at 500 K
and presented the top dyes in Tables S7 and S8, Supporting
Information. The temperature mainly defines the width of the
Gaussian correction function, and thus, dyes with slightly lower
regeneration driving force end in the top. The maximum
achievable weighted level alignment quality for both redox
mediators however only change by 0.01.
The strong dependence of the weighted level alignment

quality on the reorganization energy needed for the
regeneration reaction inspired us to look at the dependence
of ηreg on λ for the individual dyes. The results are presented in
Figure S9, Supporting Information, for both redox mediators.
Here, it is clearly observed that no systematic dependence of
ηreg on λ can be observed, indicating that it is not the variation
in λ for the individual dyes but rather the reorganization energy
introduced by the redox mediator which has the greatest impact

on the overpotential needed for the regeneration process. In
particular, the internal reorganization energy for the two cobalt
redox mediators (Table S1, Supporting Information) is a
problem which could be expected to be symptomatic for all
octahedral transition metal complexes. Using the I−/I3

− redox
mediator on the other hand introduces significant challenges
due to the complicated mechanism for the corresponding
regeneration reaction.48 Thus, the search for new redox
mediators with smaller internal reorganization energy and a
simple regeneration mechanism must be considered as a very
important part of improving the efficiency of DSSCs.

Regeneration versus Recombination. Our definition of
the correction factor puts a penalty on all dyes having any
barrier associated with the regeneration process. In reality it
would however rather be the relationship between the rate of
the regeneration reaction and the recombination reaction
(electron transfer from the conduction band of the semi-
conductor to the oxidized dye) that influences the efficiency.
Feldt et al.45 investigated the regeneration of the organic D35
dye with different cobalt redox mediators and found that a
system with λ = 0.8 eV and ΔF0 = −0.39 eV for the
regeneration reaction still had the regeneration reaction
dominating over the recombination reaction. Using eq 22, the
barrier of this system is ΔF‡ = 0.05 eV. Assuming that
regeneration reactions with a barrier equal to or lower than this
threshold will be fast enough to dominate over the
recombination reaction, we can redefine our correction factor

λ′ =
Δ ≤

−Δ Δ + >

‡

‡
‡

⎧
⎨
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⎩
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⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

C

F

F F
k T

F

1 for 0.05 eV

exp
( , ) 0.05 eV

for 0.05 eV
0

B

(26)

where we still enforce that C′ = 0 if ΔF0 > 0. Using this
definition for the [CoII/III(bpy)3] redox mediator gives the
correction factors and weighted level alignment qualities shown
in Figure 7. Compared to Figure 6, we here have a large driving
force window in which the level alignment quality dominates,
shifting the maximum in weighted level alignment quality
toward lower driving forces. As indicated in the figure we can
further note that we now find the YD2 and YD2-o-C8 dyes
within our set of very good candidates, while the record holding
SM315 dye still is predicted to have too low driving forces.
A table of the top 10 dyes with this definition of the

correction factor can be found in Table S9, Supporting

Figure 6. Level alignment quality, η (blue), regeneration correction, C(ΔF0, λ) (gray), and weighted level alignment quality, ηreg = C(ΔF0, λ; T)·η
(red) for [CoII/III(bpy)3] (left) and [CoII/III(bpy-pz)2] (right) at 298.15 K. For [Co

II/III(bpy)3] the weighted level alignment qualities for the known
high-efficiency dyes YD2 (green), YD2-o-C8,14 (gold) and SM31515 (magenta) are indicated.
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Information. As the table is dominated by dyes having exactly
ΔF‡ = 0.05 eV, this definition is seen to be extremely sensitive
to the chosen threshold value in eq 26, and our choice is thus
only one example out of many possibilities. Regardless of the
definition of the correction factor, most of the identified top
candidates employ a different metal center than the classic zinc
center. We therefore believe that our results should encourage
exploring, e.g., titanium-based alternatives in the ongoing
pursuit for porphyrin-based dyes with high DSSC efficiencies.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We presented a high-throughput approach to computational
design of porphyrin-based dyes for dye-sensitized solar cells. In
addition to the energy level alignment and light-harvesting
ability of the dyes, the overpotential due to the finite
reorganization energy associated with dye regeneration by
two commonly used Co redox mediators was taken into
account when scoring the dyes. The reorganization energy was
calculated using ab initio molecular dynamics for the redox
mediators and the simplest Zn−porphyrin dye. These results
were then extrapolated to 5000+ functionalized porphyrins
using a continuum model for the solvent reorganization energy.
We showed that the scheme identifies well-known high-
efficiency dyes in addition to a number of new promising
candidates. Apart from improving the scoring of the porphyrin
dyes, we also identified the reorganization energy of the Co-
based redox mediators as an issue to be addressed for
improving the efficiency of dye-sensitized solar cells. We
propose that new redox mediators with smaller internal
reorganization energy than the known octahedral transition
metal complexes should be investigated. Here, high-throughput
computational methods could be a useful tool.
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Design of two-photon molecular tandem
architectures for solar cells by ab initio theory†

Kristian B. Ørnsø,*a Juan M. Garcia-Lastra,ab Gema De La Torre,c F. J. Himpsel,d

Angel Rubioef and Kristian S. Thygesen*a

An extensive database of spectroscopic properties of molecules from ab initio calculations is used to design

molecular complexes for use in tandem solar cells that convert two photons into a single electron–hole

pair, thereby increasing the output voltage while covering a wider spectral range. Three different

architectures are considered: the first two involve a complex consisting of two dye molecules with

appropriately matched frontier orbitals, connected by a molecular diode. Optimized combinations of dye

molecules are determined by taking advantage of our computational database of the structural and

energetic properties of several thousand porphyrin dyes. The third design is a molecular analogy of the

intermediate band solar cell, and involves a single dye molecule with strong intersystem crossing to

ensure a long lifetime of the intermediate state. Based on the calculated energy levels and molecular

orbitals, energy diagrams are presented for the individual steps in the operation of such tandem solar

cells. We find that theoretical open circuit voltages of up to 1.8 V can be achieved using these tandem

designs. Questions about the practical implementation of prototypical devices, such as the synthesis of

the tandem molecules and potential loss mechanisms, are addressed.

1 Introduction

As the search for renewable energy sources has intensied, the
discovery of efficient and cheap technologies for exploiting the
energy from the sunlight has emerged as a key challenge.
Important examples of such technologies include organic
polymer and small-molecule solar cells, as well as dye sensitized
solar cells (DSSCs) which provide inexpensive, exible, and
environmentally friendly alternatives to the more conventional
inorganic solar cells.1–3 One important drawback of the tradi-
tional molecular based photovoltaic systems is their inefficiency
in capturing the red and infrared part of the solar spectrum. In
fact, they are oen transparent in the red, suggesting the
addition of a second solar cell to intercept that part of the solar

spectrum.4 Such tandem cells have the potential to double the
output voltage of a solar cell at the expense of a lower current. As
lower currents are associated with smaller losses and higher ll-
factors, as observed in experiments under low light intensity,5,6

trading a high current for a high voltage could boost the effi-
ciency of the cell.

Higher efficiency plays an increasingly important role in
making competitive solar cell designs as the price of silicon
continues to drop. At present, the actual silicon solar cell
accounts for less than 1/4 of the cost of a complete solar panel
installation and the cost of the support structure is becoming
increasingly important. Higher efficiency reduces the required
area and thereby reduces the cost of both the solar cells and
their support structure.7 A way to increase the efficiency of a
photovoltaic system is to incorporate the second solar cell into a
tandem device. However, pn-type tandem DSSCs have not been
able to surpass the efficiency of single DSSCs so far.8,9 Tandem
designs have also been investigated for polymer solar cells10,11

(for further references on tandem designs in organic photo-
voltaics see ref. 51–58 in the review by Krebs12 and ref. 213–232
in the review by Cao and Xue13). Furthermore, dye sensitized
upconversion has been suggested as a way to exploit infrared
light.14–16

Conventional tandem solar cells (organic as well as inor-
ganic) combine two or more types of materials that are sepa-
rated by interfaces where electrons and holes are exchanged.
These interfaces are highly critical and inevitably contain
defects and other imperfections, which act as scattering and
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recombination centers for the charge carriers. The problem of
controlling the atomic structure of the interface could be cir-
cumvented using molecular complexes where molecules
absorbing in different parts of the solar spectrum are combined
with atomic precision through synthetic chemistry. The design
of such complexes is clearly a daunting experimental challenge
as successful operation depends sensitively on the relative
position of all the involved energy levels. However, using ab
initio calculations it is now possible to search a large variety of
possible materials and identify promising candidates which
could be considered experimentally.17–21 Recently we have con-
structed a database containing calculations of the frontier
orbitals of more than 5000 porphyrin dyes.22,23 Porphyrins have
been widely used in DSSCs24 including the system with the
highest reported efficiency so far.25 Here we take advantage of
this database to propose new porphyrin-based molecular
complexes inspired by the tandem26 and intermediate band27–29

solar cell schemes. The proposed molecular architectures have
the potential to exploit a broader range of the solar spectrum
and at the same time obtain very large open-circuit voltages. In
addition, the proposed design combines the different photo-
active regions through atomically well-dened chemical bonds
and thereby eliminates the problems with disorder and defects
at the interfaces in conventional tandem devices. We present
our idea in the context of a DSSC and show that open-circuit
voltages of up to 1.8 V are achievable in molecular complexes
that generate a single electron–hole pair from two absorbed
photons. Finally, we briey discuss practical perspectives and
challenges related to the realization of the proposed schemes.

2 Methods

The atomic and electronic structures of 5000+ porphyrins are
taken from our public database22,23 (http://cmr.fysik.dtu.dk)
containing quantum mechanical calculations based on the use
of density functional theory (DFT)30 with the PBE31 exchange–
correlation functional as implemented in the GPAW code.32 The
calculations use consistently a basis set of numerical atomic
orbitals33 with double-z and polarization, a grid-spacing of
0.18�A and a unit cell with a 5.0�A vacuum added on all sides of
the molecules. The structures have been optimized until all
forces were below 0.05 eV�A�1. Aer the geometry optimization
the location of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO),
EHOMO, and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO),
ELUMO, were calculated as the ionization potential IP and elec-
tron affinity EA of the molecule. Thus the resulting energy gap,
Egap, is given by:

Egap ¼ ELUMO � EHOMO ¼ (E[�1] � E[0]) � (E[0] � E[+1])

¼ IP � EA (1)

where E[0] is the ground state total energy and E[�1] and E[+1] is
the total energy of the negatively and positively charged ions of
the molecule in the ground state geometry, respectively. In the
latter case the magnetic moment of the system is xed to ensure
a single unpaired electron. This denition of EHOMO and ELUMO

avoids the use of Kohn–Sham (KS) eigenvalues which are well-

known to be inaccurate within PBE. In addition we have previ-
ously shown that this denition gives good trends compared to
experiments22 and we will therefore use EHOMO and ELUMO

calculated from total energy calculations throughout this study.
In addition to the fundamental gap, the lowest optical transi-
tion energy, E1, has also been calculated. The calculation of E1 is
done by forcing the molecule to the triplet ground state by xing
the magnetic moment, and thus promoting one of the two
electrons in the HOMO to the LUMO. We use the triplet exci-
tation energy rather than the singlet excitation because this is
technically simpler to compute. We have previously shown for a
number of Zn porphyrins that the singlet and triplet excitations
are within 0.3 eV and that their dependence on molecular
structure is very similar.22 In the same study we furthermore
showed that computed EHOMO and E1 values compared well to
experimental values.22,34 For selected dyes we have in this study
calculated the singlet excitation energies using the all-electron
ADF code with a double-z Slater-type basis set with polarization
functions35 and the proposed dyad for the molecular tandem
scheme has been investigated using TD-DFT as implemented in
Orca36 with the CAM-B3LYP functional.37 Full details on the ADF
and Orca calculations are given in the ESI.†

3 Molecular two-photon schemes

Inspired by earlier attempts to improve the light absorption in
DSSCs by combining the conventional n-type DSSC with a p-type
DSSC38 to construct a tandem pn-DSSC,26 the intermediate band
solar cell design27,28 and especially the molecular version of
this,29 as well as previous attempts to use supramolecular
porphyrin structures to enhance the efficiency,39–41 we propose
three different molecular two-photon schemes, shown in Fig. 1.
The different schemes are explained in more detail in the
following, where we also propose specic dyes as suitable

Fig. 1 Various proposed energy level schemes for solar cells based on
two dye molecules connected by a molecular diode (molecular linker
not shown here, see Fig. 3). The occupancy is given for the ground
state. (A) Simplest concept with both HOMOs doubly occupied. Both
dye molecules need to be excited at the same time to generate a hole
in the upper HOMO that can take up an electron from the lower
LUMO. That is unlikely to happen in the same tandem complex. (B) The
upper HOMO is partially occupied to allow facile charge transfer
between the two dye molecules. Such a situation can be realized in
metal–organic dye molecules with an odd number of electrons. This is
the analog of an intermediate band solar cell.27–29 (C) Using singlet
(S) and triplet (T) excitations. The long lifetime of the triplet allows a
significant electron population to accumulate in the lower triplet level,
which can be excited into the upper triplet level. This scheme could
also be realized with a single dye molecule.
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candidates for experimental realizations of the different
schemes.

3.1 Tandem scheme

The rst concept we propose is the tandem scheme shown in
Fig. 1A in which we exploit the level alignment of two dyes to
obtain a higher open-circuit voltage. One of the dyes should be a
dye with a low lying HOMO (dye 1) and the second should have a
LUMO aligned with the conduction band of TiO2 (dye 2). To
optimize the efficiency of a tandem cell it has been proposed to
have one species with an optical gap of 1.0 eV and another with
1.9 eV.42 However, while this is true for semi-conductors which
absorb most photons above the band gap, for dyes with limited
absorption it may be better to use two dyes with optical gaps of
1.1 eV in agreement with the Shockley–Queisser limit.43 Having
dyes fullling these requirements, the basic idea can be
described in six simple steps: I / II: a photon excites an elec-
tron from the HOMO of dye 2 to an excited level. II / III: the
excited electron on dye 2 is rapidly injected into the conduction
band of the semi-conductor. III / IV: a second photon excites
an electron from theHOMOof dye 1 to the LUMOof dye 1. IV/V:
the excited electron on dye 1 tunnels to ll the hole on the
HOMO of dye 2. V / VI: an electron from the redox mediator
regenerates the dye by lling the hole on the HOMO of dye 1.
VI / I: the electron in the conduction band of the semi-
conductor is used for performing electric work aer which it is
transferred back to the electrolyte via the counter electrode as in
standard DSSCs.

This mechanism puts some constraints on the two dyes to be
used, but using our database of functionalized porphyrins,22,23

we have identied around 800 suitable dye pairs (see Fig. 2 for
an illustration of this process) made from 9 unique dyes for use
as dye 2, all functionalized with highly donating side groups. On

the other hand, the dyes suitable for use as dye 1 should have
less donating side groups in order to have a lower-lying HOMO.
From the suitable candidates we have chosen the simplest
example and rened the structure to provide an experimentally
realizable molecule while retaining the alignment of the
molecular levels. The singlet excitation energies and level
alignment of the rened individual dyes are given in Table 1. It
may be noted that the calculated singlet excitation energies
agree within 0.2–0.4 eV to the excitation energies obtained using
TD-DFT with B3LYP (see Table S1 in ESI†). To create the tandem
scheme, the dyes have been connected from the central side
group of dye 2 to the anchor group of dye 1. A scheme of the full
tandem scheme is given in Fig. 3. As in a semiconductor tandem
cell, the connection between the two dye molecules has to act as
a diode in order to suppress recombination of the nal electron
with the initial hole.44–46 Any molecular wire can act as diode, as
long as it is asymmetric, i.e., the energy levels at the two ends of
the wire are different. Many such molecular wires have been
investigated, for example by I(V) spectroscopy of break junctions
bridged by a molecule or of a molecule connecting the tip of a
scanning tunneling microscope to a surface.47–49 The optimal
length of the linker involves a trade-off between fast electron
transfer (shorter is better) and preservation of the properties of
the individual dyes (longer is better). A useful tool for control-
ling the charge transfer between the dye molecules is a tunnel
junction, which contains a stretch of molecular wire with a
signicant HOMO–LUMO gap between conducting pi-
systems.50,51 Macroscopic tunnel junctions constitute an
important part of inorganic tandem solar cells. To minimize
hybridization between the two dyes while ensuring a reasonably
short tunneling barrier, we propose to connect the two dyes by
an ester bond between the carboxylic acid of dye 1 and a
phenolic group linked to the meso position of dye 2. The
synthesis of the tandem structure is an arduous but realizable
task. Two individual face-to-face functionalized porphyrins
have to be prepared, showing a similar functionalization
pattern to that of push–pull porphyrin dyes with record effi-
ciencies in DSSCs.25 Each of the crosswise-substituted porphy-
rins can be obtained by condensation between dipyrromethane
and either benzaldehyde (for dye 1) or N,N-bis(4-methoxy-
phenyl)-4-aminobenzaldehyde (for dye 2). Following this,
bromination of the free meso positions of the porphyrins, and
sequential Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions, namely,
Buchwald, Suzuki or Stille procedures, to incorporate the
diphenylamino moiety, 4-ethynylphenol or the anchoring
group, respectively, would lead to the target dyes. Finally, both
chromophores could be linked together through a nal esteri-
cation reaction.

Fig. 2 EHOMO (red circles) and EHOMO + E1 (blue triangles) for all 5000+
porphyrins in our database22,23 plotted against the lowest optical
transition energy, E1. The light blue and light red points indicate dyes
where EHOMO + E1 lies at a lower energy than the maximum value of
EHOMO making it a potential candidate for dye 1 in the tandem scheme
and the gray shaded area indicates the region of interest around
E1 ¼ 1.1 eV.

Table 1 Calculated singlet excitation energies and level alignment of
the individual dyes used in the tandem scheme

Species EHOMO (eV) EHOMO + E1 (eV) E1 (eV)

Dye 1 �5.9 �4.7 1.2
Dye 2 �5.3 �4.1 1.2

3020 | Chem. Sci., 2015, 6, 3018–3025 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Proof of the lack of hybridization between dyes has been
achieved by calculations of the frontier orbitals of the full
tandem set up. A visualization of these using, respectively, the
PBE and CAM-B3LYP functional are given in Fig. S1 and S2 in
the ESI.† It may be noted that the different functionals yield
different ordering and spatial weights, but in both gures it is
readily seen that the orbitals are highly localized on the indi-
vidual dyes and resemble the orbitals calculated for these
individually. This means that the proposed mechanism effec-
tively transfers an electron from the backbone of dye 1 to the
anchor group of dye 2. In this way the tandem scheme achieves
excellent charge separation with the electron overlapping with
the conduction band of the semi-conductor and the hole
located close to the electrolyte. Performing a TD-DFT calcula-
tion on the full tandem dyad furthermore reveals a large oscil-
lator strength (see Table S2 in the ESI†) for the local excitations
on both parts of the dyad. Additionally, the oscillator strength
associated with the charge transfer from dye 2 to dye 1 in the
dyad is of comparable size to the local excitations. Thus the
charge transfer is possible at least in terms of energetics but the
charge transfer integral has yet to be evaluated.52,53 Using the
values from Table 1, and taking TiO2 as the semi-conductor with
the conduction band located at�4.1 eV and an electrolyte with a
redox potential aligned 0.3 eV above the HOMO of dye 1, we can
construct the detailed energetics given in Fig. 4 where the
mechanisms for all six steps are also indicated. In the gure we
further assume that the electronic excitations are faster than the
structural relaxation of the individual dyes. This leaves us with a

mechanism that, apart from the two photo-excitations, is
downhill and with a theoretical open-circuit voltage of 1.5 V
which is a signicant improvement compared to current DSSC
devices. However, the low-lying [CoII/III(bpy–pz)2] redox pair only
has a redox potential of �5.36 eV vs. vacuum54 which limits the
theoretical open-circuit voltage of the tandem device to 1.26 V
(using Voc ¼ Ec � Ered). Thus, it is crucial to use an electrolyte
with a lower redox potential. This could e.g. be achieved by
modifying the ligands of the popular cobalt-based redox couple
as shown by Feldt et al.55 or by designing completely new redox
mediators.

3.2 Intermediate band scheme

In general the lifetimes of the singlet excitation of zinc
porphyrins are long (more than 1 ns).56,57 However, the time-
scale on which the excited electron on dye 1 tunnels to the hole
on dye 2 is unknown (step IV/ V in Fig. 4). Unfortunately, this
crucial step is probably highly unlikely, since there are very few
photoexcited electrons in the LUMO of dye 1, which have to nd
one of the very few photo-generated holes which are in the
HOMO of dye 2 at the same place and the same time. A possi-
bility to overcome this is to have the HOMO of dye 2 half-lled
in the ground state as shown in Fig. 1B as this would give the
photoexcited electrons a good chance to nd a hole in the
HOMO of dye 2. Having this type of scheme would then give the
six step shown in Fig. S3 in the ESI.† I/ II: a photon excites an
electron from the HOMO of dye 1 to the LUMO of dye 1. II/ III:
the excited electron on dye 1 tunnels to the singly-occupied
HOMO of dye 2. III / IV: a second photon excites an electron
from the now doubly-occupied HOMO of dye 2 to an exited state
on dye 2. IV/ V: the excited electron on dye 2 is rapidly injected
into the conduction band of the semi-conductor. V / VI: an
electron from the redox-mediator regenerates the dye by lling
the hole on the HOMO of dye 1. VI / I: the electron in the
conduction band of the semi-conductor is used for performing
electric work aer which it is transferred back to the electrolyte
via the counter electrode as in standard DSSCs.

A possibility for realizing this scheme could be to use a
porphyrin with a transition metal center with an uneven
number of electrons such as Fe3+ (d5-system). Performing a
calculation of this species conrms in accordance with reported
calculations,58,59 the presence of an unpaired electron located in
an orbital similar to the HOMO of the iron(II) porphyrin
(see Fig. S4 in ESI† for details).

3.3 Intermediate triplet state scheme

In the single-dye intermediate triplet state scheme we propose
to still use two photons but only a single dye. Here the idea is to
have a dye with a low lying HOMO, a LUMO located inside the
gap of the semi-conductor used and a higher excited state
aligned with the semi-conductor conduction band edge. The
rst photon should thus excite an electron from the HOMO to
the LUMO followed by a second photon exciting the electron
from the LUMO to the higher excited state. To ensure that the
rst excitation lives long enough for the second excitation to
occur, we can exploit inter-system-crossing (ISC) to prepare the

Fig. 3 Chemical structure of one of the molecular tandem schemes
used in the present work.
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rst excited state in a triplet state with a long lifetime. This is
equivalent to the scheme in Fig. 1C. Thus, the idea can be
described in six steps: I/ II: a photon excites an electron from
the HOMO of the dye to the rst excited singlet state. II / III:
the excited electron undergoes ISC to the rst excited triplet
state. III / IV: a second photon excites the electron from the
rst excited triplet state to a higher excited triplet state. IV/ V:
the excited electron is injected into the conduction band of the
semi-conductor. V / VI: an electron from the redox-mediator
regenerates the dye by lling the hole on the HOMO of the dye.
VI / I: the electron in the conduction band of the semi-
conductor is used for performing electric work aer which it is
transferred back to the electrolyte via the counter electrode as in
standard DSSCs. By again employing our database,22,23 we have
found a candidate (see Fig. 5) with suitable energy levels as
shown in Table 2. Here, the LUMO is located in the band gap of
TiO2 and the triplet is located at a slightly lower energy than the
singlet state making it energetically favorable to perform ISC.
Furthermore, the triplet LUMO+2 is well aligned with the
conduction band of TiO2 making this level perfect as the second
excited state used in this type of scheme. Using these levels in
the dye yields the energetics shown in Fig. 6 where the mech-
anisms for all six steps are also indicated. From the gure it is
seen that this scheme yields a Voc around 1.8 V, again signi-
cantly exceeding 1.0 V. However, for this approach to be realistic
we need a dye with a high ISC. As the uorescence lifetime of a
zinc porphyrin molecule has been reported to be greater than
1.0 ns, indicating no signicant ISC,56 we may need to exchange
the Zn metal center with a heavier metal to obtain a higher ISC
yield. Here, porphyrins especially with a Pd metal center have
previously been shown to undergo efficient ISC with a quantum
yield close to unity.60 Performing a DFT calculation on the
closed-shell Pd version of the porphyrin dye reveals that the KS
eigenvalues for the frontier orbitals are nearly identical to the
eigenvalues for the Zn porphyrin. All eigenvalues are given in

Table S3 in the ESI.† A visualization of the relevant orbitals for
both species is given in Fig. S5 in the ESI.† From the gure we
see that the orbitals are nearly identical for the two species and
that the orbitals are very well suited for this type of scheme as
the HOMO is located mostly on the backbone and side group
whereas the LUMO is located more on the anchor group. This
has the consequence that the rst excitation obtains a great
charge separation limiting the recombination of hole and
electron. The shape of the second excited state (LUMO+2) of
both porphyrins is very similar to the LUMO yielding a high
oscillator strength for the transition. The localization of the

Fig. 4 One-particle state-based sketch of the steps involved in the molecular tandem device proposed here. For each state the energetics are
indicated by the y-axis while the one-particle mechanism associated with the step is shown in the corresponding yellow box. Here the filled
circles represent electrons and the empty circles represents holes. From right to left in each box the dotted state is the redox mediator, the first
set of solid lines represents the ground state and excited state of dye 1, the second set of solid lines represents the ground and excited state of
dye 2 and the last dotted line represents the conduction band of the semi-conductor.

Fig. 5 Scheme of the proposed dye for the single-dye intermediate
triplet state scheme.
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LUMO+2 on the anchor group furthermore ensures a very fast
injection of the excited electron into the conduction band of the
semi-conductor. Using the Pd species may thus, via the high
ISC, be a way to obtain the mechanism sketched in Fig. 6.
Another approach to obtain the triplet excited state could be to
use the concept of singlet ssion.61 To use singlet ssion we
would however need to meet a number of restrictions such as a
large energy gap between the singlet and triplet states, which is
not present for the rst excited state of the Zn porphyrin and a
different type of dye should thus be used. As for the tandem
scheme, the redox potential of the commonly-used redox
mediators are located at energies too high for this scheme to be
efficient. Thus, it is also crucial here to use an electrolyte with a
better-aligned redox potential.

4 Conclusions

We have proposed three new two-photon tandem schemes for
use in photovoltaics in a pure molecular framework thus
avoiding the inherent problems of disorder and defects found
for solid state photovoltaics. In all cases, high energy electron–
hole pairs are generated by absorption of two photons which
allow for higher output voltages while harvesting a broader
range of the solar spectrum. The three considered schemes

include a two-dye tandem structure, a two-dye intermediate
band scheme, and a single-dye intermediate triplet state
scheme. For all three schemes, we used an extensive database of
porphyrin orbital energies to identify dyes with properly-aligned
energy levels to yield open-circuit voltages well beyond 1.0 V.
The proposed schemes were substantiated by ab initio calcula-
tions for the complexes indicating that the energy level align-
ment is retained upon attaching the molecules via a diode.
Many possible loss mechanisms and questions regarding
e.g. the synthesis of the complexes, the efficiency of electron
transfer between the dyes, the life times of the generated elec-
tron–hole pairs, etc. are discussed, and possible improvements
by means of modications to the molecules are suggested. The
present work has established a new concept of molecular
tandem-based devices that could have important implications
in photovoltaic applications. Work towards a proof of concept
based on the results of this work is being conducted.
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Table 2 Calculated singlet and triplet orbital energies for the dye used
in the single-dye intermediate triplet state scheme

State Esinglet state (eV) Etriplet state (eV)

HOMO �6.2 —
LUMO �4.9 �5.0
LUMO+2 — �4.1

Fig. 6 One-particle state-based sketch of the steps involved in the single-dye intermediate triplet state scheme. For each state the energetics
are indicated by the y-axis while the one-particle mechanism associated with the step is shown in the corresponding yellow box. Here the filled
circles represents electrons and the empty circles represents holes. From right to left in each box the dotted state is the redox mediator, the first
set of solid lines represents the singlet ground state and the first singlet excited state of the dye, the second set of solid lines represents the first
and second triplet excited state of the dye and the last dotted line represents the conduction band of the semi-conductor. The step involving
inter-system-crossing is marked by ISC.
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ABSTRACT: Controlling charge transport through a
single molecule connected to metallic electrodes remains
one of the most fundamental challenges of nano-
electronics. Here we use electrochemical gating to
reversibly tune the conductance of two different organic
molecules, both containing anthraquinone (AQ) centers,
over >1 order of magnitude. For electrode potentials
outside the redox-active region, the effect of the gate is
simply to shift the molecular energy levels relative to the
metal Fermi level. At the redox potential, the conductance
changes abruptly as the AQ unit is oxidized/reduced with
an accompanying change in the conjugation pattern
between linear and cross conjugation. The most significant
change in conductance is observed when the electron
pathway connecting the two electrodes is via the AQ unit.
This is consistent with the expected occurrence of
destructive quantum interference in that case. The
experimental results are supported by an excellent
agreement with ab initio transport calculations.

Controlled switching between different charge-transport
states of single-molecule components is one of the most

essential and challenging aspects of molecular electronics.
Conductance switching in molecular junctions has been
demonstrated previously using various means, including
light,1 bias pulses,2 electrostatic gating,3 and electrochemical
gating.4 The concept of “electrochemical gating”, which
provides the opportunity to overcome the technical challenges
of incorporating a gate electrode in a solid-state molecular
device, has been employed in electrochemically active
molecular systems, including viologens,5 oligoaniline,6 ferro-
cene,7 transition metal complexes,4b,8 perylenebisimides,9

redox-active proteins,10 quinones,11 and tetrathiafulvalene,12

as well as redox-inactive molecules.13 In the case of redox-
inactive molecules, or more generally when the electrode
potential does not overlap with the molecule’s redox potential,
the effect of the gate is simply to shift the molecular levels up or
down in energy relative to the Fermi level. In a simple picture
where tunneling through the molecule is described by
“Lorentzian” transmission peaks centered at the discrete energy

levels of the molecule, a large on/off conductance ratio can be
achieved by moving the frontier molecular level in and out of
resonance with the Fermi level EF.
Recently, the concept of quantum interference (QI) in

molecular transport junctions has been introduced theoretically
and verified experimentally.14 Destructive QI leads to very low
conductancemuch lower than anticipated from a simple
“Lorentzian” model treating each molecular level as an
independent transport channel. It occurs as a result of a
(nearly) complete cancellation of transmission probability due
to interference between different electron pathways, and it is
predicted to take place in organic molecules whenever the path
connecting the left and right electrodes via the molecule is cross
conjugated.14a,15 For example, independent measurements
show that the conductance of a cross-conjugated anthraquinone
(AQ) is ∼100 times lower than that of a linearly conjugated
anthracene,14f,15,16 even though the molecular length, electronic
energy levels, and optical properties of the two molecules are
very similar.
In this work, two π-conjugated molecules, isomeric AQ-1,5

and AQ-1,4, with an anthraquinone core unit (Figure 1a), were
synthesized, and their electronic conductance was measured
under electrochemical gating using the scanning tunneling
microscopy break-junction (STM-BJ) technique. We demon-
strate gate potential control of the molecular energy levels over
almost 1 eV with conductance variations of >1 order of
magnitude. The origin of the conductance variation is a
combined effect of continuous Fermi level tuning (for
potentials outside the redox-active region) and abrupt changes
to the conjugation pattern of the molecule as a consequence of
oxidation/reduction of the molecule when the electrode
potential crosses the redox potential. These experimental
observations are complemented by density functional theory
(DFT)-based transport calculations. Plotting the calculated
transmission function of the reduced and oxidized molecule on
the electrode potential scale, we find excellent agreement with
experiments for the conductance versus gate potential in a 1 V
range around the AQ redox potential.
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Conductance measurements of both AQ-1,4 and AQ-1,5
were performed in an STM-BJ setup in 0.1 M KClO4 (pH
∼5.8) using a cell with a four-electrode configuration, with Au
as tip and substrate, and Pt wires as counter-electrode and
quasi-reference electrode in an oxygen-free atmosphere (see
SI).17 Figure 1b shows the cyclic voltammogram (CV) of AQ-
1,5 recorded in the STM cell. Two redox peaks are located
around −0.42 V for AQ-1,5 and −0.37 V for AQ-1,4 (Figure
1b).
Figure 1c shows typical conductance−distance traces of AQ-

1,5 in the reduced and oxidized states obtained from the STM-
BJ experiment.18 For both redox states, the conductance curves
exhibit a short plateau at 1G0 due to atomic gold point contacts
existing just before rupture. In addition to the 1G0 plateau, the
blue curves show a more extended plateau, with conductances
ranging from 10−4.6G0 to 10

−5.4G0, which can be assigned to the
conductance of the reduced AQ-1,5 single-molecule junctions.
In contrast, no low-conductance plateaus were observed for
AQ-1,5 in the oxidized state (red curve). From this, we
conclude that the conductance of the oxidized form is below
the detection limit of our STM-BJ setup equipped with a linear
I−V convertor (10−6G0). Figure 1e shows the one-dimensional
histograms of AQ-1,5 in its reduced (blue) and oxidized (red)

states, constructed from 1100 conductance traces without any
data selection. A pronounced conductance peak centered at
10−5.0G0 is observed for the reduced state (rAQ-1,5), while no
clear peaks above the detection limit are found for the oxidized
form. The inset of Figure 1e shows the change in conductance
of AQ-1,5 over three consecutive cycles of the potential across
the redox potential. No significant decrease of the on/off ratio
is observed, which suggests that the manipulation of molecular
redox states is a highly reversible process.
Figure 1d,f shows individual conductance−distance traces

and histograms of AQ-1,4 in the reduced (blue) and oxidized
(red) states, respectively. For this molecule, clear conductance
plateaus are observed around 10−4.0G0 and 10−5.0G0 for the
reduced and oxidized species, respectively, leading to peaks in
the conductance histogram at these values. We attribute these
peaks to the formation of rAQ-1,4 and AQ-1,4 single-molecule
junctions.
The smaller difference in the conductance of the two redox

states of AQ-1,4, compared to AQ-1,5, can be explained by the
different electron pathways between the pyridyl units in the
cross-conjugated AQ-1,5 and linearly conjugated AQ-1,4
molecules. For AQ-1,4 the change in conductance results
primarily from a change in effective electron density of the
functional group attached as a “gating” unit to the OPE-type
backbone. In contrast, the electron pathway for AQ-1,5 goes
directly via the AQ unit, and thus the change from linear-
(reduced state) to cross-conjugation (oxidized state) directly
lowers the transmission probability.
In Figure 2, we show the transmission functions of AQ-1,5

(a) and AQ-1,4 (b) in reduced and oxidized forms calculated
from DFT. All the calculations were performed using the
GPAW electronic structure19 code using a double zeta plus
polarization (DZP) basis set. To overcome the well-known
problem of DFT to describe molecular energy levels we have
used the DFT+ Sigma scheme to correct the DFT eigenvalues
as described in previous studies.20,21 More details on the
computations are given in the SI. Our transport calculations
predict that the oxidized states generally have lower
conductance than the reduced states. This holds not only for
energies at the gold Fermi level but over the entire range of
energies within the HOMO−LUMO gap. Moreover, AQ-1,4 is
predicted to have higher conductance than AQ-1,5 in both
charge states. Finally, the change in conductance upon
changing the redox state is predicted to be larger for AQ-1,5

Figure 1. (a) The molecules studied in this work. (b) CV of AQ-1,5
(black) and AQ-1,4 (gray) assembly measured in the STM cell with
sweep rate of 100 mV s−1 in 0.1 M KClO4 aqueous electrolyte. Typical
conductance vs distance traces of rAQ-1,5 (c, blue, −530 mV), AQ-1,5
(c, red, −280 mV), rAQ-1,4 (d, blue, −520 mV), AQ-1,4 (d, red, 280
mV) relative to SCE. (e,f) 1D conductance histograms generated from
1100 individual curves without any data selection for rAQ-1,5 (e,
blue), AQ-1,5 (e, red), rAQ-1,4 (f, blue), and AQ-1,4 (f, red). (e,
inset) Three sequential in situ highly reversible switching cycles
between rAQ-1,5 and AQ-1,5 triggered by the electrode potential. The
data points are the most probable conductances of rAQ-1,5 (blue) and
AQ-1,5 (red). The noise level is indicated by the gray area in panels c−
f. The spike at log (G/G0) ≈ −2.2 is the switching of the amplifier.

Figure 2. Calculated transmission function for the two charge states of
AQ-1,5 (a) and AQ-1,4 (b). The supercells used for the transport
calculations are also shown. The energy scale is relative to the Au
Fermi level.
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than for AQ-1,4. These findings are all consistent with the
experimental observations. The first two findings can be
explained by the variations in the HOMO−LUMO gap: for
both charge states the HOMO−LUMO gap is larger for AQ-
1,5 than for AQ-1,4, and for both molecules the HOMO−
LUMO gap is larger in the oxidized state than in the reduced
state. However, the third finding, namely that the conductance
change upon oxidation is larger for AQ-1,5 than for AQ-1,4,
cannot be explained simply from the size of the HOMO−
LUMO gap. Indeed, the increase in HOMO−LUMO gap upon
oxidation is very similar for the two molecules. Instead, the
larger suppression of the conductance in oxidized AQ-1,5 is a
result of destructive QI occurring because the electron pathway
connecting the left and right electrodes goes via the cross-
conjugated AQ unit. We note that the QI effect is not very
pronounced in oxidized AQ-1,5; in particular, the characteristic
transmission anti-resonance often observed in QI molecules is
not observed. Outside the redox-active region, the effect of the
gate potential should simply shift the molecular levels up or
down relative to the metal Fermi energy. Since the conductance
is proportional to the transmission function at the Fermi
energy, Figure 2 suggests that a significant gating effect should
be observable when the Fermi level is close to either the
HOMO or LUMO, and previous studies have shown that AQ-
1,4 and AQ-1,5, in the absence of gating potentials, conduct
through the LUMO.22

To investigate the conductance versus gate potential, we
constructed conductance histograms for the two molecules at
different (fixed) electrode potentials. The histograms are shown
in Figure 3 for AQ-1,5 and AQ-1,4, and the conductance peaks
versus gate potential are plotted in Figure 4a,b. For potentials
higher than the redox potential, the molecules are in their
oxidized state. In this potential region, the peaks in the
conductance histograms shift to higher conductance as the
potential is moved toward more negative values (the Fermi
level is moved upward). This indicates that transport is indeed
mediated by the LUMO for the oxidized molecules. At a
potential around −0.4 V vs SCE, the conductance increases
sharply by approximately 1 order of magnitude due to the redox
process. For AQ-1,5 the conductance continues to rise as the
potential is decreased further, indicating that transport is also
LUMO-mediated in the reduced state. A significant con-
ductance change from 10−6.1G0 (−330 mV vs SCE) to 10−6.5G0
(−30 mV vs SCE) for AQ-1,5 in the oxidized state was
observed by carrying out the experiment in a complementary
STM-BJ with a developing logarithm I−V convertor with better
current sensitivity, which is in good agreement with the results
presented in Figure 1, showing that the oxidized state
conductance of AQ-1,5 is <10−6G0. For AQ-1,4, it is found
that the conductance increases with positive potential in the
reduced state. At the potential close to redox potential (−420
mV vs SCE), we can still observe a less-pronounced
conductance peak around 10−4.5G0, which suggests the
existence of small amounts of molecules in the oxidized state
at the transition potential. We note that although the
conductance change induced by adjusting the electrode
potential is relatively small in the redox-inactive potential
region, as compared to the change taking place as the potential
crosses the redox peak potential, it is still comparable to those
of several other previously studied molecular switches.4a,23

To enable a more precise comparison between the
experiments (Figure 4a,b) and the calculations, we plotted
the calculated transmission using the electrochemical energy

scale relative to SCE in Figure 4c,d. Conversion of the
electrochemical energy scales is achieved based on the Fermi
level in the transport calculations corresponding to the
(negative) work function of Au(111), which is taken to be
5.3 eV, while the SCE is 4.68 eV relative to vacuum.24 The gray
line indicates the measured redox potentials. For potentials to
the left of the gray line, the molecule is in the reduced state and
the transmission is given by the blue curve. For potentials to
the right of the dashed line, the molecule is in the oxidized state
and the transmission is given by the red curve. The dots
indicate the predicted conductance at the potentials used to
produce the experimental conductance curve in Figure 4a,b.
The striking agreement between the calculations and experi-
ments strongly supports the interpretations of the conduction
mechanisms put forward in this paper and suggests that
(semi)quantitative modeling of single-molecule transport under
electrochemical control is possible using relatively simple
computational models. Finally, we note that although the
qualitative agreement between theory and experiments is
excellent, there are significant differences at the quantitative
level, in particular for the reduced states. We ascribe this to an
incorrect level alignment in the DFT+Sigma calculation for
reduced AQ-1,4 and a breakdown of the phase-coherent
transport mechanism close to the resonance in the case of
reduced AQ-1,5 (see SI for a more detailed discussion).
In summary, we have studied charge transport through

single-molecule junctions formed by two isomeric AQ-based
derivatives, AQ-1,5 and AQ-1,4, by employing an STM-BJ

Figure 3. Conductance histograms obtained at different potentials vs
SCE for (a) AQ-1,5 and (b) AQ-1,4. Black lines indicate the
conductance changes with electrode potential.

Figure 4. Experimental (a,b) and calculated (c,d) molecular
conductance as a function of the applied gating potential vs SCE for
AQ-1,5 (a,c) and AQ-1,4 (b,d). The vertical gray line indicates the
measured redox potential for the two molecules. The transmission
curves shown in the lower panels are the same as in Figure 2, but are
plotted here on the electrochemical energy scale relative to SCE.
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technique under electrochemical control. For both AQ-1,5 and
AQ-1,4, the conductance has been controlled over 1 order of
magnitude by varying the electrode potential over a range of ∼1
V. In the redox-inactive potential region, the effect of the gating
is to shift the Fermi level relative to the molecular resonances,
leading to a modest change in conductance. At the redox
potential, large and reversible jumps of the conductance were
observed due to the change in redox state, which is
accompanied by changes in the conjugation pattern from
linear (in the reduced state) to cross-conjugated (in the
oxidized state). All these observations were supported by our
DFT-based transport calculations. In particular, we found an
excellent agreement between experiments and calculations for
the conductance versus gate potential both outside and inside
the redox-active regimes.
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Controlling Electrical Conductance through a π-Conjugated 

Cruciform Molecule via Selective Anchoring to Gold Electrodes** 

Cancan Huang, Songjie Chen, Kristian Baruël Ørnsø, David Reber, Masoud Baghernejad, Yongchun 

Fu, Thomas Wandlowski, Silvio Decurtins, Wenjing Hong,*, Kristian Sommer Thygesen,*, and Shi-Xia 

Liu*,      

Abstract: Tuning charge transport at the single-molecule level plays 

a crucial role in the construction of molecular electronics devices. 

Here we introduce a promising and operationally simple approach to 

tune two distinct charge transport pathways through a cruciform 

molecule. Upon in-situ cleavage of the triisopropylsilyl group, 

complete conversion from the M1-N junctions to the M1-C junctions 

is achieved with a conductance increase by more than one order of 

magnitude, which is consistent with predictions from ab-initio 

transport calculations. Our results provide a new approach to tune 

the conductance of single-molecule junctions via chemically 

controllable anchoring sites. 

The idea to integrate individual molecules into electronic circuits 

was theoretically proposed by Aviram and Ratner in 1974.
[1]

 

Despite of various experimental approaches employed for the 

formation of molecular junctions between two metal electrodes,
[2]

 

it is highly desirable to incorporate a third (gate) electrode, e.g. a 

solid-state back gate electrode
[3]

 or electrochemical electrode, to 

adjust molecular energy levels relative to the Fermi level or 

trigger redox reactions on the molecule.
[4]

 In conjunction with this 

idea, it is of great interest to integrate molecules with multiple 

terminals into an electrical circuit to allow differentiating and 

switching between different charge transport (CT) pathways. 

However, it still remains a challenge to control the metal-

molecule contact to a degree that allows for injection/extraction 

of charges at different points of the same molecule and thereby 

explore multiple electron pathways. A possible way to overcome 

this challenge is to exploit the sizeable variation in binding 

energies of different anchor groups on a gold surface.  

Here, we report the design and synthesis of a cruciform 

conjugated molecule (M1) consisting of two orthogonally 

disposed π-systems. Within this molecule the two linear arms 

are terminated with pyridyl and TIPS-protected (TIPS = 

triisopropylsilyl) acetylene groups, respectively (Figure 1). 

Cruciform molecules have received significant attention due to 

their special structural topology and opportunities for their 

modulation
[5]

 and therefore they are considered to be promising 

“hub” units for integration of different functional units in single-

molecule circuits. Within the context of the single-molecule 

conductance, only two papers on cruciform molecules have 

appeared in the literature.
[6,7]

 Differentiating charge transport 

pathways, however, has been unexplored so far. To elaborate 

on our concept for achieving high selectivity of anchoring sites 

on Au leads, we apply the desilylation chemistry
[8]

 which allows 

us to trap molecules between two Au electrodes through in-situ 

generated C-Au bonds. Single-molecule junctions formed via the 

C-Au -bonds should be energetically favored over junctions via 

pyridyl anchoring groups, due to the larger binding strength of 

the covalent bond compared to the coordination bonding 

between the gold and lone pair atoms.
[9]

 Therefore, one can set 

the course for a controllable conductance pathway in a molecule, 

for example, with well-studied pyridyl and trimethylsilyl-protected 

acetylene termini.
[4a, 9]

 

 

Figure 1. Setting a course for molecular conductance along different pathways 

based on the M1-N and M1-C configurations. 

To realize this goal, we specifically synthesized a cruciform 

molecule M1 (Figure 1) based on the benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']difuran 

(BDF) core
[10]

 to explore the possibility of chemical tuning of 

anchoring sites in single-molecule devices. Charge transport 

properties of the single-molecule junctions before and after the 

desilylation were investigated using the mechanically 

controllable break junction technique (MCBJ).
[11]

 Upon 

desilylation, the conductance value is more than one order of 

magnitude higher, which is comparable with other conductance 

tuning approaches through energy level tuning or redox 

processes. In the present study, the origin of the conductance 

difference lies in a complete conversion of two charge transport 

pathways in a well-controlled way, as confirmed by density 

functional theory (DFT)-based transport calculations. 
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Scheme 1. The synthetic route to the target molecule M1. 

As illustrated in Scheme 1, the target molecule M1 was 

readily prepared from 2 in 69% yield via a Sonogashira reaction 

with 4-ethynylpyridine hydrochloride. The synthesis of precursor 

2 was accomplished in 54% yield by iodination of M2
[12]

 via 

double deprotonation in the presence of n-BuLi followed by 

treatment with iodine. The details are given in the SI.   

The initial single-molecule conductance measurement was 

carried out in a THF : mesitylene solution (1 : 4, v : v) containing 

0.1 mM molecule M1, and then tetrabutylammonium fluoride 

(TBAF) was added for in-situ cleavage of TIPS to form the Au-C 

bonds. Figure 2A displays typical conductance (G) versus 

distance (∆z) stretching traces, as plotted in a semi-logarithmic 

scale. In these traces, after the rapture of gold-gold atomic 

contacts (plateau at G0 = 2e
2
/h, quantum conductance), the 

formation of molecular junctions is identified by the presence of 

additional plateaus in the range 10
-0.3 

G0 ≥ G ≥ 10
-7.0

 G0. Some 

typical traces are shown for pyridyl-terminated junctions M1-N 

(blue) in the initial state and the acetylide-terminated junctions 

M1-C (red), upon the cleavage of TIPS. The plateau length of 

M1-N is significantly longer than that of M1-C, while the plateau 

of M1-C is in the higher conductance regime. 

 

Figure 2. (A) Typical conductance - relative distance traces for M1-N and M1-

C configurations. (B) One-dimensional (1D) conductance histograms of M1-N, 

M1-C and M2. 

Thousands of these individual traces are used to construct 

one-dimensional (1D) conductance histograms without data 

selection
[11a]

 (Figure 2B). In the initial state (blue curve), the 

conductance peak centered at G = 10
-5.1±0.1

 G0 by Gaussian 

fitting is assigned as the statistically most probable conductance 

of the M1-N molecular junctions. Upon the addition of 2 

equivalents of TBAF, a distinct conductance was detected at G = 

10
-3.9±0.1

 G0. The observed increase in molecular conductance is 

attributed to the M1-C charge transport pathway. It is also found 

that the conductance of the M1-C configuration is in perfect 

agreement with the molecular junction of the reference molecule 

M2 (G = 10
-4.0±0.1

 G0) featured only with one charge transport 

pathway through the 4, 8-axis of the BDF core. Remarkably, the 

conductance difference for the two junction configurations is 

comparable with the reported single-molecule conductance 

change via Fermi level tuning
[13]

 and redox processes.
[14]

 

 

Figure 3. Two-dimensional (2D) conductance histograms and stretching 

distance ∆z* distributions (inset). (A) M1-N, (B) M1-C, (C) M2.     

For the M1 molecule, the M1-N and M1-C configurations 

lead to a significant change of the molecular lengths of the 

single-molecule junctions. To further explore the evolution of 

conductance as a function of the molecular length, the 2D 

histograms are displayed in Figure 3. Two clear intensity clouds 

are observed for M1-N (Figure 3A) and M1-C configurations 

(Figure 3B). Notably, the plateau length for M1-N is longer than 

for M1-C. The most probable stretched distance ∆z* was 

determined from the plateau distribution histograms (inset 

histograms of Figures 3A and 3B) to be 1.7 nm and 0.7 nm, 

respectively. After adding the snap-back distance correction, the 

most probable absolute distance z* (z* = ∆z* + 0.5 nm)
[11b]

 

between two gold tips is 2.2 nm for M1-N, and 1.2 nm for M1-C, 

which agrees well with the length of the corresponding 

orientations (2.4 nm for M1-N and 1.2 nm for M1-C cells based 

on DFT calculation). The good agreement between the 

experimentally and theoretically determined junction lengths 

verifies the proposed junction configurations. All these results 

provide direct evidence for the chemically stimulated change of 

the charge transport pathway from M1-N to M1-C.  

It can be noted that the peak located at 1.7 nm, 

corresponding to the M1-N junction (inset Figure 3A), 

disappeared completely for the M1-C junction (inset Figure 3B), 

indicating that the conversion from the M1-N to M1-C charge 

transport pathway can reach up to ~100% (9 in 1000 traces 

which show stretching distances longer than 1.5 nm). Such a 

high selectivity is attributed to the fact that the covalent C-Au 

bonds are much stronger than the Au-N bond, as confirmed by 

DFT calculations. The binding energies for the pyridyl and 

acetylide groups on the Au electrodes are calculated to be 0.6 

eV and 3.2 eV, respectively. The DFT total energy calculations 

were performed with the GPAW code
[14a]

 using a real space grid 

with grid spacing 0.18 Å and the PBE exchange-correlation 

functional. The atomic structure of the metal-molecule interface 

was modeled as described in SI.  

Figure 4 shows the transmission functions of M1-N and M1-

C calculated from DFT. The charge transport calculation was 

performed using the GPAW electric structure
[15]

 code using a 

double zeta plus polarization (DZP) basis set and the PBE 

exchange-correlation functional. To overcome the well-known 

problem of DFT to describe molecular energy levels we have 
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used the DFT+Sigma scheme to correct the DFT eigenvalues as 

described in previous studies.
[16]

 As illustrated in Figure 4, the 

charge transport is predominantly via the LUMO for the M1-N 

configuration and the HOMO for the M1-C configuration, 

respectively. The switching of the dominant molecular orbital is 

in good agreement with previous theoretical studies.
[11b, 17]

  

 

Figure 4. Calculated transmission function for the two states of the molecular 

junctions (blue for M1-N and red for M1-C). 

In summary, two distinct charge transport pathways of a 

cruciform molecule are verified by single-molecule conductance 

measurements using the MCBJ technique with the conductance 

difference of more than one order of magnitude. Unlike the 

acetyl-protected thiol-terminated molecules that can be trapped 

between two Au electrodes in the absence of deprotection 

agents, the TIPS-protected molecules are very stable as, the 

deprotection only occurs in the presence of bases such as 

TBAF, which allows us to tune the charge transport pathways of 

M1 in the more controllable way. Upon in-situ cleavage of the 

TIPS group, the complete conversion from the M1-N junctions to 

the M1-C junctions could be achieved. More importantly, the 

conductance tuning via the high selectivity of different anchoring 

groups provides a unique flexibility in the modulation design. 

The interpretation of the experiments was supported by ab-initio 

total energy and transport calculations. This present work 

demonstrates that the conductance of single-molecule junctions 

can be tuned via the chemically controllable preferred anchoring 

sites. To realize the reversible tuning of charge transport 

pathways in single-molecule junctions is a major focus in our 

ongoing work. 

Keywords: ab initio calculations • desilylation • single-molecule 

studies • benzodifuran • anchoring effect 
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For the first time, it has been demonstrated that two distinct charge transport 

pathways through a cruciform molecule at the single-molecule level can be tuned 

via chemically controllable anchoring sites. Upon in-situ cleavage of the 

triisopropylsilyl group, complete conversion from the M1-N junctions to the M1-C 

junctions is achieved with a conductance increase by more than one order of 

magnitude. 
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